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Abstract
The multi-agent systems (MaS) typology can be divided into “independent” and
“cooperative” or closed and open respectively. Independent MaS embraces a set of
agents linked together by predefined protocols that operate in a closed central control
system. The closed system does not include or perform MaS dynamic behaviour;
rather, it mainly performs agent team formation processes and promotes agents’
cooperation at runtime. This type of MaS is appropriate for application within fixed
procedures that operate in one system boundary. In contrast, the cooperative MaS is
an emergent system that has the potential to dynamically, at runtime, search in an
open distributed computational environment and subsequently form a team of
appropriate agents to achieve the defined goal. The agent cooperation behaviour is a
key strength of MaS, which is characterised by agents’ autonomy.
This thesis investigates existing multi-agent system development methodologies:
Prometheus, Gaia, MaSE, PASSI and Tropos. The results indicate that these
methodologies are engineering an independent MaS focusing on the agent’s internal
structure or system architecture through interaction protocols. However, the
cooperative MaS development processes are minimally realised in these
methodologies and the agent cooperation process is not implicitly addressed.
Further, the research aims to enhance MaS development methodology by proposing a
novel development methodology for multi-agent systems (DMMAS) that can guide
software practitioners in developing cooperative MaS with the ability to function in
large-scale, open, distributed, incremental, heterogeneous systems. It is motivated by
distributed architecture for problem solving in domains including military logistics,
healthcare, transportation and travel agency systems. The research attempts to
transition existing MaS from independent concepts to cooperative concepts.
To model agent autonomous behaviour, the research proposes a new organisational
multi-agent systems architecture supported by an ontology-based search model and
the agent cooperation, through dynamic team formation process is built on agent
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adoptive strategy and Share Plan cooperation theory as an important characteristic of
DMMAS.
The research has been conducted using design science in information system research
method, and the case study research approach. For proof of the concept the research
applied DMMAS development methodology on a real world case study “Travel
Agency System (TAS)” which served as the motivating problem for the research
work. The results are evaluated using a benchmark approach to compare DMMAS
performance with the five existing MaS development methodologies.
This thesis makes four main contributions: first, it enhances the agent-based system
by providing a new development methodology with an attempt to develop the multiagent systems current state of the art from independent to cooperative. Secondly, the
research presents new multi-agent systems architecture and a methodology on how to
design and develop open distributed multi-agent systems. Thirdly, the research
proposes how ontology analysis and design can be incorporated in software
engineering practice. The research explains how ontology concepts, objects and
relationships are identified to build the agent systems domain. Finally, the research
introduces a new agent functionality ontology schema for a search to replace the agent
name keyword based conventional search. The functionality based ontology approach
utilises descriptor based semantics.
The proposed DMMAS design methodology is evaluated against software
engineering principles and its strengths and inadequacies investigated. The research
achievements are summarised and emerging research questions are outlined for future
work.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
“Since the mid 1980s, software agents and multi-agent systems have grown into a
very active area of research and also commercial development activity. One of
the limiting factors in industry take up of agent technology, however, is the lack
of adequate software engineering support, and knowledge in this area” from;
Agent Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) 11th. International Workshop (2010).

The multi-agent systems (MaS) evolve from Artificial Intelligence (AI), Knowledgebased System (KbS), Object-Oriented System (OOS), and Distributed Artificial
System (DAI). The First Workshop on Foundations of Multi-Agent Systems
committee (Doran et al., 1996b) delivered the multi-agent systems typology which
classified MaS into two types “independent” and “cooperative” (close and open
respectively). The independent MaS embrace a set of agents linked by predefined
(hardwired) protocols which operate in a closed, central control system. Therefore the
system does not allow for dynamic activities. This type of MaS appropriates
applications defined by fixed, predefined procedures operating in one system
boundary. In contrast, the cooperative MaS is a dynamic emergent system,
characterised by cooperative behaviour. It has the potential to dynamically (at system
runtime) search in an open distributed computational environment then form a team of
appropriate agents to achieve the user goal. The agent cooperation feature is the key
strength of multi-agent systems over all the other software paradigms (Davidson et al.,
2009).
A survey of the existing agent-based and multi-agent systems development
methodologies, mainly Gaia, Prometheus, MaSE, PASSI, and Tropos reveals that
these methodologies do not address the modelling and techniques for the cooperative
multi-agent systems. The survey confirmed that all these methodologies built toward
modelling an independent multi-agent system where each followed a particular
approach pursuant to particular MaS issues. In addition, although these methodologies
established some grounding for further enhancement, all there evaluated as
incomplete, designed for specific projects and difficult to deploy (AlHashel et al.,
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2009a, Stum and Shehory, 2004, Tveit, 2001, Wood and Deloach, 2001, Yogesh et
al., 2008). One of the main obstacles to the large scale take-up of multi-agent systems
and agent technology is the lack of adequate software development methodology that
can generalize the MaS domains and model the system structure into abstractions
(Iglesias et al., 1999, Luck et al., 2004).

“However, agent-oriented methodologies have not received much acceptance in
industrial environments, which can be partially explained by drawbacks in current
agent-oriented

methodologies,

mainly

in

terms

of

applicability

and

comprehensiveness” (Gonzalez-Palacios and Luck, 2008).
The multi-agent systems cooperative problem solving techniques is the core
requirement of multi-agent systems over all the other software development
paradigms and without it, MaS lose their concept strength. Deloach stated “Much of
the current research related to agents system has focused on the capabilities and
structure of individual agents. However, in order to solve complex problems, these
agents must work cooperatively with other agents in a heterogeneous environment.
This is the domain of Multi-agent Systems” (Deloach, 1999). This research is
motivated by the observation that a gap exists in the multi-agent systems development
practice where the existing multi-agent systems development methodologies aim to
engineer independent (closed) multi-agent systems only. This limitation impedes the
multi-agent system playing its key advantage. This research investigates how to
evolve the multi-agent systems from the independent type to the cooperative type. To
achieve this objective the research proposes a new multi-agent development
methodology (DMMAS) that can be used by the software practitioner to design
cooperative multi-agent systems that can function in open, distributed, heterogeneous
software environment. DMMAS development cycle follows, software engineering
lifecycle starting from an early requirement analysis, system analysis, architecture
design, and the detailed design phase. Throughout these phases the DMMAS model
cooperative MaS main components, the agent autonomous behaviour, agents team
formation process and the goal execution plan. The DMMAS is structured around a
cooperative agent architecture (ACM) proposed by this research (AlHashel, 2008).
The DMMAS incorporates an ontology approach to represent the agent’s functionality
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which is an innovative technique arising from this research to represent the agent
autonomous behaviour.
The basic notion of DMMAS is to build a system that has an emergent organisational
structure consisting of two main levels. At the top level are the professional-agents responsible for executing a set of goal in particular domain. At the bottom level are
the skill-agents - expert in particular skills for the goal achievement. Every goal in the
system is supported by a dedicated execution plan to guide the professional-agent in
achieving the goal in coordination with the skill-agents team. At every goal the
professional-agent will read the goal execution plan recipe then search the ontology
schema to find the skill-agents that provide the necessary skills to achieve the goal in
hand. Therefore, the professional-agent will send a request to invite these skill-agents
(to form a team of agents) then adopt these agents accordingly as they execute their
skills within the plan. The system has a dynamic structure in response to the goal.
Whenever the goal changes, the system will change the skill-agents team according to
the new goal requirements. For every goal, there will be a set of services that are
formed dynamically by the team maker. The team maker has the master plan based on
a predefined database and a master ontology-based services catalogue. For the
ontology implementation the research uses Web ontology tools OWL, RDF, RDF-S,
XML, and XML-S to represent each skill-agent’s functionality. The DMMAS team
maker and agent cooperation concept design is based on “SharePlan” cooperation
theory proposed by Grosz and Kraus (1996) without the agent’s intentional model.

1.2 Why a New Methodology
Based on the previous section background this section deduces that the existing MaS
methodologies’ design objective is different from DMMAS design objective. As
stated in the previous section, existing design methodologies do not address or build
MaS dynamic cooperation features. Instead those methodologies are applicable for
building independent MaS suitable for applications operating locally and developed
under one uniformed, coherent system. For example, Gaia focuses on a predefined
fixed organisation structure (Gonzalez-Palacios and Luck, 2008). Prometheus author
Padgham (2004) stated that “Prometheus as described in this book does not address
agent teamwork or mobile agent”. MaSE does not support the construction of plan-
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based agents and it does not contain any dynamic behaviour or temporal or
environment interaction (Badr et al., 2008). PASSI has been driven by work on
robotics applications, which may impose constraints on its suitability for other
domains (Luck et al., 2004). Tropos is the most complete and tool supported
methodology. However, it does not support the team formation process and
cooperation or agent dynamic grouping (AlHashel et al., 2009a).
A cooperative multi-agent system possesses unique features such as agent
autonomous behaviour, team formation process, dynamic organisational structure and
agent adoption strategy. In addition it must be able to operate in an open, distributed
computational environment. Combining these features in one application introduces
new software design challenges that entail sophisticated techniques because these
features are not available within the existing software engineering paradigms. In
general, multi-agent systems features have changed the traditional software
development methods used in software engineering (Luck et al., 2004).
“There is a fundamental mismatch between the concepts used by object-oriented
developers (and indeed, by other mainstream software engineering paradigms)
and the agent-oriented view. In particular, extant approaches fail to adequately
capture an agent’s flexible, autonomous problem-solving behaviour, the richness
of an agent’s interactions, and the complexity of an agent system’s organisational
structures” (Wooldridge et al., 2000).
For these reasons, using the object-oriented or other software paradigms are not
options and a new customised multi-agent systems development methodology is
required. However, the existing methodologies provide a useful grounding to start
from. In addition, the existing software practice mainly; foundation for intelligent
physical agent (FIPA) standard (2000), UML notations Jacobson et al. (2000), and
Agent UML Odell et al. (2003) contributes useful inputs into the DMMAS
development process.
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1.3 Research Aims and Objectives
Despite a great deal of research in the area of agent and multi-agent systems, a
number of research challenges must still be addressed before making agent-based
computing a widely accepted paradigm in software engineering practice. The main
objective of this thesis is to improve the multi-agent systems development practice to
transfer the development process from designing an independent system to a
cooperative system. This objective addresses the existing gap in the multi-agent
software development practice and improves the MaS development process.
To achieve the research objective the following aims are set:
•

Extend the existing multi-agent systems software engineering practice by
providing a new multi-agent systems development methodology (DMMAS).
The DMMAS work as a development tool for the practitioner to analyse and
design cooperative multi-agent systems characterised by autonomous agents,
and agents’ adoptive concept to forming emergent organisational structures
based on professional agents and skill agents.

•

Inform the software engineering practice by the experience gained in
designing a novel software development proof of concept for:
-

autonomous software entity,

-

emergent system structure,

-

MaS team formation process including ontology based agent selection
process.

•

Propose a new multi-agent system architecture characterised by agent levels
and professional agent and skill agent.

•

Improve the software engineering practice by incorporating ontology in
software engineering development process.

•

This contribution introduces new diagrammatic notations and language for
representing the agent-based system behaviour attempting to standardise
agent-based system design. In addition, it incorporates the ontology approach
in the agent-based system analysis and design phases to construct a robust
software agent architecture.
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1.4 Research Questions
This research focuses on the multi-agent systems software engineering, specifically
the analysis and design processes for building cooperative MaS. The research takes
into account the complexity of the MaS internal structure and components in addition
to the operating computational environment and its openness. In a research area
where some work has been done, the thesis addresses these questions:
1. What are the components and how are they interconnected to form the
cooperative multi-agent systems architecture that has emergent organisational
structure and embraces agents team formation process?
2. What is the mechanism that has the ability to represent the agent’s
autonomous behaviour and allow it to function in an open, distributed
computational software environment?
3. Ontology paradigm has been used in many software projects without a
standard software development methodologies or dedicated graphical
diagrams or notations. How and ontology be incorporated into software
development methodology?
4. How to engineer a cooperative multi-agent system that embodies: autonomous
agent behaviour; team formation process; agent’s adaptive strategy; and
emergent structure?

1.5 Hypothesis
•

The existing multi-agent systems development methodologies are designing
independent (closed) systems and fail to design cooperative (open) multi-agent
systems characterised by an agent autonomous behaviour with the potential to
function in an open, distributed, heterogeneous software environment then
dynamically form a team of agents to achieve a common goal.

•

This thesis proposes a new development methodology with the potential to
analysis and designs the cooperative multi-agent systems.
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•

The ontology approach is sufficient to represent the agent functionality and it
is possible to incorporate the ontology engineering within software
engineering using UML class diagram with new additional graphical notation
and diagrams to represent the ontology concept, classes, attributes, properties,
and relationships.

1.6 Research Methodology
Selecting or agreeing on a particular research methodology is a critical decision that
has direct impact on achieving the research objective and aims with the best possible
precision. Moreover, the research methodology must be able to address the approach
and guidelines that will lead to answering the research question(s) and validate and
evaluate the research outcomes and verify the hypothesis. Selecting a research
methodology is part of the research design process. In fact this process enables the
researcher to understand his/her research in more detail.
Many research methodologies are available and selecting one that matches the
research will be arguable because there are differences in opinion over the nature of
the truth, and how we can discover that truth using scientific investigation. In normal
situations there are more than one approach to achieve the same result and the
decision to choose a particular approach is influenced by the philosophical stance
adopted by the researcher or research members (Easterbrook et al., 2007). Despite the
decision made on method selections, it is often necessary to use a combination of
methods to fully understand the problem (Easterbrook et al., 2007). However, there
are no standard procedures or rules that can be applied for designing the research, but
there are a set of consideration that can be used as guidelines to align the research
aims with the research methodologies. The classification of the research question(s),
the data collection method, the nature of the problem statement, research subjects, and
the available resources are criteria forming important inputs to the research design
process (Morse and Field, 1995).
The research plan consists of three main phases as follows:
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1. Study the existing agent-based software development methodologies and
related software engineering backgrounds including the software development
tools.
2. Design a development methodology (artefacts and process) that has the
potential to design agent-based systems.
3. Test the development methodology, as proof of concept applying to a real
world case study that is a travel agency system (TAS).
The proposed research is classified as qualitative research, and seamlessly runs under
design science in an information system research framework, and for validation and
testing; the research applies a case study research approach. Figure 1.1 illustrates the
research framework using Hevner et.al, (2004) model for an information science
framework.

Figure 1.1: Information system research framework (Hevner et al., 2004).
Hevner et.al framework (depicted in Figure 1.1) is based on two complementary
phases. Design science addresses research through the building and evaluation of
artefacts design to meet the identified requirement, and behaviour science addresses
research through the development and justification of identified requirements. The IS
research develops and builds theory and artefact that may be under development or
undiscovered then justifies or evaluates the products using assessment methodology
for example, analytical, case study, experimental, field study, or simulation. There are
two sources in the development process business needs or requirements justified by
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people, organisation, and technologies. The other resource is the applicable
knowledge facilitated by foundations and methodologies of the available knowledge
base. Hevner et.al, IS framework defines the artefacts development process as an
iterative cycle; develop, evaluate, amend then at the end impact the environment and
the knowledge base by the outcome usefulness.
In their discussions of Hevner information system design science framework and
Dewayne and Alexander (Dewayne and Alexander, 1992) have addressed seven
guidelines for research design to be considered, summarised as:
1. Systematic problem solving which identifies variables and tests relationships
between them.
2. Logical, so procedures can be duplicated or understood by others.
3. Empirical, so decisions are based on data collected.
4. Reductive, so it investigates a small sample which can be generalized to a larger
population.
5. Replicable, so others may test the findings by repeating it.
6. Design as a search process, so research must be conducted with knowledge of
other, competing approaches and should approach the process as a cyclical
problem solving process.
7. Communication of the research, presentation of the result needs to address both
the rigour requirements of the academic audience and the relevance requirements
of the professional audience.

Hevner’s IS research framework
Mapping the research plan into the information system design science research
methodology framework is an important step to illustrate how the research will be
carried out. Figure 1.2 reconfigures Hevner’s model for design science in information
science to adapt to this research requirements and objective. It also illustrates the
proposed research development process, and the research development structure. The
people under the environment representation are related to the practitioners who will
use the product of the research, but in the development process the people are related
to the research developer. The research development process is based on continuous
progressive iterative delivery techniques. The DMMAS consist of two main phases,
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analysis and design. Each phase is divided into main steps and each main step has a
number of sub-steps. Whenever a step has been developed there will be a test to
evaluate its applicability and refinement if necessary. There will also be a main testing
and evaluation of the phases and main steps which will be carried out through the
development of the case study. Furthermore, in case there are any unsatisfactory
results the required modification will occur and undergo to the testing process again.
This process will continue until the complete product is built. The knowledge base
representation is another input into the research development process. It is related to
the architecture that the research will model. This architecture works as a design
guideline for DMMAS modelling. DMMAS should be able to design the required
multi-agent systems around its architecture.

Figure 1.2: Research methodology diagram in context of Hevner’s model.
To achieve the aims, the proposed research follows a course of processes summarized
as:
1. Investigate the software engineering development techniques; the purpose of this
activity is to extend the research understanding of the software building strategy
and utilise suitable software concepts and practice in the research. To achieve this
objective, the research considers the following software concepts:
a. Software development methods.
b. Components based software design.
c. Formal language specification, Z specification, first predicates calculus.
d. A model-based approach for software engineering.
e. Multitasking embedded systems techniques.
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2. Study and evaluate the existing, most commonly used agent-based development
methodologies to discover their strength and weaknesses. The main agent-based
development methodologies that are under the research focus are: Gaia, Tropos,
Prometheus, PASSI, and MaSE. The evaluation process for these methodologies
applies each method on the TAS case study as a prototype model then uses Onn
and Arnon’s (2001) evaluation framework to present the results. The research also
proposes its own evaluation model to enhance the proposed assessment
framework and to test the abilities of these methodologies based on the agent
cooperation process.
3. Study the main agent-based cooperation theories: Joint Intention, Share Plans, and
Planed Team Activity. In this process the research analyses the theories then
identifies the cooperation principle used, the cooperation type, depth, input
elements, resources, process, and domain type. Out of this study the research
derives the agent-based cooperation abstraction and decides how these
abstractions are represented and connected together. The next step conceptual
agent cooperation framework is developed, with consideration to the best
engineering agent cooperation model.
4. Convert the conceptual agent-based cooperation model of step three to
architecture then develop the operation cycle of the architecture. The operation
cycle will be used to guide the process of the development methodology building
blocks.
5. Develop the structure of the DMMAS development method, and identify both the
analysis and the design phases. Start from the analysis phase and build the TAS
case study application analysis phase. While the research is processing and
generates artefacts (agent abstractions), each generated artefact goes through the
test cycle. The research follows Simon’s (1996) nature of the design process as a
Generate/Test Cycle (Figure 3).

Generate
Design
Alternatives

Artefacts
Requirments

Test Alternatives
Against
Requirements/Constraints

Figure 1.3: The generate/test cycle (Simon, 1996).
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6. Until the last artefact is produced and a complete model delivered, the research
continues processing in the following loop:
i.

Identify the concept of the proposed agent-based method.

ii.

Identify the methodology (DMMAS) notations.

iii.

Identify the syntax and semantics used.

iv.

Analyse each phase and find the input and output over the entire model.

v.

Identify the method final product.

1.7 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 surveys the literature of agent-based systems and argues on the paradigm
development tools limitation. The second part of the chapter surveys the multi-agent
system current state including the development issue, theory, software tools, and
agent architectures.
Chapter 3 discusses the problem’s background and related works then presents the
effort made in the field. The second part of the chapter relies on a practical
experiment, a Travel Agency System (TAS) development using three main agentbased development methodologies (Prometheus, MaSE, and Gaia) then reveals their
strength and weaknesses.
Chapter 4 works as a user manual for DMMAS deployment. The first part of the
chapter proposes a new multi-agent systems architecture and explains its main
components and connectivity. In the second part, it presents the new development
methodology for multi-agent systems. The chapter explains the processes of DMMAS
from the early requirements to the detailed design phase including the graphical
diagrams and notations used.
Chapter 5 proposes a proof of concept. This chapter deploys the DMMAS analysis
and design processes to develop a real world case study, Travel Agency System
(TAS). The chapter discusses the deployment techniques and provide a proof for
DMMAS’s analysis and design.
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Chapter 6 evaluates and assesses DMMAS modelling and techniques. The evaluation
follows a benchmarking approach and shows the advantages of DMMAS in
comparison with the existing five multi-agent systems development methodologies
previously examined, i.e. Gaia, Prometheus, MaSE, PASSI, and Tropos.
Chapter 7 outlines the conclusions of the research. The chapter discusses the findings
then presents the research limitations and concludes with recommendations for future
enhancements.
Appendix A contains goals XML schema selected code for the TAS case study and
“Achieving PhD” example. Appendix B contains select code ontology definitions for
the TAS case study skill-agent functionality. Appendix C provides an example of a
goal execution plan database relationship and standard query language including the
results presented in screen image. Appendix D explains AUML implementation
including graphical diagrams and notations. Appendix E lists publications produced
from this research.
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Chapter 2 Agents and Software Engineering: A Review
2.1

Introduction

As has been stated in the previous chapter, an agent is generalized and gains diversity
of understanding and definitions. The first part of this chapter establishes a
background for agent-oriented software (AOS) concepts and definitions then it
explains how AOS differs from object-oriented software. This background is followed
by exploring the literature of multi-agent systems theories and practice including
software agents cooperation theories. This part also investigates the current state of art
in software agent paradigms from a development perspective, including concepts,
approaches, tools, and paradigms.
The second part of this chapter focuses on surveying related existing MaS
development methodologies and other current software practices. Then it argues their
limitations for engineer cooperative (open) MaS. Finally the chapter justifies the
research direction and explains the context of the research objective and aim.

2.2

Agents

Agent-oriented software relies on its basic unit behaviour called “agent”. The term
agent has many definitions and yet no consensus has been reached on what is meant
by the term, ‘agent’ (Mullar et al., 1997), (Luck, 1999). An agent is a software unit
that possesses autonomous behaviour toward its own services and relationships with
other agents. An agent also operates homogeneously with its environment and
responds to the changes in that environment (Weyns et al., 2007). This definition also
confirms that “agents form a synergy with their operational environment and react to
changes in the environment. Agents also exploit the environment to share information
and coordinate their behaviour” (Bergenti and Huhns, 2004). However, the most
common definition in the software agent community is stated by Wooldridge and
Jennings (1995); an agent is software computer program that enjoys the following
properties:
•

autonomy: agents operate without direct intervention of humans or others, and
have some kind of control over their actions and internal state,
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•

social ability: agents interact with other agents (and possibly humans) via some
kind of control over their actions and internal state,

•

reactivity: agents perceive their environment (which may be the physical world,
a user via a graphical user interface, a collection of other agents, the internet, or
perhaps all of these combined) and respond in timely fashion to changes that
occur in it,

•

pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in response to their environment; they
are able to exhibit goal-oriented goal-directed behaviour by taking the initiative.

In addition, Michael Genesereth (1994) defines an agent: “agents are software
components that communicate with their peers by exchanging messages in an
expressive agent communication language “. Genesereth’s definition views an agent
as software components communicating with each other using a standard messaging
system independent of their internal data structures. The messages used are in the
form of request rather than invocation. However, Prometheus developed a book store
system base without standard protocols or semantic language. Odell (2002) also
defines agent from the autonomy behaviour perspective that distinguishes agent
behaviour from all other software paradigms “ Since a key feature of agents is their
autonomy, agents are capable of initiating action independent of any other entity”.
This definition is close to the research point of view.
Each of these definitions focuses on particular agency features or properties, and yet
none of these definitions qualified the agent that operates cooperatively in open multiagent systems that design for business application domain. For this type of system
environment, the research envisages an agent with autonomous and cooperative
behaviour, with unique capability (services); then defines it “an agent is an
independent software system or subsystem that has unique capabilities (skill) and can
offer its skill towards achieving a common goal base on an accept or reject request”.
This definition is the same understanding stream of both Zambonelli et.al (2003), and
Giorgini (2005).
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2.2.1 Agent Typology
As explained in the previous section, an agent has several definitions and there are no
agreements on one specific definition. This results in a multiplicity of agent types
being proposed, including agent sensor agent, interface agent, reactive agent,
coordination agent, and the list is too long. The researchers have described agents in a
diversity of classification. Nwana (1996) proposed an agent’s topology model that
governs the key properties of the ideal agent type.
Figure 2.1 depicts three main agent’s properties that result in having four types of
agents. The first property classified as agent “autonomous” and indicates that agent
possesses its own thread of control on its action and is capable of mobility across
different networks and platforms. The second property is “cooperative”. This property
can be examined when an agent’s goal is beyond the capacity of one agent’s
capability and in this situation; an agent operates in a group, then cooperatively
performs the assigned goal. The third property by which an agent can be classified is
learning ability properties “learnable”. This property enables an agent to act in a
deliberative manner against its peer agents and it must perceive its environment and
react to the changes in this environment. This property entails knowledge repository
to develop experience model.

Figure 2.1: Part view of an agent typology (Nwana, 1996).
The three properties Cooperative, Autonomous, and Learnability characterise four
types of agent as shown in Figure 2.1; collaborative-agent that combines both
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autonomous and cooperative properties, smart-agent that combines autonomous and
learning properties. The collaborative-learning-agent is the result of combination
between cooperation and learning properties; the smart-agent is the ideal type as it
combines all three properties.
The Nwana’s agent typology defined the strength of the AOS concept and provided a
classification for the agent types. Furthermore, any agent-oriented application must be
classified under one of these four categories and demonstrate at least one of these
properties. This research targets the collaborative agents which combine both
autonomous and cooperation properties where the learnability is unfeasible to
DMMAS application domain. Thus this topology is not absolute typology for all
agent-oriented software application domains. For example, the deliberative (learnable
agent) agent is not necessarily cooperative. However, the research proposes that the
Nwana’s typology will be more comprehensive if it extended by the communicative
properties. This is to accomplish the coordination agent type which totally relies on
the agent communication abilities.

2.2.2 Agent versus Object
Software agent is unique in its characteristics, in addition it is a recent concept
delivered over the existing software paradigms. In comparison, the closest
computational software concept to agent-oriented software is object-oriented software
(OOS). In addition, object-oriented software is the ideal example for successful
software techniques and technology. This success stimulates many developers to
build agents on top of objects technology.
The purpose of this section is;
•

to provide evidence for the research direction in building DMMAS as
dedicated MaS methodology from scratch,

•

to demonstrate the research understanding for the agent-oriented system
concept,

•

used the differences list to illustrate the weaknesses of the object based
existing multi-agent systems development methodologies.
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While there are some basic similarities between agent-based software and objectbased software, there are fundamental differences between them at the conceptual
level, problem domains, internal architectures, implementation techniques, and
development approach. These are summarised as:
Conceptual differences: Agent is an independent software entity which reacts
autonomously to the changes in its environment without human intervention, to
pursue its design objective; in other words, an agent owns its own thread of control
over its action. The agent’s autonomy property becomes possible because agents
interact with each other using standard messaging protocols (ACL, KIF, or KQML)
independently from the agent internal data structure. In this interaction, an agent
responds to another’s request as an accept or reject choice, thus there is uncertainty in
their respond to the call. In contrast an object does not own its thread of control; it
links with each other's using a predefined signature or call method. In this linking an
object operates under invocation condition to perform its design objective. If this
condition is not met then an exceptional system error may occur.
Object does not have an open interaction instead it integrated with others and their
communication is predefined routine, implemented part of the object internal data
structure. Odell (2002) illustrates the agent’s autonomy in comparison with object
behaviour using graphical example, see Figure 2.2. The autonomy comparison
illustrated

from

activity

base

on

(passive/active)

and

predictions

(predictable/unpredictable) with clock, and ant colony as an example. The graph
reflects that object is a passive and predicted entity with no choice of self-control
where an agent operate in an unpredicted environment and has its own choice of
control that can say (Yes/No) or (Stay/Go).
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Figure 2.2: Two aspect of autonomy (Odell, 2002).
a. When the goal is beyond one agent’s capabilities an agent enters in
commitment with other agents to offer its services as part of a goal solution then
collectively performs the assigned goal in a cooperative style. The agent’s
cooperation process can be defined by the ability to dynamically form a team of
agents towards achieving a common goal. The agent’s cooperation problem
solving technique is a power tool that distinguishes a software agent from all the
other software paradigms as it allow agents to operate in an open, distributed
computational environment. However, software object-oriented relies on
hardwired predefined links subsequently create rigged objects relationships.
b. An agent is intelligent, is facilitated by an intelligent capability to support its
decision criteria, and then exercises the most appropriate actions that match the
tasks given. Software agent is equipped with intelligence to develop and support
its past experience repository to develop its own learning course. Most software
agent-oriented definitions relate the intelligent behaviour of agent as its
superiority over object specification (Rudowsky, 2004), (Odell, 2002),
(Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995). However, the research argues that software
intelligence is not proscribed on the non-agent software, in fact there are no
conceptual reasons not to implement intelligent software object. In the literature,
several object-oriented algorithm and programming techniques have been
developed to support object intelligence behaviour, for example, Jess is a rulebased software engine developed in Sun’s Java to manipulate and reason about
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Java objects (Friedman-Hill, 2003). The difference between the two paradigms
(agent and object) in the intelligence aspect is that in the software agent the
intelligence comes as part of the agent definitions while in software object it
remains implicit. Generally, it is all about the system requirements and the nature
of the system application domain.
c. An agent is goal oriented; it persists on its goal achievement. The research
does not agree on this concept as uniqueness to the agent rather it has been stated
in the agent definition. In fact, the software object exerts this concept with no
indications to its specification, for example, software object can be set in a loop of
time limit or counts to perform its task; in addition each object has its goal or
design objective to pursue. Finally, there is no significant difference in this
particular concept.
Implementation differences: Software agent required specific runtime environment;
it is different from software object runtime. In software object, the compilation and
runtime are done within the development programming language resources and are
conditional to successful compilation (object code). In contrast, software agents entail
runtime services environment. This runtime services must be able to manage the
system messages, agent identification locally and globally, services registration,
running container, and system manipulation (add/delete) agents. For example, JADE,
Cougaar, Aglet, and JACK are all agent runtime environments where each platform is
dedicated to a particular agent system approach.
Architecture differences: Software agent allows distributed computing, where
software objects are centrally organized, more integrated. In this regard software
agents are loosely coupled, adding or removing agent from the system will not break
the system runtime.
a. In the software object architecture, you must predefine the object interface in
order to support the design and development process. In contrast, in the software
agents architecture, the interfaces employ several techniques to identify its
interface.
b. The software agent structure is scalable. The system is open and adding or
removing agents can be done at system runtime. This scalable structure also
embodies the agent’s cooperation activity so while the system goal change
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accordingly, the team of agents will change. Therefore the system is emergent,
open changeable architecture. The architecture of the software object does not
exert dynamic object changes, because the object-oriented system is built around
predefined components and does not expect adding or removing objects at
runtime.
There are fundamental differences between the agent and the object, both pointed to
different application domain and designed to tackle different type of problems. While
the agent-oriented system focuses on open, distributed, environment and is
characterised by dynamic, changeable activities at runtime, the object-oriented system
is structured around predefined components to pursue constant system goals and
designed to serve in defined system boundary.

2.2.3 Agent Architecture
In the early stages agent architectures were established around two agent properties,
reactive behaviour that operates under sensors/response style and deliberative act that
reason about their actions such as those based on believe, desire, and intention (BDI)
architectures (Langley, 2008). The prospective is to model hybrid combinations of
those two architectures and adopt the best of each approach. However, there are four
main groups of agent architectures; Belief desire and intention (BDI), Logic-based,
Reactive, and Layered architecture (Bellifemine et al., 2007b). Each of these
architectures has its own techniques and strategy to structure an intelligent agentbased system as a set of interrelated components. For example both Brook (1991) and
Eyal et al. (2004), argue that intelligence can be represented by a set of interrelated
decomposed components of a system or intelligence can emerge from systems with
complicated components structure.
Belief Desire Intention model: BDI agent is designed around a logical mantel state
or deliberative foundation in forms of belief, desire, and intention attitudes then each
of these attitudes is represented within the BDI agent implementation. The belief is
represented by the information an agent has about its environment, regardless of the
accuracy of this information. The desire is represented by the goal or the task
allocated, therefore, it represents the objective that agent intended to achieve. Finally,
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the intentions specify a course of actions the agent performs to pursue its goal. BDI
agent architectures have been developed and implemented in many agent applications
domain. One of the most similar models to the BDI concepts is implemented by
Georgeff and Lansky (1987). The model is also supported by a number of
implementation and runtime software platforms for example, JACK, JADEX,
Cougger.
Figure 2.3 depicts the elements of BDI agent architecture, the interpreter is the logical
mechanism that runs the entire model and provides interaction with the environment
including the external systems, and updates the model domain knowledge that is the
belief (database). The belief is in dynamic changes parallel to the changes in the
environment, subsequently, the course of actions (desire) change with the new belief
these techniques provide the plan in-time factor as happens in the real world.
According to Georgeff and Ingrand (1989) “In real-world domains, information about
how best to achieve some given goal can often only be acquired after executing some
initial part of that plan”.

Figure 2.3: The BDI architecture.
Layer Architectures: In the Layer Architecture the system is partitioned into multi
layers hierarchal structure and each layer represents a unit of logical behaviour. There
are two types of layer architectures, horizontal and vertical, each with its own
approach and internal interactions techniques. In the horizontal architecture (see
Figure 2.4), the layer is set in sequential hierarchy (linear) style and the input sensor
directly connected to each layer. The sensor passes input to and receives the output
from each layer; that is each layer is treated as individual agent. If the layer that
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received the input is not related to that input request then it does not respond and this
is translated as irrelevant to the layer behaviour.

Actuators

Sensors

Figure 2.4: Horizontal layer.
The vertical layer architecture (Figure 2.5), is the advanced version over the
horizontal model its main approach relay on reducing the interaction overhead in
addition, it is set to be a fault tolerance. The layers are organized in a hierarchal
structure similar to the horizontal model but the sensor pass is subdivided into two
techniques, one-pass and two-pass (see Figure 2.5). In one-pass the sensor pass input
sequentially starts from top to bottom (vertically), and every layer performs its related
role and the last layer performs the output action. For the two-pass technique the
sensor input passes first top layer, to the bottom layer then bottom to top and receives
the output action from the top layer, in other words the model is treated as one agent.

Figure 2.5: One-pass and two-pass layer.
Logical Architecture: The idea of the logical architecture is knowledge-based system
techniques based on the ability to perceive the environment (real world) and respond
according to the changes in the environment. The environment is the main reason to
take an action about the task given in hand. The environment in the logical
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architecture is represented symbolically, for example, a set of first-order logic. The
logical architecture equipped by a logical reasoning mechanism that runs over a
sequence of processes to achieve one full reasoning cycle then generate the output
action or decision. This set of reasoning is kept for the system developer to design.
However, it is difficult to translate the real world accurately into a symbolic
representation and it is time consuming.
Reactive Architecture: In decision making architecture consists of sequential
integrated logical layers each with its own functionality and able to interact with each
other in hierarchal method. The Reactive Architecture is developed by deconstructing
the system into tasks or behaviours then restructuring those tasks into hierarchal top to
bottom integrated logical layers (units). Each layer receives its input from the
previous layer then performs its logical unit cycle, then generates output to the next
layer, the operation continues until the bottom layer produces the action and the loop
continues. A well defined reactive architecture system has been developed by Rodney
Brooks (1986), the system used to control a robot that wanders the office areas
laboratory. Figure 2.6 illustrates a set of sequential tasks that modelled Brooks’ robot
control system.

Figure 2.6: Subsumption architecture for robot navigation (Rodney, 1986).
The research focuses on open multi-agent systems that rely on agents’ cooperation
concepts. However, the agent cooperation features are not designed or considered in
any of the available agent architecture, while agent cooperation is the key advantage
of the software agent paradigm. This shortcoming could be related to the view that
agent cooperation is emerging of agent behaviour at the runtime managed by the
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runtime platform, or these architectures are built toward robotics and particular
software projects and are not generalised. Even though the architecture must
demonstrate either the independence of agents, or accept or reject components as part
of the agent architecture. In fact, there is no behaviour without built-in components to
support it. The other argument is that the agent standard body (FIPA) agent
architecture is also not generalized; therefore it is not compatible with all application
domains. Overall, the agent architectures are task based, some specific tasks need a
specific architecture, therefore, the research deals with the service agent as
independent from any architecture. This is to generalize the DMMAS techniques.

2.3

Multi-agent Systems

The multi-agent systems is a modern approach that has emerged from distributed
artificial intelligence (DAI). The Cooperative Distributed Problem-Solver (CDPS)
techniques used in DAI have been replaced by an autonomous agent and a dynamic
team formation process to create an automated resilience system that can reconfigure
itself according to the changes in the environment, or the user’s goals. Sycara (1998),
describes MaS as an agent system with the following characteristics:(1) each agent
has incomplete information or capabilities for solving the problem and, thus, has a
limited viewpoint; (2) there is no global system control; (3) data are decentralised;
and computation is asynchronous.
Given that agents are autonomous in their behaviour, the relationship between agents
or agent-to-agent interaction also becomes autonomous. This creates a social
relationship between agents. Social behaviour recognizes that agents interact in a
request form (accept or reject) to take on a problem solving role. In other words,
agents achieve a common goal through a cooperative method (Li Changhong, 2002).
Solving a common problem using cooperative techniques is the key element of the
multi-agent system approach. In order to establish the cooperation process, a dynamic
team formation process is essential. Without a dynamic team formation process, the
multi-agent system will lose its fundamental value (cooperation), then will result in
poorly designed systems (Doran et al., 1996b).
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The cooperation techniques in the multi-agent systems can be seen as the potential to
dynamically form a team of agents for achieving a common goal. The potential of
dynamically forming a team of agents is an internal cooperation structure that sustains
the idea of designing a collaborative system. The team formation process has been
designed by adopting different approaches, including agent motivation, execution
plan, organization structure, built-in goal (Sycara and Sukthankar, 2006), (Barbara,
1996), (Kinny et al., 1992), (Fan and Yen, 2004).
This research developed from the intensive literature of multi-agent systems types and
building approaches, and a particular interest to research a specific foundation to the
cooperative multi-agent systems structure and behaviour. Based on this objective the
research studies the multi-agent systems from cooperation perspective.

Multi-agent Systems Types: Multi-agent systems are categorised by the levels
of cooperation that take place between the agents of one system. Cooperation is the
central behaviour of multi-agent systems and the type of cooperation determines the
type of multi-agent system. Figure 2.7 shows the multi-agent system typology based
on the panel discussion at the First Workshop on Foundations of Multi-Agent Systems
committee (Doran et al., 1996a).
Multi-agent systems are classified as independent, if the system does not include
dynamic cooperation between their agents. Independent systems are specified when
their agents link together in predefined mechanisms and the system does not behave
dynamically. The independent MaS classified as discreet, and emergent. The discreet
MaS does not contain any cooperation, for example the book store system (BDI agent
approach) in Prometheus. The emergent MaS is characterised by predefined constant
cooperation instructions and does not exercise any dynamic behaviour in addition,
their agents having their own objective isolated from each others, for example, the
organisational structure of Gaia development methodology.
The other branch of MaS is cooperative, which is characterised by distributed
autonomous agents linked to gather dynamically at runtime and act in cooperative
modes using particular coordination mechanisms. The cooperative MaS is classified
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into two classes, communicative, and non-communicative. The communicative MaS
can be deliberative, if it follows a plan and action strategy or it can be negotiative if it
uses a negotiation strategy. The non-communicative MaS is cooperative based on
observing and reacting to the other agents’ behaviours without any messages or
protocol, for example, Observes and Act (OA) technique, and Brook’s robotic model.

Figure 2.7: Cooperation typology (Doran et al., 1996b).
The research relies on this typology and intends to transfer the multi-agent systems
from the independent type to the cooperative type. The research’s main argument is
that the existing multi-agent systems are designed independent MaS using a particular
design approach. However, the research focuses on the communicative and
specifically on the plan and actions type. This type of multi-agent systems can be
derived with less communication and messages exchange and relies more on the plan
and actions strategy. As the study goes further, it will clarify that the plan and action
strategy can be developed based on the SharePlan agent cooperation theory for Grosz
and Sidner (1990).

2.4

Agent Cooperation Concept and Theories

There have been many attempts to formulate multi-agent social behaviour
“collaboration”. Those attempts result in different documentation, theories, research
reports, and conference papers, all centred on the agents team formation process for
achieving a common goal (Tambe, 1997), (Bulka et al., 2007b). The team formation
process is designed according to different approaches that rely on the motivation or
initiation of collaboration between agents. For example, Joint Intention introduced
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shared beliefs. Another theme, Shared Plan, is based on sharing the execution plan,
Planned Team Activity, is based on individual BDI and predefined plans within agent
internal states. Wooldridge and Dunne (2006), also present a model based on the
desire to achieve one of a set of goals. This set of goals is linked with the coalition
choice which leads to corresponding cooperation. There are also some attempts
which rely totally on the capability of agent interactions using standard
communication protocols. For example, Vieira et al. (2007), have developed
knowledge based semantics to be incorporated into agents programming language
known as AgentSpeak (Rao, 1996). These semantics expand AgentSpeak logic to
recognise agent communication messages and transform them into knowledge and
subsequent action based on this knowledge.
This research studies the following agent’s cooperation theories; Joint Intention,
Shared Plan, and Planned Team Activity. The research focuses on these theories for
their originality and acceptance by the multi-agent community (Wilsker, 1996).
Joint Intention (JI): proposed by Levesque et al. (1990), and extended by Cohen and
Levesque, (1991). Joint intention theory for agents’ team formation process is
designed base on complicated mathematical model that works as agents' intentional
mental attitude toward agents team commitment for solving a problem in particular
domain. Each agent is equipped with one mental model that also shares with the team,
a common mental model with a particular mathematical value to show its belief about
goal achievement. The mental model will guide each agent to observe the other agent
commitment toward the goal achievement belief. Subsequently it sets its mental state
and its belief in the team common model. Therefore each agent acts intentionally
based on their belief about the goal achievement then advertises their commitment in
the team common model.
The commitments are motivated when the agent possesses a shared belief with other
agent team members about the common goal. But to enable an agent to create its
team, it must advertise its own goal belief and share its private goal with the other
agents and agree to communicate, regardless of its implicit belief. The agent with the
goal has the responsibility to make sharing agent belief and agent private goal mutual.
This responsibility will create a joint commitment between agents to achievement of
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the common goal. An agent cannot arbitrarily drop a goal (including the achievement
plan), unless the agent develops a new private belief that the goal has been achieved,
is unachievable, or is irrelevant.
Joint Intention theory is coherent when agent behaviour occurs in a rational and
deliberative manner (Hoek et al., 2007). This agent behaviour introduces complex
agent design and implementation. In addition, it is more appropriate for a deliberative
type of cooperation.
Shared Plans (SP) (Grosz and Sidner, 1990): The share plan written as “SharePlan”
theory extends the Pollack mental state model of plans (Pollack, 1986, Pollack, 1990).
Shared Plan theory is based on building different level plans to meet different levels
of action. The suitable plan will be allocated to the agent team depending on the
problem solving strategy; whether the actions will be executed in an individual or in a
group style; and whether the plan will be implemented partially or fully. The problem
solving strategy will be based on the extent to which a particular combination of plans
is appropriate to the situation. There are two plan types for each level; on the
individual levels there are full individual plans (FIPA), and partial individual plans
(PIP) and for the group level, there are full shared plans (FSP), and partial shared
plans (PSP).
The plan considers the individual or group intention, and mutual belief as the initial
motivation to the collaborative action. A group of agents must have a collaborative
action plan that includes the following:
a. Mutual belief in a (partial) recipe.
b. Individual intentions towards the action.
c. Individual intentions towards the success of the collaborative sub-actions
d. Individual or collaborative plans for the sub-actions.
Individual actions: When a common goal needs to be achieved by a group of agents,
but executed by individual agents each having its own action, each agent needs to use
its own plan, provided that there are no conflicts between these plans. For example,
two agents might need to use the same resources at the same time. To avoid conflicts,
agents must know each other’s actions towards the common goal.
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Group actions: When a common goal needs to be achieved by a group of agents, but
executed by a sub-group of agents, each sub-group having its own actions, the plan of
group activities comprises firstly the plan of individual agents and secondly, the plans
of the groups. As a result, the sub-action will be decided by the group or sub-group.
This means there is a shared plan between groups of agents to perform one action
(collaborative plan for the action).
In both individual and group plans, the execution can be achieved in two ways:
a. Partial plan. In this case agents can select the action of interest without starting
it immediately. The next step is to select the method of achieving it. This can
be done by accessing a “how to do it” source, or by asking another agent.
b. Full plan. Agents completely determine the way in which they will perform an
action.
Shared Plan (SP) theory closes the gap in the Joint Intention considering the
environmental dynamic changes while the agent is the executing the actions. In
addition, SP provides full plan concepts to enable the collaborative agent to take
action in case of failure. The theory constructs a deliberative type of collaboration
which requires rational agent behaviour, for example, RESTINA software framework.
SP needs agents that possess intention and belief at an individual level, a group level
and a goal level. The approach is of a domain-nature and requires high level systems
design effort.
Planned Team Activity (Kinny et al., 1992): PTA introduces a simple effective
collaboration approach which rests on team formation. The process of team formation
initiated by the agent intends to achieve a goal but in the case that the goal is larger
than its capacity, this agent will assemble a team, installing itself as a team leader.
The team leader and team leader communication with potential team members is a
key factor in the PTA approach. The team members will be supplied by the goal
execution plans prior to their joint decision. In this case agent behaviour is
predictable, and can respond immediately in a dynamic environment.
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Planned team activity encompasses a set of agents cooperating with each other. Those
agents presume that they possess a belief, a goal, a plan, and an intention on an
individual level. On the team level also, agents must possess: (a) mutual beliefs about
the operational environment and about each others actions; (b) common goals that
need to be executed; (c) a team member joint plan that is capable of achieving the
common goal; (d) joint plans (committed or joint intentions), accepted as a response
to the common goal or an external event (Wilsker, 1996).
The PTA team formation process starts when an agent “A” decides to achieve a goal
but the goal is exceeding its capabilities. In this situation the goal becomes the joint
goal and agent “A” becomes a team leader and takes responsibilities for goal
achievement. Agent “A” will announce the joint goal, the joint plan and the individual
roles to the potential team members. The team members adopt the plans if and only if:
•

the team has the necessary skills between them,

•

the team does not already have a joint goal,

•

the preconditions of the plan are already believed by the team,

•

the joint goal and the current goals of the team members are compatible,

•

the joint plan and the role plan are compatible with the team member
intentions.

There are two team formation strategies within PTA. The first is the Commit and
Cancel (C&C). The second is Agree and Execute (A&E). Both formations share the
fact that the joint goal, the joint plan, and individual beliefs are known prior to the
agents’ commitment and subsequent team formation.
Commit and Cancel: The team leader sends a request to ask each participant to
“commit” to the plan package. If the reply says commit, then the execution begins
immediately. If any one of the participants does not commit within a particular time
limit, then the team leader sends a “Cancel” message to all the participants.
Agree and Execute: The team leader will send a message requesting all the
participants “to agree”. If all reply affirmatively, then he explicit requests all the team
members to execute the plan, otherwise the commitment process will be cancelled
automatically without the need to confirm.
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The planned team activity model is more compatible with BDI agents (Kinny et al.,
1996). This approach has less implementation complexity and requires fewer
communication resources. The PTA is designed to function in unpredictable
circumstances. At the same time it is assumed that the execution plan and the joint
team plan are predefined by the agent designer prior to the system implementation.
This creates reliance on the design process to construct a comprehensive prediction
plan tree.

2.5

Other Collaboration Models

There are many other cooperation models and approaches which attempt to formalise
collaboration, based on different definitions of cooperation. Cooperation is the end
product of collaboration that characterises multi-agent systems.
Matsubayshi and Tokora (1993), for instance, discuss a contracting type of
collaboration when one agent delegates its responsibilities (agents goal exchange) to
another agent. This situation arises from overlapping between agents’ team goal. The
advantage of overlapping delegation is a reduction in overall execution cost.
Tidhar (1992), defined the union between the agents’ task in achieving a goal as a
team work process towards achieving that goal jointly. The team will be formed by
identifying the intersection between the agents’ plans. The plans library is predefined
and built in within the agent design in accordance with the goal or sub-goal. Each
agent will share its plan for one given goal or part of a goal (sub-goals). The
intersection between those plans then represents the team plan.
Castelfranchi (1995), relates agent collaboration to two principles, firstly the notion of
commitment, including agent mantel state, and secondly agent relationships.
Commitment comes in three types: internal (I-commitment), social (S-commitment),
and collective (C-commitment). I-commitment is what individual agents intend in
regard to an action. S-commitment occurs when agent α has intention to adopt the
agent β goal, in this case, a social relationship is created between the two agents. C-
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commitment emerges from the development of S-commitment but at the level of a
group possessing internal intention.
Cavedon Tidhar (1995), concept is to generalise Belief, Desire, Intention (BDI)
architecture of individual agents on the team member level using top-down or bottomup (member to team) approach. First, the BDI will be selected from the library and
then this will be used as team guidance. This team formation technique does not
provide joint intention so the members are not aware of a team sharing attitude.
All three theories have contributed to the agent cooperation process following
different motivation approaches and methodology. The study shows that the Joint
Intention theory is focused on the agent mantel attitude and it assumes that agents
deliberatively or intentionally share with others to offer it services. However the
theory is difficult to implement and entails overhead effort, in addition it is
appropriate for intelligent application domains. The plan team activity required agents
to build mutual beliefs and an active plan then develop a commitment but the theory
does not explain the belief structure over the entire system and does not provide the
type of the agent intelligent model. Generally the theory does contribute to research
objective. The other approaches are incomplete and difficult to understand. The share
plan is applicable for implementation but without the active or dynamic rebuilt
processes. The research has used the basic concept of the SharePlan to support
DMMAS execution plan model.

2.6

Team Formation Process

The reason behind incorporating the dynamic team formation process within MaS is
to equip the system with a mechanism to solve a distributed problem or a problem that
has networking characteristics. The team formation process can be explained by the
ability of the system and dynamically (at runtime) form a team of agents to achieve a
common goal. The American Heritage Dictionary defines teamwork as cooperative
effort by the member of a team to achieve a common goal.
The agent team formation process originated and discussed in the distributed artificial
intelligence (DAI), then diverted to become multi-agent systems. However, designing
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TFP opens a new AI research stream and results in many different proposals on how
to form a team of agents. The cooperation theory mentioned in the previous section
(agent cooperation theories) is an example of those attempts of which most focus on
the mantel attitudes as a key element to forming a team of agent. There are also other
attempts focusing directly on the process of making the team itself; Durfee (1989),
explained the cooperative distributed problem solving strategy (CDPS), and explained
the process’s main elements. Hartonas (2003), deployed formal language to develop
agent plan (behaviour) then proposed agent signature to provide information on the
agent’s skills, capabilities and domain ontology to establish an agent team. In the
same stream Tuomela (2001) proposed the collective intentionality framework which
derived from social action philosophy. The studies show how a group belief plays a
main role to accommodate the team attitude, furthermore, he propose the use of the
belief-desire-intention conceptual model at a group level will lead to a mutual belief,
subsequently providing shared attitude calling it “we-attitude”.
A coordination based approach to model agent communities is suggested by Jennings
(1996). Jennings argues that commitments (pledges to undertake a specific course of
action) and conventions (means of monitoring commitment in changing
circumstances) are the foundations of coordination in all distributed artificial
intelligent systems. Another approach for building FTP suggested by Matthew and
Marie (2005), emphasises agent networking structure called “agent-organized
network” (AON). The approach focused on the explicit interactions, or
interdependence, between the agents in the system, then designed local network
adoption strategies for individual agents that give rise to dynamic, adoptable
organizational structures. Additional philosophers visions of team formation
processes are described by (Cohen et al., 1997b). The vision links both theories, the
speech act and the joint actions, then focuses on the reaction of illocutionary acts, for
example, requests, promises then shows how these subjects can affect the process of
the team in terms of establishing and monitoring. In this vision Cohen et al.
mentioned that the joint actions are different from the collective individual actions,
even if there is coordination.
Analysing, designing, and building ideal team formation processes embrace a high
level of complexity. For example agent commitment, conflict resolution,
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communication, coordination, cooperation, are not yet approachable in the field of
agent-based software development. Furthermore, the software engineering techniques
have not addressed any solution to such constraints at the level of the existing agentbased development methodologies; FTP is ignored and not considered in any form of
presentation. For example, GaiaROADMAP and MaSE do not design for agent
cooperation (Alhashel et al., 2007). On examining Prometheus, its methodology does
not address the agent teamwork at all; “There are a number of types of systems that it
does not yet handle well. For example, Prometheus as described in this book does not
address agent teamwork or mobile agents.” (Padgham and Michael, 2004).
However, the team formation process is the main process in multi-agent systems
concepts. The research implements the concept of TFP in the DMMAS structure with
the following considerations:
•

In the design considerations, the research focuses on designing autonomous
agent. For this purpose the research translates TFP into the use of ontology
approach in the development process of DMMAS.

•

The research purposely avoids the complication in DMMAS user manual and
tries to provide an affordable user friendly development methodology that can
be used and understood by the practitioner.

•

The research views the TFP from the information system not from other
computational aspects, for example robotics or simulations.

2.7

Agent Negotiation

The concept of agent-oriented software applies to broad types of problem domains
including those applications needing coordination between agents to achieve the
system objective, or software applications that represent humans (working in the users
behalf). For example, networking problem solving, bargaining between seller and
buyer over the web, auctioning in e-commerce. In such as environment agents need to
negotiate between themselves or between agent and human agents. Negotiation is a
stage in the coordination process between parties to reach agreements on the subject
of interest. According to the Oxford Dictionary of English “negotiation” definition is
“discussion aimed at reaching an agreement”. There are also various informal
definitions for negotiation, from software agents perspective, for example that stated
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by Bussmann and Müller (1992) “…negotiation is the communication process of a
group of agents in order to reach a mutually accepted agreement on some matter”.
To enable software agents to negotiate automatically, protocols and strategies must be
predefined to them (Sierra et al., 1998). Protocols define the negotiation rules for
example, valid negotiation conditions, the participants, language used. The strategies
define the decisions under particular conditions, for example, when to bid and when
to accept or reject. In general, negotiation is divided into two types: competitive and
cooperative, where each employs a particular course of negotiation status whether
self-beneficially (maximise own utility) or share-beneficially (maximise group utility)
(Lawley et al., 2004).
For the implementation of software agent negotiation, several frameworks,
approaches and theories have been proposed, where each model has its own
techniques designed to operate in a particular application domain. Thus there is no
single common strategy for all possible types of negotiation, resulting in different
objectives for particular negotiation models. A survey on negotiation can be found in
Bichler (2000) and Jennings et al. (2004). However, in the theoretical techniques,
negotiations are classified in three broad categories:
•

Game theory-based negotiation.

•

Plan-based negotiation.

•

Human-inspired and miscellaneous AI-base negotiation approaches.

1. Game theory-based negotiation: Game theory is a branch of applied
mathematics concerned with studying the participants behaviours then analysing the
situation to predict or reason about actions; thus the theory can be applied to
negotiation. Game theory assumes a win/lose scenario. Solomon applied the game
theory to develop agent negotiation to model a coordination between computer
systems (Jeffrey Solomon, 1986).
The game theory-based negotiation embraces a set of concepts they are; utility
functions, a space of deals, strategies, and negotiation protocols.

The utility is

defined as the difference between worth of achieving a goal and price paid in
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achieving it. Deals are the actions an agent can take which has an attached utility and
protocols specifying the kind of deals and the sequence of offers that one allowed in
the negotiation course. The negotiation process proceeds as follows; there will be a
utility value for each outcome of some interaction for each agent built into a pay-off
matrix, which is common knowledge to both parties involved in the negotiation. The
negotiation process involves an interactive process of offers and counter-offers in
which each agent chooses a deal which maximise its expected utility value. There is
an assumption in this technique that each agent in the negotiation:

2.

•

is an expected utility maxi miser

•

evaluates the other’s offer in terms of its own negotiation strategy.
The plan-based negotiation: Mark et al. (1989), consider an assumption that

agents need information from others to function effectively and efficiently,
furthermore, planning and negotiation are tightly related, so they propose that agents
are provided with planning knowledge. Kreifelt and Martial (1990) proposed
negotiation strategy based on two steps. Their first step, agents plan their activities
separately, then in the second step, coordinate their plans. The master coordination
plans then organized by one dedicated coordination agent, this role also can be
performed by any agent. The negotiation will be developed using a protocol based on
agents’ states, message types, and conversation rules between agents.
3.

Human-inspired and miscellaneous AI-based negotiation approach: The

human negotiation strategies inspire most of the agent-based software negotiation
approaches. Sycara (1989) developed a negotiation framework based on a concept
that human negotiation draws from past negotiation experiences to guide present and
future ones. In the absence of past cases, a preference analysis based on multiattribute theory will be implemented. Sycara also strongly recommended that to
enable agents to negotiate, they must; 1) represent and maintain belief model, 2)
reason about other agents’ beliefs, 3) influence other agents’ intentions and beliefs.
Sycara developed a negotiation system called PERSUADER to resolve conflicts
between two practising negotiator. Agents can use PERSUADER to modify others’
agents Belief, Intention then behaviour.
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There are other approaches in modelling negotiation and negotiation protocols, for
example, Kuwabara and Lesser (1988) implemented the multistage negotiation
strategy. Alessio R. et al. (2001), proposed schema for negotiation in e-commerce,
and Iyard et al. (2003) proposed a negotiation conceptual framework based on agentarguments developed by agents motivations to increase the likelihood and quality of
an agreement exchanging to influence each other's states.

Designer Fabricator

Interpreter (DFI) developed by Werkman (1990), is also a knowledge-based model
using incremental forms. The DFI is designed to behave in more deliberative manner
using a close approach to human negotiation concept. The model is based on a sharedknowledge representation strategy through shareable agent perspectives which are
used by the agent for a negotiation course to share a common domain background.
The DFI relay on the blackboard techniques supported by speech-act theory
communication protocols, with partitions for the proposals (request, reject, accepts) in
addition to the communication and share knowledge partitions.
This section demonstrates and discusses different agent negotiation techniques and
modelling in the literature for the purpose of understanding the topics related to
software agent engineering and subsequently to develop a background then justify
why agent negotiations and not considered in the proposed methodology as presented
in chapter 4.

2.8

Agent Coordination

To enable a group of agents working together (cooperate) toward achieving a
common goal, or sharing the available resources, they must be able to coordinate
between themselves in order to prevent any conflicts. Considering an agent operates
autonomously in open distributed environments and acts in a cooperative manner,
coordination is major activity. In practice, most of the coordination approaches are
built around negotiation as a type of coordination, but identifying the border between
the two processes requires some definitions. Holt, informally defines coordination as
“a kind of dynamic glue that binds together into a larger meaningful whole” (Holt,
1988). Malone and Crowston (1990), focus on an operational perspective: “The act of
managing interdependencies between activities performed to achieve a goal”.
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For the purpose of this research, coordination is understood as a process to allow a set
of agents to achieve the assigned goal following a goal execution plan. For the
DMMAS analysis and design, the research follows a predefined coordination strategy
to avoid further complexity. Considering the technical overhead, predefined plan
based strategy is a practical technique. In contrast the dynamic coordination entailed
sophisticated design and implementation tools. However, many researcher dictate that
coordination is constituted by communication and negotiation. This is not an absolute
assumption as there is argument that coordination may not need communication
provided that agents possess each others’ behaviour models, whereby the coordination
could be achieved by organization hierarchy (Nwana et al., 1996). Isik et al. (2007),
applied implicit coordination model as a type of coordination that does not need
negotiation, instead it rely on knowledge of the states of the others agent (beliefs and
desire); “Once the beliefs and desires of the cooperating party are known, we simply
image what we would do in that situation”.
However, there are several coordination models developed for real-world software
problems domain, each having its plan and each has its advantages and disadvantages.
For specific details investigate Jennings (1996), Rabinovich et al. (2008), Jennings et
al. (2000), and Faratin et al. (2000). Generally, and according to Nwana et al. (1996)
the available software agent-based coordination approaches are classified in the
following four types of categories:
1. Organisational structuring
2. Contract
3. Multi-agent planning
4. Negotiation
To broaden our understanding further, and to identify the type of coordination
incorporated in the proposed research, we further study the nature of application
problems that entail the coordination concept. These include:
1. An agent exercises its behaviour in a decentralised fashion and has a
relationship with the other agency in the environment. This relationship needs
to be coordinated to avoid conflicts.
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2. Meeting global constraints – agent works within a given specification
(resources) in this context it needs to stay within those resources.
3. Distributed experiences – agent needs to gather multiple expertise to satisfy
particular tasks for example, agent may need to coordinate between doctors,
surgeons, ambulance, and nurses to work in response to accident.
4. Dependencies between agents’ actions – to enable an agent α to achieve its
goal it may require agent β to finish its task prior then agent α initiate. To
accomplish this type of procedure agents need to co-ordinate order to succeed.
5. Efficiency – exchanging the information discourse of one agent can be of
sufficient use to another agent that both agents can solve the problem faster.
Aligning the five software application cases with the research application problem
domain indicates that the coordination process is more applicable to software that is
different from the traditional information system or business application system.
Coordination is more involved in the system that has an agent with independent
actions for example, robotics, game, simulations and networking.
However, for the purpose of the research the proposed methodology modelling
introduced in Chapter 4 focuses on pre plan coordination to avoid complicated
modelling that entailed syntax and semantics for the communication or mathematical
modelling. In addition coordination in the current status developed as ad hoc or standalone architecture for example, Jonker and Treur ( 2001), and Jen-Hsiang et al. (2002)
coordination models. Generally, coordination modelling as a standalone concept has
not been incorporated into the existing software engineering methodology (refer to
Chapter 3), instead existing development methodologies designed agent coordination
in a form of interaction using UML sequence diagram similar to object-oriented
software engineering.

2.9

Ontologies

This research plans to utilise the ontology technology to represent the agent
functionality description as enhancement over the conventional agent name keyword
search. This approach is the key concept in the proposed development methodology,
furthermore it is an innovative direction toward the agent autonomous behaviour
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modelling. The research plans to use Ontologies to define agents’ functionality
following a schema designed for this purpose then use search code to identify the
agents based on their functionality that appropriated to the goal. In this way the agents
are fully autonomous and known to the system through its functionalities
representation only.
Ontology has been used in the software agent web-based agent search for example
JADE platform, Tropos development tools AgentTool. In 1991, the DARPA
Knowledge Sharing Effort project proposed three main components to build
intelligent knowledge-based systems, i.e. declarative knowledge (ontology), problemsolving techniques, and reasoning services. Accordingly, a large number of projects
have been tried to model computer understanding Ontologies (Gomez-Perez et al.,
2004). However, Ontology in software engineering is attempts to define the objects
through their properties and relationships with other objects for creating a logical
meaning to these objects. The vision in using ontology in this context is to transfer the
existing information from human interpretation (understanding) to machine (computer
understanding) for example the semantic web project: “The semantic web promises to
make information understandable to computer” (Keller et al., 2004).
However, agent-based software is characterised by its agent autonomous behaviour.
To enable a software agent to exercise its autonomous behaviour the agent must be
designed with the ability to reason about its action, establish a mutual understanding,
and understand its environment. Furthermore, the agent-based system is associated
with the semantic web where ontology is its main foundation (Blake and Gomaa,
2005, Kim, 2006, Klusch, 2008, Nyunt and Thein, 2005). Therefore using the
ontology software approach to design agent-based system autonomous concepts
provides advantage to this research outcome.

2.10

Ontologies in Software Engineering

This section focuses on Ontology from a tools and implementation perspective; in
fact, the challenges are located in the Ontology development technologies. Currently,
there are many research activities in the field of AI aiming to transfer the Ontology
from theories to computer software implementations (Teller et al., 2007).
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The modern trend in software is to construct a standard logic-ware reusable software
component that possesses a reason properties into its processing (Gruber, 1993). This
trend aims to create a global knowledge-based application domain that has
capabilities to integrate the Internet entire information infrastructure and make it
understandable by the existing computer programs. The primary aim is to changing
the

existing

information

from

human

readable

(text-based)

to

computer

understandable (knowledge-based), indeed this is the one of the agent-based paradigm
application areas.
For the reasons stated in the previous section and for enhanced implementation of
software agent systems a development methodology that can engineer Ontology as a
part of the required agent-based system is a prerequisite. Several attempts investigated
Ontology design methods and several approaches proposed, for example, Eric and
Galina (2009) top-down and bottom-up approached. Formal methods have been
proposed by many researchers and for comprehensive survey refer to Matteo and
Roberta (2005). Furthermore, comparisons between various ontology approaches can
be found in Gómez-Pérez and Manzano-Macho (2003). There are also some attempts
to utilise the existing software development methodologies in designing Ontology.
Exploits UML class diagrams for representing the ontology relationships between
concepts and their attributes, but for axiom an Object Constraint Language (OCL) is
used and attached to the concept notes since UML lacks formal semantics (GomezPerez et al., 2004, Siricharoen, 2007). However, UML does not own the full potential
to model the Ontologies domain model and for this reason it requires further
enhancement or to use UML with extending informal or formal model (Baclawski et
al., 2002).
Another development process diagram used to model ontology is by extending the
database design techniques, the entity-relationship diagram (ERD) (Fankam et al.,
2008). Asuncion et al. demonstrate the utilisation of ERD, then mention the use of the
model extension using HERM (high-order entity-relationship model) to adds complex
attribute types (key constraints, generalisation and specialization relationships, etc.)
(Thalheim, 2000). However, the main drawback in using extended ERD is that
heavyweight ontology cannot be modelled. In general, according to comparisons
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between the process of Ontologies and software engineering conducted by Wolfgang,
Ontology engineering processes are different from SE processes (Hesse, 2005).
There are currently, a set of Ontology development tools available with the focus on
the widely used tools, specifically those based on eXtensible Markup Language
(XML). For example, Ontology Web Language (OWL), (http://www.w3.org/TR/owlfeatures/ and 01/06/2009) and its extension

Resources Description Framework

(RDFS). OWL provides more advance inference to answer queries not necessary
predefined promptly. This is made possible because OWL has advance generalization
properties then RDFS. OWL is part of the growing stack of W3C recommendations
related to the Semantic Web. Below is more illustration of the use of the semantic
copied from http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features (01/06/2009):
•

XML provides a surface syntax for structured documents, but imposes no
semantic constraints on the meaning of these documents.

•

XML Schema is a language for restricting the structure of XML documents
and also extends XML with datatypes.

•

RDF is a data model for objects ("resources") and relations between them,
provides a simple semantics for this data model, and these data models can be
represented in an XML syntax.

•

RDF Schema is a vocabulary for describing properties and classes of RDF
resources, with a semantics for generalization-hierarchies of such properties
and classes.

•

OWL adds more vocabulary for describing properties and classes: among
others, relations between classes (e.g. disjointness), cardinality (e.g. "exactly
one"), equality, richer typing of properties, characteristics of properties (e.g.
symmetry), and enumerated classes.

There are also other ontology implementation programming languages emerging from
knowledge-based systems and intelligent system engineering that support non XML
based or traditional applications. These languages have been designed to align with
specific domain ontology, for example, Loom (Loom, 1997), Epikit (Narinder and
Michael, 1991), Express (Ogata and Collier, 2004) , and KIF (Gruber, 1992). Loom is
equipped with a powerful tool called classifier. The classifier helps to rebuild the
knowledge network relationship tree. Loom is efficient in the conceptual design of
ontology and can also be used to manage knowledge. Epikit is useful for exploratory
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reasoning; it provides a suite of powerful deductive engines. Express is the standard
language for PDES information models, which are logical database designs for
shareable product description data. KIF is used to create a common ontology in
canonical form such as model libraries and experimental data set, to represent the
public-domain knowledge bases. Nevertheless, there are many other ontology’s tools
and languages; further study and evaluation can be found in Corcho (2003), and
Xiaomeng and Lars (2002).
This research takes the initiative to present a unique search technique for software
agents based on their functionality (services). The research intended to incorporate
ontology analysis and design within the proposed methodology modelling processes.
Incorporated ontology in software development methodology is a unique design
approach where the existing multi-agent systems development methodologies were
not attempted.

2.11

Software Engineering Development Methodology

Software engineering is the “application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable
approach to the development and maintenance of computer software” (Abran and
Moore, 2004). The style of particular collection of processes and procedures that
intend to build a software system that meets the requirements then leads to successful
implementation

is

called

software

development

methodology

(SDM).

All

development methodologies have to follow software development life cycle (SDLC).
A software development life cycle is the course of processes that software
developments go through and consists of: system specification, analysis, design,
implementation, testing, maintenance, and delivery of the system (Baird, 2003). It is
not necessary to apply the software lifecycle in its traditional form (sequentially)
subsequently the development process can be performed following any appropriate
approach. There are several approaches to how to implement the software life cycle.
For example, Boehm-Waterfall, Agile, Spiral, Extreme Programming, Booch method
(Grady et al., 2007), Unified Software Development Process (Jacobson et al., 2000),
The Object Modelling Technique (OMT), The V-Model, joint application
development (JAD), rapid application development (RAD), and other project specific
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or plan-driven approaches, however, all these approaches are categorised as either
Sequential (waterfall) or Incremental (iterative).

2.11.1 Waterfall Approach
The waterfall approach was developed in the 60s by the U.S. Navy then gradually
enhanced by many software development stockholders. The approach is often
considered as the classical development life cycle. The basic concept of the waterfall
approach is that it is a sequence of phases, and software developers should clearly
delineate the phases: system specification, analysis, design, implementation, testing,
maintenance, and end with system deployments, see Figure 2.8. Whenever one phase
of development is completed, the development proceeds to the next phase and there is
no turning back, furthermore, no jump over or skip and back.

Figure 2.8: Waterfall approach lifecycle.
The advantage of waterfall development is that it allows for departmentalization and
managerial control. A delivery schedule can be set with deadlines for each stage of
development and a product can proceed through the development process like a
production line in a factory, and theoretically, be delivered on time. Development
moves from concept, through design, implementation, testing, installation,
troubleshooting and ends up at operation and maintenance. Each phase has a goal and
is well defined so it is easy to understand. The approach does not consume additional
consideration for the system inter-components integration because the system is
developed as one entire unit in each phase. The waterfall approach is scalable thus it
is suitable for any system size.
The disadvantage of waterfall development is that it does not allow for early
reflection or revision. Once an application is in the testing stage, it is difficult to go
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back and do some changes that because all the steps are interconnected. The system
testing and validation are carried out at late stage of the system development; in
addition, the early errors are reflected and flow from the previous to the next steps.
Furthermore, the system delivers at once (one-unit at one-time) to the user which
creates a sudden impact particularly large scale system difficult to manage.

2.11.2 Incremental Approach
The incremental development approach is a strategy that develops the required system
in stages; at each stage there is a deliverable of workable module or subsystem to the
user. At each stage the development process will go through a complete software life
cycle, analysis, design, build and test. The development process will continue
repeating (iteration) in a structured manner until the entire system delivered then
finally builds the entire required system. Figure 2.9 illustrates the incremental
approach or what is describe by “evolutionary delivery (EVO)” (Gilb, 1985). Gilb
state the three concepts for EVO are:
•

deliver something to a real end-user;

•

measure the added-value to the user in all critical dimensions; and

•

adjust both design and objectives based on observed realities.

The principle behind the incremental approach is to derive the project toward a least
risk framework. This objective is achieved through an early stage system delivery to
the user. The user then tests the fragment or module of the system and provides
feedback for any operational failure (coding bugs) or any mismatching between the
requirements and the system functionalities (Gilb, 1988).

Figure 2.9: Evolutionary delivery process.
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The main advantage of the incremental approach is that at each development stage it
produces a valuable, usable, testable, workable unit of subsystem. The approach
provides flexibility for finding then fixing the errors at an early development stage.
The iterative process techniques leads to testing each system’s component by the
requirement expert (the user) which gradually leads to robust testing. Applying the
incremental approach on a software development project creates confidence between
the developer and the user which leads to clarify the project development plan, for
example, the project visibility, the timelines, project cost.
On the other side, the incremental approach has some disadvantages mainly that the
developer has to fragment the system into functional components, where the situation
in some types of system makes it difficult to draw the fragmentation lines. In addition,
building the system’s components integrity in relation to the quality of the entire
system operations is not a seamlessly task. Refitting the system components
(modules) with each other at each new release requires a substantial configuration
effort. However, many software development houses apply the incremental approach
successfully, specifically when there is an enhancement of the existing systems (Greer
and Bustard, 1996).
Following software development methodology is an essential tool for designing risk
free high quality software. Software engineering techniques are a main prerequisite of
running a successful software project. Applying a methodical approach results in
fewer defects, ultimately provides qualities, better value software. However, the most
frequent criticism of applying software development methodologies is that they are
bureaucratic and restricted in their operational manuals. The deployment process is
lengthy and contains difficult applications which result in slow down of the
development process. Generally, for which development approach is better, it is
necessary to analyse the nature of the system requirements and the size of the
application.

2.11.3 Formal Specification Method
Many software crises have been occurred because the system requirement’s
specifications are misunderstood by the developer. It is not easy for the software
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developer to understand the software requirements, thus the flowchart or any other
diagrammatic notation including the normal descriptive languages, all have limitation
in describing the subject meaning precisely; furthermore, the normal natural language
is expressive, informal language and unspecific which dictates lengthy explanation to
describe the same subject.
The formal specification language is a logical structured mathematical notation that
embraces semantics and syntax for describing object and their behaviours. Several
formal languages have been proposed where each has its focus and type of domain.
For example, Z specification (Spivey, 1989), and VDM (Jones, 1986), are used to
write system specifications based on first predicated calculus and formal semantic
definitions to provide clear high quality system specification definitions or compliable
specifications in some system development cases.
Formal specifications prove that it is a more efficient method for specifying a precise
system specification that increases the understanding of the system requirements.
Subsequently it works as clear system specification guidelines. Using formal methods
needs accurate understanding of the system requirements which entailed to refine the
system’s requirements document several times. The accuracy and the expressiveness
of the formal method guide the developer to match the requirements and design; in
addition, it can verify and test the system specification mathematically even before
the system development process stars.
The implementation of the formal specification language requires understanding of
the formal language and ability to construct a logical model using mathematically.
However, there are many advantages for using formal language for precise software
system specification:
•

formal specifications provide insights into and an understanding of the
software requirement and design,

•

formal languages are modular and mathematical rule-based characterised by a
set of defined command and notation that embrace syntax and semantics. This
structure can be used for developing auto transformation tools, from a formal
language to a computer software programming language,
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•

the formal specification is mathematical based therefore it can analyse to
prove the system specification consistence and completeness.

Despite the expression techniques of the formal method it is not widely used in
software development processes “ Formal specifications and methods have not been
widely used in software development.” (Sommerville, 1992). However, many software
development institutions do not consider formal language in their development
processes for several reasons, mainly:
•

formal specification requires a skill and background in discreet mathematics
and logic. Inexperience of these techniques makes the development process
difficult and hard to define a system specification particularly when the system
is vast or complex,

•

some classes of software system are hard to define

•

no development supportive tools,

•

easy to misunderstand, thus no one schema to define an object,

•

no automated compiler to check the semantics,

•

long and tedious process.

Formal method is a sufficient tool to document the system detail specification.
However, formal method has not been widely used in software development
engineering as many software developers consider it as an additional skills. The
research excluded the formal method from the proposed methodology for providing
more simple development procedures which can be applied by any developers.

2.12

Existing Agent-based Development Methodologies

The aim of this section is to review the existing agent-based development
methodologies in the literature, emphasising strengths and weaknesses of the each
method. The section focuses on widely used AOS development methodologies
namely, Prometheus (Padgham and Michael, 2004), MaSE (Deloach et al., 2001),
AUML (Odell et al., 2003), Gaia (Wooldridge et al., 2000) then extended by
ROADMAP (Zambonelli et al., 2003) and Tropos (Bresciani et al., 2004).There are
three primary reasons for selecting these methods. First, they are well documented in
the literature. Secondly, each of these methods has its own software development
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tools. Thirdly, these methodologies’ artefacts construct agents abstractions, further
illustration can be found in the survey in AOSE development methodologies
conducted by Dam and Winikoff (2005). The other agent-based development
methodologies for example, MESSAGE (Caire et al., 2001), INGENIAS (Pavón et
al., 2005), ADELFE (Bernon et al., 2002), AOR Modeling (Gerd and Kuldar, 2004)
and MAS-CommonKADS are not relevant because they do not provide any extra
agent abstraction and do not cover the software development life cycle. In addition,
they were developed for specific application domains. (There is a useful blog and
experience documentation on applying those methodologies on software projects,
which can be found on; http://sharon.cselt.it/pipermail/jade-develop/2003q4/003567.html.
An agent paradigm is characterised by a high degree of complexity with features such
as autonomous behaviour, situation awareness, high degree of distribution,

and

intelligent actions (Bauer and Odell, 2005b, Sycara et al., 2003). Fundamentally, and
agent-oriented system features belong to three software engineering practices:
knowledge engineering, object-oriented and artificial intelligence. But, there is no
particular development methodology from these software practices directly suitable to
engineer multi-agent systems. The existing non-agent software development
methodologies does not possess the capabilities to design agent abstractions or
address the software agent abstraction (Padgham and Michael, 2004, Zambonelli et
al., 2003). Because agent software system has unique abstraction and for the success
of its analysis, design and implementation a tailor-made development process is a
prerequisite requirement (Bauer and Odell, 2005a).
Luck et al., (2004), surveyed the existing agent-based development methodologies
and classified them based on their approach, scope basis, phases they cover, syntax
and semantics application area, and type of agency support. The diagram in Figure
2.10 outlines classification of the existing agent-oriented software engineering
methodologies.

Figure 2.10: Categorisation of AOSE methodologies.
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2.12.1 Agent-UML
The unified modelling language is an insufficient basis for modelling agents and
agents-based systems (Marc-Philippe, 2003). For this reason the foundation for
intelligent physical agent (FIPA) group suggested to extend the unified modelling
language (UML) to create a standard modelling schema for agent-based system
parallel to what OMG has done to object-oriented systems, which resulted in Agent
Unified Modelling Language (AUML) (http://www.auml.org/), (Odell et al., 2003).
According to the AUML Web site the general philosophy for using AUML is “when it
makes sense to reuse portions of UML, then do it; when it does not make sense to use
UML, use something else or create something new” (http://www.auml.org/). The
AUML notations and diagrams have been tested successfully in modelling agent
development activities, agent interaction protocols, and role specification (MarcPhilippe and Odell, 2005). Furthermore, for using AUML efficiently Cabac and Moldt
introduce semantics for AUML agent interaction protocol diagram using Petri net
code structures, the work is presented in (Cabac and Moldt, 2005).
Despite the semantics of AUML diagrams and FIPA recognition the model minimally
incorporated in the existing agent development methodologies. The reasons could be
different publications date or not matching with approach used. The research has
considered AUML for agent's interaction diagram to follow the FIPA standard and to
utilise the powerful representation of its diagrams and notations.

2.12.2 Prometheus
The Prometheus methodology is a detailed process for specifying, designing, and
implementing multi-agent systems (Padgham and Michael, 2004). Prometheus
consists of three phases; system specification, architectural design and detailed
design. The first phase, system specification, deals with determining the system’s
environment and establishing its goals and functionalities, as shown in Figure 2.11.
The environment is defined in terms of percept and actions while the system’s
functionality is identified in terms of goals and plans. The outcomes of this phase are
system goals, scenario and functionality descriptions. The second phase, architecture
design, processes the system specification’s artefacts further, then develops a high–
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level designed agent system using data coupling and functionalities grouping
techniques. The outcomes of this phase are agent types that will be used by the
application, the interactions between agents, and overall system structure. The third
phase is the detailed design, in which phase three main artefacts will be delivered:
agent capabilities, plans, and events. The implementation process is kept open for the
developer to choose a preferred platform. But the use of the JACK development
environment is strongly recommended because both Prometheus and JACK are based
on BDI architecture. Prometheus development tool PDT provided an option to the
developer to automatically generate JACK skeleton java code.

Figure 2.11: Prometheus architecture.
The research has deployed Prometheus in designing multi-agents systems as part of
the research evaluation experiments and published the results “Enhancing Prometheus
to Incorporate Agent Cooperation Process” (Alhashel et al., 2008). The paper
explained Prometheus deployment including using PDT and its interface with JACK
programming language then discussed its strength and weaknesses. Prometheus is a
descriptive methodology which depends on a set of forms and information tables in its
analysis and design supported by numbers of its own notations. The PDT support both
the analysis and the design phase with two useful options, first it checks the design
syntaxes, second it checks the labelling (description) consistency to avoid duplicate
descriptions or misspell the entities description during the design process.
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The main advantage of using PDT for applying Prometheus is to utilise its abilities to
automatically generate the JACK java skeleton implementation codes that help the
programmer to extend it further to a complete system. Prometheus’s detail design is
well mapped into JACK agent development language with some adoption. For
example, JACK does not have concepts corresponding to percept and actions
therefore percept is presented as events and action performed within the plan body
using Java code.
More advantages are:
1. Prometheus design has the capacity to engineer agent internal reasoning, BDI
or intelligent agent. This will satisfy part of an agent cooperation process if
developed based on belief sharing.
2. Prometheus is goal oriented, dealing with goals starting from analysis up to
implementation.
3. It covers the complete software development life cycle.
4. Prometheus is implementable oriented and tools based development. Its final
products are well mapped with the implementation programming language,
JACK (Vaughan et al., 2003) and smoothly use the JADE platform as a
runtime environment (Bellifemine et al., 2007a)..
The experiment also reveals the weaknesses of Prometheus:
1. The main disadvantage in Prometheus is that it is not designing a group of
agents working together to achieve a common goal. The methodology design
independent group of agents, Prometheus designing individual BDI agents
systems linked by messages specified in the interaction diagram which is
directly borrowed from object-oriented design (Padgham and Michael, 2004)
pages 28, 68.

2. Prometheus is a descriptive methodology therefore it could mislead the
developer because natural language has multiple explanations. In addition,
linking between graphical diagrams and text based are not practical.
3. There is a gap between the three phases, the specification artefacts are not
seamlessly converted into design details constructs and the detail output does
not seamlessly flow into the design details. For example converting the
capability into events and plans has no clear guidelines on how it can be done.
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4. The PDT is helpful to a certain extent but it is incomplete tool and not yet
promoted to the industrial production. This research experience it shows that
there are some errors and some menu options are not functioning.

2.12.3 PASSI
A process for agent societies, specification, and implementation (PASSI) is a
comprehensive development methodology for agent-based software systems. PASSI
view agent-based systems as societies of agents interacting with each others forming a
team or society of agents. PASSI originated based on both object-oriented and
intelligent approaches, using UML notation to model the agent-based system. For
specific needs of agent design, the UML semantics and notations are extended to
satisfy agent concepts that are not considered in UML.

The PASSI architecture

illustrated by Figure 2.12 is composed of five main models: System requirements,
Agent society, agent implementation, Code, and Deployment. Each model is
composed by a number of sequential processes performed at a particular phase of the
system development and design process.

Figure 2.12: The models and phases of the PASSI methodology.

The PASSI development method is iterative in two cycles. First, it is led by new
requirements and involves all the models. The second iteration occurs, involving only
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modifications to agent implementation model. The implementation model
characterised by a double level of iteration: the multi-agent and single agent level. For
each level there are structure definition and behaviour description processes. On the
multi-agent level the structure definition relates to the cooperation and tasks and the
behaviour description relates to the flow of events depicting cooperation. On the
single agent level the structure definition related to the attributes, methods and inner
classes where is the behaviour description relates to that specified in an appropriate
way.
However, PASSI development methodology is the only agent method that implement
ontology concept to support the agent knowledge. It is also comprehensive (full
software life cycle) starting from requirement to implementation and coding. Despite
these advantages, there are some drawbacks to the PASSI development techniques as
follows:
1. There is a transition gap between the design and implementation phase, the
final artefacts do not map into the FIPA standard or map into JADE as a FIPA
standard platform.
2. The analysis phase needs further detail to refine the design artefacts and make
it easy to further process in the design phase.
3. The agent identification phase does not explain how agent can be identified. If
the name of the role becomes an agent what about if the role is imbedded in
another role (sub-role)? Are there further refinement techniques to identify the
system’s roles?
4. PASSI design open agent architecture and it does not specify and instance
deployment.
5. Software agent definition relied on agent goal oriented but it is not clear how
the system’s goals presented.
Overall PASSI techniques direction is promising for designing close independent
multi-agent systems. The design techniques need further enhancement to improve
artefacts and to match agent-based system abstraction with the implementation.

2.12.4 Gaia
The Gaia methodology is intended to develop multi-agent systems in a form of
organisation structure. Gaia takes the view that a MaS is a society or an organisation
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of agents. Each organisation represents a goal or sub-goal of the system’s objective.
The Gaia methodology models both the macro (social) aspect and the micro (agent
internals) aspect of the multi-agent systems. The Gaia methodology only processes
three phases of software life cycle; analysis, architecture design, and detailed design,
as described in Figure 2.13. Capturing and modelling the initial requirement is not
part of Gaia processes, for this reason the Gaia methodology used ROADMAP as
extension to carry out the early requirement analysis (Thomas et al., 2002).

Figure 2.13: Model of the Gaia methodology (Hederson-Sellers and Giorgini, 2005).
The Gaia analysis phase constructs the application conceptual organization tree and
all the preliminary related models that support the organisation structure. At this
phase the system will be divided into sub-systems based on independent functionality,
coherently, or modularity techniques then the preliminary role model, environmental
model, preliminary interaction model, and organisational rule model are specified.
The role is the centre attribute in the Gaia design strategy in connection with the
interaction and the protocols applied. The role in Gaia defines the agent tasks in term
of functionalities, activities, responsibilities, and the protocols used in concert with
other agents and in respect to its organization. The output of the analysis phase
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processed further by the architecture design phase to establish the system
organisations basic blocks. The architecture design phase will develop and finalise the
organisation structures, the role model, the interaction model, and the patterns model.
To finalise and integrate the organizations, then

Garlan and Shaw’s (1994)

techniques are applied and used as a guideline to identify and refine the organisations
design.
Finally the details design phase is responsible for constructing the agent model and
the services model using the analysis and the architecture phases’ artefacts. The agent
model represents the agents that construct the required system in forms of
organizations structure. Each agent is represented in terms of role. The role consists of
functionality, activities, responsibilities, interaction protocols and patterns.
The idea of a system as a society or organizational structure is efficient in multi-agent
systems concept. The role attributes; responsibilities, permissions, activities, and
protocols form a coherent role which finally is embodied by an agent which is a
useful approach in building a coherent agent. Overall the Gaia design is a closed
system and each organisation (agent society) is a rigged sub-system which does not
allow any dynamic behaviour. This fundamental drawback is the core of the MaS
design where the research DMMAS intended to recover it. Gaia methodology is
incomprehensive as it does not cover a complete software development life cycle.
Another limitation is that there are no particular techniques or standard notations that
can follow through the design process. The UML, AUML and the Gaia notation in
addition to the ROADMAP (extension) modelling and techniques make the
development process complicated. The

methodology’s components are not well

integrated “Gaia does not commit to any special-purpose notation for its models.”
(Hederson-Sellers and Giorgini, 2005). Finally, the Gaia methodology is subject to
further enhancement and improvement over its processing and organization structure
concept.

2.12.5 MaSE
The Multi-agent Systems Engineering (MaSE) methodology described in Figure 2.16
consists of two phases, analysis and design (DeLoach and Kumar, 2005). MaSE is an
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object-based methodology applying a strong top-down software engineering mind-set
that is more suitable when designing heterogeneous database integration systems to a
biologically based, computer virus-immune system to cooperative robotics systems
(Hederson-Sellers and Giorgini, 2005). MaSE is architecture-independent, views the
agent-based system as a goal oriented model characterised by an agent that may or
may not possess any intelligence. In the analysis phase the focus is on identifying and
defining, then classifying the system-level goals using KAOS approach (Axel van,
2000). Goals are embracing sub-goals (roles), and roles are defined explicitly via a set
of tasks, which are described by finite state models. Initially, goals are extracted from
the system requirements then restructured in main and sub hierarchal goal tree
diagrams. MaSE constructs agent class in two steps first, defining the agent
architecture, second defining the individual architecture’s components while MaSE
does not enforces or pursue any particular agent architecture. The other important step
in the design phase is to develop the deployment diagram which is similar to the UML
deployment diagram. The deployment diagram represents the system configuration
which explains the types and the number of agents that make the system and their
implementation platform.

Figure 2.14: MaSE overview diagram.
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For the productivity improvement MaSE is supported by a software development tool
called agentTool that has the potential to automate the development process and cross
check the design semantics to avoid design errors and labelling redundancy. The
agentTool has a menu option to generate Java skeleton program codes and also agent
conversation verification process based on sender and receiver existence.
MaSE is independent of any particular agent architecture or development
environment, It has a traceable development approach through its processes. In
addition MaSE lends its development components to integrate with any agent
architecture. Robinson (2000) has deployed MaSE on verity of agent architectures
including reactive, BDI (Belief Desires and Intentions), knowledge-based and planner
based. MaSE is also supported by a software development tool AgentTool which adds
significant advantage to the development productivity.
MaSE engineer close multi-agent systems, with limited agent autonomy. Their final
software system does not exert any dynamic actions at runtime, it generates a rigged
multi-agent system (Alhashel et al., 2007). Despite the advantages, there are four
fundamental weaknesses within the MaSE approach, summarised as;
1. It designs a closed MaS system, therefore an agent cannot demonstrate its
autonomous concept subsequently there is no cooperative actions. The research
argues that software agent systems without cooperation and without autonomous
behaviour lead to object-oriented system under agent label (Alhashel and
Mohammadian, 2008).
2. MaSE does not support common Ontology schema instead embedding Ontology
within agent task communication protocols “In general, however, MaSE implicitly
defines an ontology that is embedded in the task communication protocols and is
implemented within each agent.”

(Hederson-Sellers and Giorgini, 2005).

Furthermore, MaSE does not follow a particular agent’s architecture, agent may or
may not possess intelligence (Padgham and Michael, 2004).
3. MaSE is not intended to build a system with dynamic team formation, instead it
predefines fixed organization at this design stage. This techniques leads to a
rigged system (Fisher et al., 2006).
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4. Padgham and Michael states that “Thus, MaSE (intentionally) does not support the
construction of plan-based agents that able to provide a flexible mix of reactive
and proactive behaviour” (Padgham and Michael, 2004).

2.12.6 Inadequacies in the Existing Development Methodologies
In the previous section the main software agent development methodologies have
been studied and discussed. This section generalises the limitations in those
methodologies.
The main deficiency in the existing MaS development methodologies is that they do
not address the techniques to build cooperative open multi-agent systems. The
organization structure proposed by Gaia and MaSE is actually a predefined model
where agents are set earlier (at the design stage) into predefined constant groups. As
this design approach impedes agents playing their key concepts (autonomous)
behaviour so there is no need for a dynamic cooperation process. Eventually, these
development approaches result in building close multi-agent systems. Furthermore,
Prometheus built multi-agent systems from individual intelligent agents based on BDI
architecture without any design consideration for a group of agents working together
to achieve a common goal instead of the Prometheus design independent rigged multiagent system. Padgham and Michael (2004) Prometheus’s authors stated that “There
are a number of types of system that it does not yet handle well. For Example,
Prometheus as described in this book does not address agent teamwork or mobile
agents.”
Tropos is a software tools development methodology pursuant to BDI agent
architecture that is represented at the lowest level by component plan diagrams
proposed by Kinny and Georgeff (1996) to specify the internal processing of actors on
how to perform the system goals. The methodology does not address development
techniques for agent’s cooperation or dynamic behaviour. In fact, Tropos is objectoriented based suitable for generating an e.business type of system and has nothing to
do with multi-agent systems in the general understanding. PASSI is driven from
embedded robotics applications. It introduces multi-agent social behaviour in
interaction communication based on share knowledge using an ontology domain. The
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multi-agent concept in PASSI relies on agents residing in conceal boundary. This
approach also does not satisfy the open MaS concept. The AUML is not evaluated
because it is an attempt at standardisation of agent-oriented modelling and a notation
not a methodology. Overall, this concludes that the existing MaS methodologies do
not address the open MaS design classes and components (Alhashel et al., 2008).
To outline the existing limitations Table 2.1 summarises three research papers
evaluating Gaia, MaSE, Tropos, and PASSI (Dam and Winikoff, 2003, Sellers and
Gorton, 2003, Tveit, 2001). The result of the evaluation shows that the existing
methodologies are either not deploying cooperation or are using interaction between
agents to create cooperation where the intra agent social structure is not addressed
(Iglesias et al., 1999, Wood and Deloach, 2001). In the agent collaboration process,
communication is used as a tool for coordination between agents using standard
protocols, such as FIPA-ACL, KQML, or KIF.
Method

Agency Type

Gaia

Any

MaSE

Any

Prometheus

BDI

Tropos

BDI

PASSI

Mainly Robotics

Cooperation
Model

Cooperation
Base

Cooperation
Type

UML Interaction
Diagram
UML Interaction
Diagram
Object-oriented
interaction diagram
Communication base
on Ontology
Object-oriented
interaction diagram

Fix Organisation
Structure
Close system agent
protocols
-------

Independent

Close system agent
society
--------

Independent

Independent
-------

-------

Table 2.1: Illustration of cooperation in AOSE.
To create cooperation between agents there must be logical built in components
within agents logic, for example, the process of team formation (Cohen et al., 1997a),
agent goal adoption of other agent goal (Luck and d'Inverno, 1996) , the shared plan
or the process of team formation. All these concepts need to be represented within a
development methodology to transfer the MaS powerful concept to the real world. In
fact, it is hard to find software agent systems on an industry level that have been
developed using one of the existing methodologies;
“Many of the existing agent-oriented methodologies are not yet ready to be used
by industry developer: they are under research, and either focus on specific
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aspects of agent design , or are not describe in sufficient details.” (Padgham and
Michael, 2004).
The research focused on building cooperative open multi-agent systems that are
characterised by autonomous agent autonomous behaviour that can function in open
distributed heterogeneous systems and have the ability to dynamically, at system
runtime, form a team of agents to achieve a common goal. To build this type of
system there are a list of components and functionalities that must be available within
the methodology to build such system. The existing methodologies and practices did
not satisfy these requirements. However, the research found that the existing
methodologies attempts to possess some useful concepts in designing an individual
agent and present some agent classes such as goal, role, task, subtask, functionality,
capability, plan, organisation and agent mantel attitude, like BDI, and knowledge
representation based on ontology or databases. These classes form a foundation for
the research aim.

2.13

Agent Communication Languages

From the perspective of the research aim it is important to investigate the agent
development infrastructure where agent communication is a key issue. In this section
the research concisely studies the existing agent’s communication languages and
technologies.
The performance of the communication enables the agent to interact with others to
share knowledge and exchange information to enable them to coordinate their actions
in any cooperation process or to delegate on behalf of the user to achieve the tasks. In
the core design of an agent-oriented system or the multi-agent systems, the
communications model must be designed with embedded knowledge about the object
domain or about other agents (Timothy and Chris, 2001). Exchanging information and
knowledge between autonomous software agents required a shared, reusable
communication language that the potential to allow an agent to share a common
syntax, semantic, and pragmatics models (Tim et al., 1994). The processing of
information to share knowledge between agents, or forming a common syntax, is the
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major problem in the agent communication field. There are three aspects of
communications:
•

syntax: how the systems of communication are structured (grammars);

•

semantics: what the symbols denoted (meaning, logics);

•

pragmatics: how the symbols are interpreted (compilations).

In general, the structure of the existing agent communication language was inspired
by the Speech Act Theory (SAT) introduced by Austin (1962), then the theory was
developed further by Searle (1969). Marco and Mario (2002), through their analysis
of agent speech act as institutional action, found that the intelligent systems attempt to
incorporate the concept of the SAT into agent communications. furthermore, Fasli
(2007), state that “Perhaps the most influential theory in agent communication is that
of speech Act.”.
This study helps the research to select the most suitable communication practice and
applicable language, then to utilise it into DMMAS. However, this requires further
investigation of the main agent’s languages; KQML, ACL, and KIF are prerequisites
where each has its own approach and application domain (Marco and Mario, 2002).

2.13.1 Knowledge and Query Manipulation Language (KQML)
Knowledge Query Manipulation Language (KQML) is proposed by the Advance
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) to support the National Information Infrastructure
(NII) strategy then developed by the External Interface Group (EIG) as part of the
Knowledge Sharing Effort (KSE) project. The purpose behind the KQML is to
facilitate an open, large scale, knowledge-based system with the ability to
communicate between two knowledge-based systems or conventional database
management system (Tim et al., 1994). The KQML is generic knowledge query
language; it is not dedicated to any particular system architectures or development
environment (Kone et al., 2000). Finin et al., (1994), modified KQML language to
support the agent’s communication process. As a result, using the KQML, enabled
agent to send inquiry messages or advertise themselves or on other hand agents able
are receive an answer to their inquiries or information about other agents. The
structure of the KQML language is divided into three layers, as depicted in Figure
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2.15: the communication layer describes the sender, the receiver, and the message ID;
the message layer defines the performatives and message format; the content layer
holds the actual message, the ontology of the object and term used, and the content
language. The processing sequence of the KQML language is to first deal with the
pragmatics (identify the target node and establish the communication) then deal with
the semantic (the meaning of the contents).

Mechanics of
communication

Communication
Message

Logic of communication
(performative or speech act)

Content

Content of communication
(in agreed upon languages)

Figure 2.15: The three layers of the KQML communication language.
The KQML language schema is divided into performatives and performatives’
argument. The performative is used to communicate with the facilitator and the
argument will guide the facilitator to the preferences. The performatives are reserved
words divided into seven basic categories they are: basic query, multi responses,
response, generic information, generator, capability-definition, and networking
performatives. To explain how KQML interpret an agent communication for example,
assume that a conversation about advertising job vacancies in the university and “A”
is the application assessment agent, “R” is the receiver agent, and

Agent “A”

broadcasts advertisement for recruitment;
(ask-all
:sender A
:receiver R
:reply-with ID1
:content “job (UNIVERSITY, [?accountant, ?vacant])”
:language Prolog
:ontology JOB-VACANT)

Agent “R” inform agent “A” that it submitted an application to fill this vacant job;
(tell
:sender R
:receiver A
:reply-with ID1
:content “submit (UNIVERSITY[?accountant, ?vacant])”
:language Prolog
:ontology JOB-VACANT)
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After assessing the applications, agent A informs agent R that his application is
successful;
(ask-one
:sender A
:receiver R
:reply-with ID2
:content “successful (UNIVERSITY[?accountant, ?vacant])”
:language Prolog
:ontology JOB-VACANT)

The KQML supports a wide range of agent architectures regardless of their
implementation languages. It is also an extensible communication language to provide
a wider range of performatives depending on the application domain requirements.
There are also limitations in the KQML, for example, the agent communication is a
lack of standardisation in the actual transport of messages. In addition, the semantics
of the language have not been rigorously defined to lead to interoperability issues
(Labrou and Finin, 1998). The KQML performatives do not cover all categories of
discourse. For this reason, subtle and fine-grained interactions between heterogeneous
agents cannot take place (Kone et al., 2000). There are no techniques to respond or
notify the sender about the message status after it has been sent it. When we send a
message we do need a conformation it has been received. Finally, KQML
performatives are limited to assertive and directive categories, inappropriate choice of
performatives and different interpretations of KQML performatives (Bouzouba et al.,
2001).

2.13.2 FIPA Agent-Communication Language (FIPA-ACL)
Foundation for intelligent physical agents (FIPA) specified Agent Communication
Language (FIPA-ACL) as standard agent communication language. The structure of
the FIPA-ACL contains a set of one or more message parameters. Each parameter has
its own syntax and which parameters are needed for effective communication session
remain optional and depend on the situation, the only mandatory parameters are the
sender, receiver, content, and performative. Table 2.2 lists all the FIPA-ACL
parameters and their categories. The FIPA-ACL is an open architecture type of
communication language similar to XML, therefore the user can define additional
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message parameters provided that a string “x-“ is predefined prior to the non-FIPA
standard parameters. Generally the FIPA-ACL is a message handling model, it does
not contain the communication body of the message or the message semantic. Instead
the FIPA-ACL work as standard vehicle schema that capture the predefined message
including the message interpretation in terms of ontology then broadcast the contents
from the sender to

the receiver. Each FIPA-ACL message representation

specification contains precise syntax descriptions for FIPA-ACL message encoding
based on XML, text strings and several other schemes.
Parameter

Category of Parameters

performative
sender
receiver
reply-to
content
language
encoding
ontology
protocol
conversation-id
reply-with
in-reply-to
reply-by

type of communicative acts
participant in communication
participant in communication
participant in communication
content of the message
description of content
description of content
description of content
control of conversation
control of conversation
control of conversation
control of conversation
control of conversation

Table 2.2: FIPA ACL Message Parameters.

2.13.3 Knowledge Interchange Format Language
The Interlingua Group belonging to ARPA Knowledge Sharing Effort (KSE) project
develop a common language for expressing the content of a knowledge-based system.
This group has published a specification document describing the Knowledge
Interchange Formalism based on first order logic (Keller et al., 2004). A complete
KIF report can be found in Genesereth et al. (1992).
The KIF is a formal language including both a specification of syntax for the language
as well as a specification for semantic. It is applied to support the translation from one
content language to another or as common content language between two agents
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which use different native representation languages. Since a language must represent
the information and queries aspects KIF extended SQL, and LOOM toward building a
common language. In fact, KIF originated in a Lisp application and inherits its syntax
from Lisp. However, unless there is a shared framework of knowledge in order to
interpret messages, what is happening is not sharing semantics, but a sharing an
ontology (Tim et al., 1994).
There are some advantages in using the KIF that it has semantics correlation between
the terms and sentences of the language and conceptualization of the world. The
formalization of the logic used is interpretable, subsequently executable in the form of
knowledge based logic. But since the KIF is a formal language it is also true that
different users will implement the same domain of objects, functions, and relations in
their own way of understanding to that domain. This will confer unambiguous
meaning on the objects described, perhaps for the same domain intended.
Subsequently, in a multi development environment, the same object will be defined
by different logic and knowledge descriptions.
A survey of the existing agent-based application development methodology shows
that there are no deployments for KIF language. Generally, defining the knowledge in
a formal language is a complex process. This conclusion is stated directly by the KIF
developer bodies themselves in their report; “Unfortunately, the formal details of KIF
are quite complex” (Genesereth et al., 1992). However, the research is not on KIF
implementation in its design process and this avoids the complexity and knowledge
mismatching in an open multi-agent system environment.

2.14

Agent Software Development Platform

Closing the gaps between design outcomes and implantation technologies leads to a
successful software development process which should help the developer to map the
design’s artefacts into implementation cods seamlessly. In practice, the differences
between available implementations are too fundamental to be ignored (Sudeikat et al.,
2005).
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The concept of agent-oriented systems has its own unique characteristics, in both
internal structure and external behaviour. The agent’s autonomous behaviour entails a
dedicated environment that provides the necessary components and tools to support
its free performance. The conventional software development languages for example,
Object-oriented run under MS C# under .Net or Sun Microsystem Java under JBuilder
or Java under Eclipse currently support the building of agents despite it not allowing
complex mental attitudes to be represented (Anal et al., 1999).

2.14.1 Java Agent Development Environment (JADE)
Java Agent DEvelopment framework (JADE) is a software development framework
to develop multi-agent systems in compliance with the FIPA specifications
(Bellifemine et al., 2007b), Figure 2.16 illustrates the architecture overview. The
central idea in JADE is to provide runtime environment to software agents and
associated open architecture types of integration. Therefore agents can communicate
and interact with each other and use each other's services. The communication run is
based on messages of request following FIPA-ACL syntaxes through built-in agent
message systems (AMS). Each agent operating on JADE platform has to register itself
by a unique name “agent identification description” (AID) and identify its services
into a directory facilitator (DF), which makes agents identifiable to other agents
across the platform. JADE uses yellow pages techniques to demonstrate agent
services. In addition, JADE provides a number of built-in libraries, classes and
predefined packages. To examine the availabilities refer to Bellifemine et al (2007b).

Figure 2.16: JADE architecture (Bellifemine et al., 2007b).
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The essential parameters that a development methodology should provide in order to
interface with JADE structure are:
Agent ID: Agent identifier unique, global name to each agent.
Agent classes: jade.core.agent: based class for agent
jade.core.behaviours.*: behaviour
jade.core.lang.ACLMessage: message class
jade.core.AID: Agent identifier
Behaviour: represent a task that an agent
Messages: set of interaction messages support by ontology schema.
Services discoveries: registry table for each agent located on each container.
Interaction protocols: the ACL used in the interaction (KQML, KIF, or FIPA-ACL).
Agent mobility: the physical and virtual machines of the network that agent travels
cross.
Currently, there are no agent-based development methodologies that provide these
inputs as part of their design artefacts, and the development process is ad-hoc. This
AOSE imperfection occurred because there is no consent on what constitutes MaS
structure and how it is supposed to build then operate. For example, Prometheus is
BDI architecture, Gaia is organisation structure, MaSE is role based, and the other
were published before JADE released. However, JADE is the most popular agent
platform and is widely used for its abstraction, usability and is compliant with FIPA
(Bellifemine et al., 2005).
Overall, JADE has been developed with robust multi-agent systems development
components that assist the agent developers with a set of abstractions and built-in
classes and packages. JADE also has the potential to run the MaS and control many
system exceptions. Comparing JADE with the other agent platforms for example,
JACK, Aglet, and Cougaar show that JADE is the most appropriate MaS platform, a
comparison schema available in (Leszczyna, 2008, Raquel, 2007, Vrba, 2004).

2.14.2 JACK
JACK Intelligent Agents (JACK) is an agent-oriented development environment built
on the Java programming language (http://www.agent-software.com/, 07/07/2008).
JACK extends Java classes and constructs at the same time offering specific
extensions to agent autonomous behaviour. Therefore, JACK is fully integrated with
Java and its source code must be compiled on regular Java platform before being
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executed. In this regard, first, JACK language will be compile and converted to pure
Java code, using JACK compiler then the result code can be run on any Java platform.
JACK is dedicated toward the implementation of BDI reasoning concept type of
agents.
In agent-oriented software engineering practice, the Prometheus development
methodology implementation phase is well connected with JACK, the interface
between both tools depicted in Figure 2.17. Prometheus development tool (PDT)
provides JACK code skeleton option within its menu tool bar options. If it selected
then it will generate the outline main code. A complete research project of travel
agent system (TAS) has been developed as part of a research paper (Alhashel, 2008).
The result shows that JACK is able to provide substantial agency abstraction base on
BDI reasoning concept but it does not contains the agent cooperation constructs,
beside that JACK is coding specific architecture while not all the software agentbased systems are BDI architecture. It also recommended following the FIPA agent
architecture platform standard where JACK not compatible. However, the research
does not recommend the BDI agent architecture but follow the FIPA standard for this
reason JACK is not considered an implementation language for the proposed
methodology.

Figure 2.17: Relationship between Prometheus construct and JACK abstract.

2.14.3 Aglet
Aglet is a Java based agent-based development platform developed by IBM Tokyo,
focusing on agent’s mobility crossing different networks. Aglet views the agent-based
system as an individual intelligent agent operating over a large scale distributed
environment with vast information repositories, databases and mobile code similar to
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the internet. These agents are able to roam the internet/large system to answer the user
enquiries. However, using Aglet is straightforward, following an applet is like
developing techniques where the programmer defines a few methods to implement the
agent’s main behaviour. The platform is open source and can be found on the Aglet
web site: (http://aglets.sourceforge.net/, 23/07/2008).
The research excludes Aglet from the implementation approach for its specific
modelling, i.e. mobile agency, which is outside the research development domain. In
addition, Aglet is not FIPA standard as it has been developed when MASIF (Mobile
Agent Systems and Intercommunication Facilities) was the agent standard. It is also
difficult to learn Aglet because of a lack of documentation (Ferrari, 2004). Generally,
Aglet is almost obsolete, as no maintenance or bug fixing has occurred for a long time
(Leszczyna, 2008).

2.14.4 Cougaar
Cougaar (for Cognitive Agent Architecture) is an agent-based application
development environment base on Blackboard architecture and Plug-in techniques
(see Figure 2.18). Cougaar in its original copy developed to function as a total
integration solution component for the United States Department Of Defence (DOD)
logistic software systems to integrate a complex monolithic software pool consisting
of an multi distributed platform with a different operating system and different
databases for different business processes (BBN, 2004a).

Figure 2.18: Blackboard Service API Internal Concepts (BBN, 2004b).
Cougaar provides powerful, expressive, scalable and maintainable application as it is
a code baseline with the ability to construct dynamically complex distributed systems.
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Cougaar uses dynamic plug-in techniques to load or unload agents while the system is
running without any interruption to the system. This is a powerful tool introduced by
Cougaar and verifies agent-based system characteristics as loose cabling and high
cohesive software architecture. Furthermore, the plug-in facilities resolve the agentbased system problem as an incremental, scalable open distributed type of system that
can be developed from anywhere at any time by anybody.
However, Cougaar design agent-based system as a set of communities each
community forming a node. A node is a single Java Virtual Machine (JVM) instance
that may contain and maintain multiple agents, where all the agents of one node share
all the node resources; CPU, memory pool, disk and compete for incoming and
outgoing bandwidth traffic. Thus agents of the same node exchange the message
locally, messages to agents in different nodes must use the Cougaar Message
Transport (MT). The core component of Cougaar is the blackboard architecture that
controls and manages all the nodes and node’s agents. In addition, the Blackboard is
where the agent behaviour and business logic are plugged in, therefore it is the main
agent service provider and infrastructure source, the Blackboard is what give the
autonomous behaviour to an agent.
Taking a close look to Cougaar and JADE architectures reveals that there are
differences in component naming and terminology and techniques used but there are
similarities in the principles and overall design, for example:
Criteria
Techniques

Cougaar
Blackboard

Organisation
Structure
Services
Registry
Messages

Domain
Node
Plugins
Agent subscribe UID
Message transport

JADE
Agent Management
System
Main container
Container
Directory facilitator
Agent ID
Message transport

Table 2.3: Comparison between Cougaar and JADE.
There are also considerable functional differences between Cougar and JADE
platforms in the implementation, availabilities, maintainability, usage, agent internal
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structure, and following agent standard FIPA architecture in addition, Cougaar has
more services parameters. With regard to other agent-based platforms focus, Cougaar
aims the Blackboard agent techniques for application integration rather than business
agent-based systems. Further comparison criteria are presented in Braubach et al.
(2008). For these reasons the research does not consider Cougaar implementation in
the research case study.

2.15

Summary

This chapter reviews and compares agent versus object then summarises that there are
fundamental mismatching between the two concepts. Subsequently, object-oriented
development tools are not adequate to model the agent-oriented software.
Furthermore, the chapter investigates the software agent system infrastructure
focusing on the existing multi-agent systems development methodologies and
conclude that these developments focus on building independent (close) MaS and do
not address the cooperative open multi-agent systems development issues.
The chapter explores the available multi-agent systems development tools in the
literature including MaS design methodologies, agent standards, communication
languages, and agent runtime platforms. It discusses the weaknesses and limitations in
the MaS software engineering development, and concludes that there are useful
software tools and background in the fields. However further enhancement is required
to transfer the multi-agent system design from closed systems to the open system
environment. In addition, the literature provides evidence of the need for open
structure software tools, and a new approach to design agents autonomous behaviour
and agent cooperation processes.

These discussions underpin the research

background and motivation to close the existing gap by providing a new development
methodology for building cooperative open multi-agent systems. Based on this
conclusion the research focuses on the ontology approach as a new implementation
solution. This ontology approach is efficient to facilitate the agent autonomous
behaviour and systems that function in open environment.
However, while this literature creates the research background the next chapter
reviews more deeply the relevant insights for multi-agent systems design and
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development methodologies emphasising the strength and inadequacy of each method
from different software engineering perspectives.
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Chapter 3
3.1

A Review of Existing Agent-based Software
Engineering Methodologies

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to investigate the relevant existing multi-agent systems
development methodologies, including Prometheus, MaSE, and Gaia. These
methodologies are then evaluated to investigate their limitation and weaknesses. The
evaluation process is based on tabular frameworks proposed by Stum and Shehory
(2004), and Yogesh et al. (2008), and Braubach et al. (2008). To map the evaluation
criteria with the open cooperative multi-agent systems, the framework criteria are
extended to include; application domains, development approaches, processes
involve, and techniques used. This chapter is based on a travel agency system (TAS)
case study presented in two research papers that have been published by this
researcher (Alhashel et al., 2007), and (Alhashel et al., 2008). The chapter aims to
summarise the limitations in the existed development methodologies and establishing
a background for building a new enhanced development methodology for open
cooperative multi-agent systems through a motivating, distributed, cooperative
application, the Travel Agency System (TAS).

3.2

Travel Agency System: Motivating Problem

In order to test the strengths and weaknesses of the existing multi-agent systems
development methodologies, the research uses the domain of a travel agency system
(TAS) as an application scenario. The motivation for selecting TAS is twofold. First,
TAS is widely available in the real world and easy to understand and at the same time
it is a distributed system where the hotel accommodation booking, the car hire, and
the flight reservations are each represented by an independent unique agent. The TAS
scenario includes coordination characteristics where the system must be able to book
for a customer as per his preference of date, place, and services class from a variety of
open distributed agencies emphasising the preferences and availability. Reserving a
seat on a flight from a particular place to another place on a particular date and seat
class then booking a room in a particular hotel class at the arrival place, date, and time
and hiring a particular car type on the arrival date and time is a complex problem
requiring advanced coordination skills and capabilities.
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The characteristics of the TAS scenario can be viewed via two systems development
approaches; either an open, distributed heterogeneous environment system similar to
the research aim or as a closed system similar to the existing methodologies
development approach. Generally TAS has been applied as test bed in many agentoriented and multi-agent systems software projects and research (Dignum et al.,
2008).

3.3

Prometheus, MaSE and Gaia

Numerous methodologies for agent-oriented software development have been
proposed in the literature. However, their application to real-world problems is still
limited due to their lack of maturity. Evaluating their strengths and weaknesses is an
important step towards developing better methodologies. This section presents
research results obtained by applying three agent-oriented methodologies, namely
Gaia, MaSE and Prometheus in the context of a Travel Agency System (TAS).

3.3.1 Selection of Prometheus, MaSE, and Gaia
The research selected the three methodologies; Prometheus Gaia, and MaSE to deploy
a TAS case study for the following reasons. Basically, those methodologies have been
tested over academic case study projects for building independent multi-agent
systems. Each is supported by graphical software development tools which ease the
development processes to check their syntax and consistency. In comparison with the
other agent-based development process, Gaia, MaSE and Prometheus are available in
the literature and their documentation is accessible, for example Prometheus is
explained in a published text book. A survey on development and research into agent
development tools found that these three methodologies are supported and undergoing
research for further improvements where the others are ignored. These methodologies
are rivals to DMMAS’ hence their analysis and design correlated to the agents’
problems domains of DMMAS. Finally, the approach that each methodology follows
is unique and can be understood.
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3.3.2 Prometheus
This section explains Prometheus analysis and design approach through a practical
development experiment that has been conducted by this research. Prometheus
development life cycle was applied to model a TAS case study.
Prometheus does not include an early requirement phase, but instead recommends
using PASSI techniques. In fact there is no difference between the two approaches in
the requirement analysis stage, therefore the functionality diagram illustrated by
Figure 3.1 reflects the Prometheus specification analysis. The rectangles reflect the
system functionality attached to the processes and events. The functionality diagram
is the base used to decide on the system agent types.

Figure 3.1: Prometheus functionality diagram for TAS.
Identifying the system agents’ types is applied using grouping techniques where each
group must consist of correlated collections of functionalities with high degree of
dependency. Each functionality group together forms an independent system function
or a unit of system capability. For example, in Figure 3.1, the hotel booking is one
system capability representing one software agent. The next step is to transfer this
manual diagram into the Prometheus software development tool (PDT). This starts to
input the data coupling diagram illustrated in Figure 3.2. From this development stage
until the detailed design process, Prometheus relies partially on PDT, which means
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not all the development steps are automated and this immaturity is a drawback in
Prometheus.

Figure 3.2: Prometheus data coupling.

According to the research experience with the Prometheus development approach, it
focuses on the individual BDI agent structure. The agent team work (cooperation)
process is totally dropped from the development process. The data coupling diagram
(Figure 3.2) depicts that starting from the analysis process, the cooperation basic
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elements are not grouped; indeed there is a separation for each agent. The research
and part of its practical experiments had proposed to extend Prometheus to include an
agent’s cooperation model “Enhancing Prometheus to Incorporate Agent cooperation
Process” (Alhashel et al., 2008). This experiment enhanced Prometheus to build
better systems, but still there are fundamental changes required to transfer the focus
from an independent to a cooperative multi-agent system.
To clarify the Prometheus independent agents design approach, we take a close look
at Figure 3.3 which represents the capability diagram for the flight agent example.
Although Prometheus focuses on the BDI agent structure, its agent’s design does not
include any knowledge domain or how intelligent agents will share their knowledge.
Accessing the same database does not provide a semantic to the data in use, so there is
no shared or common meaning to what this data refers to. The argument here is that if
agents share the same database without an ontological domain model of that data, then
its use is as value not as knowledge.

Figure 3.3: Prometheus capability diagram.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the TAS agent’s interaction for “perform payment event” that is
generated automatically from the PDT options menu. This automation facility adds
advantage to the Prometheus development process. On the other hand it confuses the
developer because, in the manual development process Prometheus applies AUML
agent interaction diagram (Padgham and Michael, 2004). But PDT generates UML
object sequence diagram. There is inconsistency between the automation and the
manual practice. Another drawback, is that Prometheus does not include or provide
any design model to represent agent autonomous behaviour either in the
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implementation or in simple “accept/reject” model. This is a fundamental
shortcoming in the Prometheus design approach and indicates that Prometheus design
is a closed concealed multi-agent systems where agent behaviour is predefined and
does not require autonomous behaviour.

Figure 3.4: Prometheus interaction diagram.
The gap between the proposed methodology (DMMAS) aims and Prometheus can be
interpreted through the Prometheus’ system overview diagram which substantiates the
following assessments:
1. There is no coordination or goal execution plan to coordinate between agents
in order to achieve a common task cooperatively.
2. There is no option to add or delete an agent at run time.
3. There is no dynamic behaviour or agent autonomous behaviour.
4. Prometheus does not present any open architecture nor allow reorganizational
structure to reflect with goal changes requirements.
Prometheus can successfully build a close independent multi-agent systems based on
BDI agent’s architecture. In contrast, Prometheus is not able to function in building
open agent systems as it has fundamental limitations. Precisely Prometheus does not
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address the concept and the abstractions of cooperative multi-agent systems that the
research aims to achieve.

3.3.3 MaSE
The second experiment is to apply the Multi-agent System Engineering (MaSE)
methodology to the TAS project then discuss and assess its capabilities. MaSE is a
goal oriented methodology and presumes that every goal is achievable by a role and
every role is played by at least one agent class. The relationship between the goal and
role is one to one mapping, unless a many to one relationship is efficient for the
nature of the system under development. However, in the initial requirement analysis
the goals are extracted from the system scenario then directly set in hierarchal
structures using the KAOS approach (Lamsweerde, 2001). MaSE uses case scenarios
to represent goal and sub-goal along with UML sequence diagram in context of roles
instead of objects. This process eventually results in capturing the events which define
the communication between agents that will play these roles. After the roles have
been defined, it will be decomposed into a set of tasks where each is designed to
achieve the goals for which role is responsible. MaSE also provides a messaging
format consisting of performative, activities, send-receive, and set. In general these
are the basic principles of MaSE development steps.
Initially, a MaSE presumed agent does not necessarily possess intelligence. It may or
may not exhibit an intelligent attitude. On the other hand the methodology did not
describe how the intelligence could be captured or presented at the design stage so
there is confusion at the implantation process, in case intelligence is required. In
addition, Figure 3.5 illustrates the TAS role diagram but while the methodology
documentation indicates to the agent autonomous behaviour, in contrast the analysis
diagram does not show how hotel agent for example will provide its services to the
other agents. MaSE relies on finite state automata messages-based exchanges rather
than providing open linking architecture. For example, how do the three agents; hotel,
car, and flight connect their services together using messaging techniques without a
domain knowledge representation or language semantic model? The message format
implied by MaSE is compliable, rigid and therefore an agent has no choice but either
to perform or fail. This takes the design back to the object-oriented concept.
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Figure 3.5: TAS role diagram produced during the analysis process.
The TAS role diagram (see Figure 3.5) shows that the role represented by a rectangle
(class diagram) and the number reflect the goal to the sub-goal hierarchy while a
role’s tasks are represented by ovals attached to them by lines. The green lines
represent the internal communication between initiator and respondent and the red
line represents the external communication (role-to-role). But there is no indication
for the services finder or search mechanism. The methodology does not include
agent’s services, for example in Figure 3.5, when the user books a complete package
of hotel, flight and car, the reservation agent it is not clear how this agent will access
or search for the required services, instead it calls the services by an agent name. This
technique is efficient for a small limited closed system. There is confusion in mixing
agent name and agent services. The services in this context mean the agent internal
functionality. The particular or the unit of task that an agent can performed for the
benefit of the system objective (Alhashel and Mohammadian, 2008).
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Figure 3.6: Agent class, agent information, and their conversation diagram.
Another observation from the TAS case study is when establishing the conversation
session between agents presented in the communication class diagrams (see Figure
3.6) shows a control and handling of the messages beside that the messages are
related to an action after it has been validated. However, is there any mutual
understanding on the object discussed in those sessions? Is there any parsing to the
messages language so that it makes meaningful terms (semantic) in the entire systems
protocols, hereafter creating a common language vocabulary that can be used while
the system grows up? Actually, MaS is able to successfully link TAS agent with their
actions, roles and policies but in a hardwired predefined method.
The MaSE deployment diagrams used to define a system structure such as the agent
numbers, types, and their location are based on the domain level, agent level, and
component level design steps. This deployment diagram is hard to develop because
the methodology does not explain or guide how to construct this diagram out of the
other related levels. This limitation appears in the MaSE documentation “the step is
not well describe or explain” (Deloach, 1999).
MaSE presents a good approach and contain real agent-oriented software abstractions.
MaSE is also supported by a reasonable graphical software development tool
(agentTool) that is able to simplify the development process. MaSE is powerful
methodology in this stream of close independent agent-oriented system but when
MaSE is evaluated by the criteria of open, distributed, dynamic software agent
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environments MaSE does not demonstrate any dynamic actions at runtime. For
example to add or remove an agent at system runtime, an agent adoption strategy,
system restructuring, or a general agent services provider. These limitations conclude
that MaSE is functional for closed multi-agent systems.

3.3.4 Gaia
The research deploys Gaia methods on the TAS case study to evaluate its
development approach and techniques and furthermore, to assess its efficiency in
designing open, cooperative multi-agent systems. The basic principle of Gaia is that
the multi-agent systems is a society of organisations structure where every
organisation has its role and policies and is represented by an agent or a group of
agents. The operational result of each organisation role is governed to form the main
system goal. Thomas et al. (2002) criticise the Gaia design approach and state eight
weaknesses preventing Gaia systems from functioning in open system environments
then propose to extend Gaia with Role Oriented Analysis and Design for Multi-Agent
Programming (ROADMAP). The new merged model continues to be called Gaia or
ROADMAP and some literature refers to as Gaia-ROADMAP (called Gaia).
However, the extended Gaia provides four additional improvements;
•

formal models of knowledge and the environment,

•

role hierarchies,

•

explicit representation of social structures relationships,

•

incorporation of dynamic changes.

Gaia is supported by a software development tool called REBEL (Gaia Editor Built
for Easy Development) which is designed to help the developer identify the goal
models and the role models during the analysis stage (Pei Pei et al., 2005). However,
the aim of the Gaia analysis phase is to collect then organize the system specifications
and requirements for building the initial system organisations structures. In this way
the analysis phase will develop the environment model, the preliminary roles, the
interaction model, and the organisational rules for each of the sub-organisations that
compose the entire system. The system organisational structure will be shaped on
grouping techniques. Each highly cohesive interacted set of roles share the same
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purpose or task and can be controlled by one unit of rules grouped together to form
one organisation.
The analysis process of the TAS scenario delivers three organisational structures car,
hotel, and flight located under the main organisation root TAS illustrated in Figure
3.7. In this approach Gaia isolates each organisation from the other and groups its
agents and allows them to communicate through a predefined set of messages. Tveit,
(2001) state that “Due to the mentioned restrictions of Gaia, it is of less value in the
open and unpredictable domain of internet applications, on the other hand it has been
proven as a good approach for developing closed domain agent-system”.

Figure 3.7: TAS organisations structure diagram.
The Gaia organisational structure approach was able to compose the system goal
although it restricts cross organisational services (organisation to organisation
services) relationships. For example, the TAS organisation structure diagram
illustrated in Figure 3.7 implies that the car-agent is isolated from flight-agent and
hotel-agent. In addition it is not possible for any agent to advertise its services
(capabilities) to other agents. This facility is situated in the core of the open
cooperative multi-agent systems concepts and without it agents lose one of the key
advantages.
In Gaia techniques, the role capabilities are defined by permission and
responsibilities. The permission attribute governs the runtime resources (environment)
rules on the basis of the roles. It will manage the resources according to the roles
eligibility for usage. The responsibilities attributes are aims of the role expected
behaviour, by defining two properties; liveness and safety. The liveness property state
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the positive changes carry out by the role and the safety property state the acceptable
changes that are carry out by the role. Through the TAS design details phase for the
role “book a room” (BookRoom) illustrated in Figure 3.8, there is no guideline to
show how to state these attributes and how they will be used by the system agents.
Theoretically, the definition of the role capabilities remains an open discussion as it is
not clear how to develop the responsibilities and the permissions out of the complex
large scale system. Furthermore, how will agent read these attributes, then based on
what rules can the agent identify the role capabilities? The system artefacts generated
by the Gaia methodology remains floated and difficult to convert into a computational
software system.

Role Schema: BookRoom
Description:
This preliminary role involves
receiving request from customer through hotel agent, then after checking the
availabilities and receiving the customer confirmation, the room is booked
under customer details including from and to dates.
Protocols and Activities:
CustomerRequest, CheckingAvailability, Confirmation
Permissions:
Read Booking Request, Access Reservation Database // find all the available
rooms
Change Reservation Database
// after booking
conformation
Responsibilities
Liveness:
Booking =
(ReceivConfirmation.UpdateReservationDatabase.PrintBookingData)
Safety:
•

number-of-booking not > number-of-availabelRooms
Figure 3.8: TAS Role schema for BookRoom.

The protocol schema is the major process of the organizational rule development as it
provides the execution plan. The protocol schema work as coordination processes
between agents that operate within the same organizational boundary. Figure 3.9
depicts the preliminary protocol definition of Hotel organization for BookRoom role.
Finding semiformal language used to define the organisational rule is an applicable
solution to control the inter processing of roles and manage their execution sequences
but there is also ambiguity in the development process about how to coordinate the
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roles of organization car and the roles of organization hotel when a full travel package
is the user option and there is contradictory availability at that particular booking date.
Regardless of each organisation’s rules, how is the most alternative choice to be
generated as it happens in the real world travel business where they will suggest
another nearest possible date. Furthermore, the experiment enlightens that it would be
more efficient if there is a mechanism like the database journaling techniques. The
transaction is first temporary reserved (hold) and when it satisfies the rule it commits
or applies the transaction. If such a concept applied to Gaia organisation rules then it
would enhance the operation. Actually this technique is considers for the research
propose a methodology.
Protocol Name
BookRoom
Initiator ??
(UserAgent or HotelAgent)

Partner
HotelAgent

Description When a the UserAgent or a HotelAgent
requested to book a room, check the availabilities,
send conformation then commit the booking, notify
databaseAgent, else do not book.

Input
Check(InDate,
outDate)
Output
Book a Room
Or
Don’t Book
Or
Cancel

Figure 3.9: TAS book a room protocol.
Applying Gaia on the TAS highlighted some limitations that also appeared in the Gaia
documentation and survey. These are:
1. Does not follow particular modelling techniques for example, role,
environment, and interactions are designed openly, without guidelines or
standard modelling.
2. No implementation guidelines or approach.
3. No early requirement model to capture the system rules which play a main
element in the Gaia analysis approach.
Generally, the case study shows noteworthy advantages in Gaia techniques. The
approach of organisational structure introduces a new method into the software agent
systems engineering. The organization rules model and the semiformal language for
organization rules design, then identifying the role and defining its capabilities using
permissions and responsibilities attributes is a unique approach that distinguishes Gaia
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from other methods. Gaia adds new value to the closed multi-agent systems software
engineering but when Gaia is evaluated for open cooperative MaS, it is inefficient
“Gaia methodology suitable for analysis and design of close MaS and adopting
nonstandard techniques” (Cernuzzi et al., 2004).

3.4

Comparison of Results

The purpose of this section is to present the TAS project findings and review the
strengths and weaknesses of Prometheus, MaSE, and Gaia development
methodologies. This evaluation provides a deeper understanding of these
methodologies’ approach and techniques and consequently establish a research
background for DMMAS. To date, there is no standard evaluation schema that can be
implemented directly to measure the methodologies capabilities (Bresciani et al.,
2004). The research combined various agent-oriented software engineering evaluation
proposals and extended them to serve the section’s purpose. The comparison’s criteria
assess the agent concepts, development phases, artefacts and models, modelling
notations, nature of applications, and development tools. Finally, these comparison
results are summarised in the strengths and weaknesses schema.

Phases

Gaia

MaSE

Prometheus

System specification
Analysis
Detailed design
Architectural design

Detailed
Detailed
Abstract, high-level
Not exists
(Architecture)

Medium
Detailed
Detailed
Not exists
(Architecture)

Detailed
Detailed
Detailed
Detailed (BDI agents)

Table 3.1: Development phase details assessment.
Concept

Gaia

Autonomy Low
Mental
Uses knowledge
attitudes
schema.

MaSE

Prometheus

Low
Agents do not
have to be
intelligent

Poor
BDI Mantel attitude.

Table 3.2: Presents the measure of an agent concept that each methodology supports.
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Criteria

Gaia

MaSE

Prometheus

Clear notation
Ease of learning
Ease of use
Adoptability
Traceability
Consistency
Refinement
Scalability
Concept overload

Strongly agree
Strongly agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Agree

Strongly agree
Strongly agree
Disagree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree
Agree

Strongly agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Disagree
Agree
Disagree
Disagree

Table 3.3: Shows the scale of the modelling criteria within each methodology.
Property
Openness
Environment
Abstraction
Traceability
Modelling Transition
Complexity
Ease of use
Language adequacy
Reusability

Gaia
High
High
High
High
Medium
Low
Low
Low
High

MaSE
Low
Medium
High
High
High
Low
Low
Medium
Medium

Prometheus
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
High
Medium

Table 3.4:Compares the properties of the methodologies.

Phases

Gaia

System
Object-oriented
Specification Use-Cases
Analysis
Environment,
Knowledge,
Goal, Role,
Revised role model,
Social model
Architectural Organisational,
Design
Agent Service,
Acquaintance
model
Detailed
Organisational
Design
Rules, Role
permissions and
responsibilities

MaSE

Prometheus

Object-oriented
Use-Cases
Goal hierarchy,
Sequence,
Concurrent task
diagram

Stakeholders
Scenarios diagram
Goal overview,
Role, Data coupling
diagrams

Agent classes,
Conversations

Agent acquaintance,
System Overview
Agent Descriptors
Protocols
Process , Agent Overview
Diagrams, and Capacity,
Capability overview,
Event, Data, and Plan

Agent’s internal
architectures,
Deployment
diagram

Table 3.5: Illustrates the available activities in each development phase.
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Methodology

Application

Gaia
MaSE
Prometheus

Coarse-grained computational, complex, open systems
Heterogeneous multi agent systems
Intelligent (BDI) agents’ systems
Table 3.6: Types of system domain for each methodology.

Methodology Development Tool
Gaia
MaSE
Prometheus

REBEL is a tool for building Goal Models and Role Models during
the analysis stage. The research was not able to practice because not
available.
AgentTool, able to do printing, verification on developing system,
and generating a skeleton code in java.
Prometheus Design Tool (PDT), which is able to do cross checking,
saving diagrams as pictures, JDE (JACK Development
Environment) generates JACK code.
Table 3.7: Software development tools support.

The comparisons demonstrate the capabilities of Prometheus, MaSE and Gaia giving
an overview of how these methodologies handle the analysis and design of multiagent systems, and summarise their strengths and weaknesses in comparison with
each other for closed MaS modelling. For further investigation of the existing
methodologies refer to Luck et al. (2004), and Hederson-Sellers and Giorgini (2005).
In addition, Tveit (2001) and Stum and Shehory (2004) presented an additional
survey of these methodologies based on their proposed evaluation frameworks.
Iglesias et al. (1999), and Sudeikat et al. (2005) are also evaluated the existing
development technology focusing on the runtime platforms and development tools.

3.5

Inadequacies in Existing Development Methodologies

Table 3.8 demonstrates the weaknesses of three main methodologies in developing
open cooperative multi-agent systems that function in a distributed heterogeneous
software environment. The key issues in developing any open multi-agent systems
are;
•

to design a flexible interchangeable system structure that has the ability to
reconfigure itself at runtime,
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•

provides agents selection mechanism from a vast range of agents each
possessing different capability (services),

•

provides coordination or an execution plan model to allow agents working
together to achieve a common goal.

The above three issues are the key components of any open multi-agent systems,
however these key components are not addressed by any existing methodology. In the
TAS research experience Gaia develops independent organisational structure isolated
from each others form rigid system architecture without any cross relationship
between agents. The three agents (flight, hotel, and car) are designed as independent
three organisations of the same level leaf node under the main root TAS without any
agent cooperation or agent team formation process. Prometheus delivers an
independent TAS where each system agent (flight-agent, hotel-agent, and car-agent)
function independently without any cooperation mechanism or autonomous
behaviour. Instead Prometheus relies on an individual BDI agent structure, and agent
working in a group (cooperation) is not addressed entirely. MaSE is not able to
address the open environment for agent autonomous behaviour and does not address
any open linking architecture to manage the TAS agents cooperation process. MaSE
analyses and designs TAS (flight, hotel, and car) as three independent agent classes.
The three methodologies, Prometheus, Gaia, and MaSE, each follow its own unique
development approach and aim to design closed multi-agent systems focusing on
particular agent architecture and yet have not addressed the open multi-agent systems
development method or modelling techniques.

The software autonomous agent

behaviour functions in a cooperative mode, bringing new challenges to software
engineering. An open multi-agent systems is characterised by a coherent software
agent, configurable at runtime, scalable, functioning in an open distributed
environment and its agent can be developed independently and supported by an open
search mechanism. The existing development methodologies fail to addresses these
specifications in contrast with the aim and objective of this research.
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Table 3.8: Inadequacies in methodologies with respect to the TAS case study.

3.6

Summary

This chapter sets up the research background of examining related work. It overview a
TAS case study as a practical experiment in multi-agent systems development project.
The chapter is organised into three steps: first step studied and investigated the
existing rival three multi-agent systems development methodologies, Prometheus,
MaSE, and Gaia then evaluated and compared their analysis and design techniques.
The second step revealed these methodologies’ strengths and weaknesses based on
open MaS requirements, components and criteria consisting of; agent autonomous and
properties, cooperation constraints, development processing, application domain and
open search mechanism. The third step summarised the TAS experiment finding and
described the research main argument which the existing development methodologies
failed to address, i.e. the analysis and design components to develop open cooperative
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multi-agent systems. These methodologies failed under closed independent multiagent systems.
The next chapter propose a new original development methodology that addresses the
gap identified in this chapter. The proposed methodology has the potential to guide
the developer to design open cooperative multi-agent systems that operate in a
distributed, heterogeneous environment.
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Chapter 4 DMMAS: A Novel Development Methodology
for Multi-agent Systems
4.1

Introduction

This chapter presents a novel software engineering development methodology for
multi-agent systems (DMMAS). DMMAS consists of four main development
processes i.e. initial system requirements, system analysis, architecture design and
detailed design. The primary aim of DMMAS methodology is to present the
development techniques in sequential steps that lead to develop MaS which has the
potentiality to operate in open distributed multi-agent systems. By building DMMAS
the research intended to close the gap in the existing multi-agent systems software
engineering development methodologies that focus on the closed MaS.
The chapter elaborates the potential of analysing and architecting open cooperative
multi-agent systems in terms of dynamic organisational bases on agent adoption other
agents to achieve the assigned goal. The chapter explains DMMAS development
phases in detail using new diagram and graphical notations. The methodology
concepts are illustrated through examples.

4.2

DMMAS Criteria

This section lists six criteria considered in DMMAS design processes. These criteria
are to enhance the deployment process and to minimise errors and to maximise
consistency throughout the development process. These six criteria are:
1. The methodology should be easy to use and easy to learn. Using clear and
uncomplicated notation and avoiding the formal specification as possible will
make it more straightforward and available for the domain expert and developer.
Although AbS is hard to design, nevertheless, DMMAS has been designed to
minimise the effort required to produce the required application.
2. The methodology must be complemented by clear documentation to guide the
developer from the initial requirements step throughout the detailed design step.
However, for successful implementation the methodology must have the potential
to define the paradigm implementation elements. For example, object-oriented
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implementation language elements class, object, method, attribute, and
relationship. Therefore any object-oriented development methodology must be
able to design the system in the programming concepts and deliver these
implementation elements. Multi-agent systems do not have implementation
concepts or programming language. For this reason DMMAS propose new MaS
concepts based on goal-schema, professional-agent, skill-agent, execution-plan,
and functionality-schema.
3. Utilising the best existing practice of agent-oriented software engineering,
knowledge engineering, and object-oriented software engineering (OOSE) or any
other software development paradigm wherever applicable. This strategy is to
benefit DMMAS by: (a) being unnecessary to reinvent the wheel where there is a
readymade device applicable for users. (b) The UML, Object Modelling
Techniques (OMT), AUML, and URP each contain various will tested models
techniques, abstractions and notations for analysis and design software
applications developments process that can benefit the propos method. (c) Odell
(2003) suggested that for successful industrial deployment of agent technology,
present the new technology as an incremental extension of known and trusted
methods (Odell et al., 2003).
4. Applying the agent-based FIPA standards wherever applicable, to adjust the final
product with the existing technology and make it integrated with future
developments. In addition, the research forward DMMAS to gain agent’s
community

acceptance

then

contribute

to

the

agent-based

software

standardisation.
5. The characteristics of multi-agent systems are unique and belong to next
generation software (Alessandro et al., 2002). Therefore leaving some provision
for the future modification will provide popularity and maintainability for
DMMAS.
Meeting these criteria would enhance DMMAS as a methodology with high software
engineering quality.
Terminology Used: The following terminology is used for DMMAS design
methodology.
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Goal-schema: Is the user goals defined in XML elements hierarchal structure.
Skill-agent: is an agent capability or particular functionality that form part of the goal
achievement requirement.
Professional-agent: Is an agent expert in particular application domain responsible to
achieve the user goal in this domain by adopting the skill agents required according to
the goal execution plan.
Functionality: define the skill-agent functionalities what it does or what is its
capabilities in one descriptive term or label for example hotel-booking, or flightreservation.
Execution plan: the execution prescription for particular user goal in the system. The
execution plan provides the professional agent with information on how to execute the
goal.

4.3

DMMAS Applications Domains

The definition of an agent is intended to be general. In addition system behaviours
encompass flexible features and, for this reason are viewed as universal software
concept solutions. There is a misunderstanding in mapping the agent-oriented system
concept with the appropriate application domain (Alhashel and Mohammadian, 2008,
d'Inverno and Luck, 2004). There is a plethora applying agent-oriented system into a
wide range of taxonomy applications, for example, robotics, computer games, human
simulation, biometrics, web services, business applications, e-commerce, aerospace
control system and the like. Scott et al (2001) listed five guidelines to decide whether
an agent-oriented system is more suited:
•

in a situation where complex/diverse types of communication are required,

•

when the system must perform well in situations where it is not
practical/possible to specify its behaviour on a case-by-case basis,

•

if the application domain involves negotiation, cooperation and competition
among different entities,

•

when the required system needs to act autonomously,

•

when anticipated that the system is expandable and changeable (Malley and
DeLoach, 2001).
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In such a wide range of different software approaches and application domains, it is
important to specify DMMAS application domains, otherwise designing universal
agent-based development methodology will result in complicated and hard to use
methodologies (Jim et al., 2005). DMMAS methodology is suitable to designed
multi-agent systems in the domain of multi applications distribution environment
including military logistic, healthcare, transportation, and travel agencies systems.
DMMAS can be used to integrate the services of open distributed heterogeneous
systems or subsystems to benefit the system user interface to deal with different
collections as one system.
DMMAS Problem Characteristics: In large scale services or business organisations
software applications are developed on different locations at different times and using
different skills. DMMAS problem characteristics can be described when the required
system specified is a collection of heterogeneous subsystems operated in an open
distributed environment the system main goals embrace a set of constraints and the
solution is scattered over these individual subsystems. Such problem characteristics
required a course of coordination between these subsystems and another coordination
course to resolve and deliver the goal constraints. For example if the problem is a
travel agency system consisting of multiple subsystems (hotel booking, bus
reservation, and flight reservation) then coordination between these system within the
user preferences for framework of date, time, place, class, and price is a complicated
coordination problem. DMMAS can be deployed efficiently to integrate these systems
to function as one homogeneous application. DMMAS resolve such problems using
agent’s cooperation concept base on professional-agents and skill-agents adoption
techniques, execution plan for system coordination and ontology framework for
subsystem functionality.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the role of DMMAS to integrate various standalone systems,
then to generate the required multi-agent systems then reflecting the result on the user
interface as one functional system. Systems A, B, C and D are each represents a
logical application with its own goal and constraints where the user interacts with
system as a single system to solve his objective. However, integrating such
independent systems in one software environment is integral to the core concept of
DMMAS analysis and design.
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Figure 4.1: DMMAS problem characteristics.

4.4

DMMAS Architecture

The DMMAS methodology consists of four main development phases; requirements
analysis, system specification analysis, architecture design, and detailed design.
Figure 4.2 illustrates DMMAS architecture based on the input and output artefacts at
each development phase. DMMAS is goal oriented methodology where the
requirement analysis refines the system scenario to identify the system goals and subgoals. Based on the system goals and the requirements captured, the development
process starts as shown in Figure 4.2. In the detailed design there are three
implementation models: system goals XML schema, SQL search statements, and
execution plan database model. The implementation phase is divided into two steps
and the three schemas complement the development process. The other system
components are outside the scope of the current work.
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Figure 4.2: DMMAS Architecture.
The DMMAS design of multi-agent systems relies on ontology based search model to
allocate the skills required for the goal achievement. Incorporating ontology into
software engineering development methodology is innovative and entails two
software approaches to merge together, ontology engineering and software
engineering. Figure 4.3 shows DMMAS development methodology encompassing
both traditional software engineering and the ontology engineering. It lists the
components involved.
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Figure 4.3: DMMAS architecture in context of components.
There are three fundamental techniques that distinguish DMMAS from all the other
existing

multi-agent

systems

development

methodologies.

First,

DMMAS

incorporates an ontology approach establishing a knowledge-based search model.
This is to replace the existing text keyword based search. This technique allows the
system to find the agents providing particular services (skill) to achieve a particular
goal automatically out of a large set of software agents situated in an open distributed
environment. The purpose of introducing the ontology schema for the system services
domain is to devise a solution to the existing static multi-agent system that exists in
current agent-based development methodologies. The services in this context mean
the functionalities that are provided by the system and the tasks that agent is equipped
to perform.
Second, a system structure is built based on an organisational structure comprising
professional-agents in the root node and skill-agents in the leaf node. This structuring
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avoids any direct prior physical link between the agents team members (skill-agent)
and the team manager (professional-agent) allowing the model to provide a dynamic
selection of the skill-agents that match the goal requirements at runtime.
Third, DMMAS builds MaS with a capability for dynamic organisational structure.
The organisational structure relies on two concepts, the professional-agent and the
skill-agent. The professional-agent is the agent responsible for goal achievement by
adopting the suitable skill-agent and supplying the plan recipient to the selected skillagent. The skill-agent is the logical unit having the potential to perform the task
allocated, following a plan managed by the professional-agent. When the job in hand
is done the result is reflected through the professional-agent to the user. The skillagent will not engage with more than one professional-agent at a time.
Figure 4.4 illustrates DMMAS development phases in relation to the system
components including the design verification component. In the system requirements
process both the system external entities and the system goals will be identified. For
this task DMMAS propose a goal diagram to represent both the system goals and
system external entities, for example stakeholder, software program, or any other
external environment with interacts with the system. The outputs of this stage are
context diagram, stakeholder, and system goals diagrams.
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Figure 4.4: DMMAS development phases and system components.
The system analysis phase extends the system requirement to the system
specifications. In this step the system is broken down into main components that play
main roles in the system internal functionalities. The system goals are analysed
further with respect to the system functionalities and the goal execution plan is
established. Both the ontology domain model identifies in parallel with the services
search strategy. This equips the system with a suitable ontology domain and decides
on the ontology search model.
The architecture design develops the system further to specify the professional and
skill-agent structures. In this step the system architecture is defined with the relevant
descriptors, for example, the registry that will hold the agent identification, the plan of
the individual professional-agents and their relative skill-agent functionalities and
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identifications. The design specification puts the ontology map for both the
professional-agents and the skill-agent in terms of the interaction protocols used and
the objects that share the organisation structure.
The detailed design connects all the system components to finalise the system details
and make it ready form for the implementation phase. The overall system execution
plans the task allocated registry, the object ontology, and the domain ontology. These
components are finalised and developed in a format ready for implementation. The
system implementation artefacts that structure the professional-agent and the skillagent are set in the last stage. These include the system goals, services ontology,
search schema, functionalities, system sub-goals interaction domain protocols and the
roles that allocated to each skill-agent are created.
To improve the design process DMMAS introduces a design verification model. This
model is to verify the design with the system development phases before the system
transfer to the implementation stage. The verification process uses a verification form
to check the design artefacts and abstractions against the system requirements. If it
does not verify the system goals then it loops back to the development process starting
from the system requirement stage (based on iteration development techniques). The
next section explains DMMAS development techniques in details.

4.5

System Requirements

The first phase in DMMAS methodology is the system requirements. This phase is
divided into two parts: part one - concern with the high level system requirements
(basic blocks) to identify and capture the system stakeholder, system high level goals
and then draw the system context diagram. In this stage, the system appears as a high
level black box with no need for system functionalities or details on how the system
will work. However, the first part will study the system scenario (system document or
user story) carefully and identify and develop system high level requirements. The
second part – analyses the system goals that are captured in part one and refines these
goals to specify the implicit goals, sub-goals, and alternatives goals along with the
initial rules.
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4.5.1 System Requirements: High-level
The system stakeholder: Any external entity that interacts or interfaces with the
system, for example system user, computer system, internet application, or any other
beneficiary. This step helps to specify the system external interactions requirements
and system interface requirements. The actors mostly exist as nouns in the system
main scenario, for example the user, bank, and customer.
The system goals: These are the objectives that the user is expecting the system to
achieve on his behalf. Considering that the agent-based system is goal oriented
identifying the system goals at an early stage is prioritized. In software requirements,
engineering goals are divided into two types: functional, which are concerned with
services to be provided by the system, and non-functional which are related to system
qualities for example, security, response time, and training. At this stage of the
requirements specification, the focus is on the system functional goals only.
There are several approaches for capturing the functional goals, but the most
systematically effective method is proposed by Lamsweerde (2001) and Bolchini and
Paolini (2004). According to Lamsweerde (2001), goals are identified from the first
reading of the available source by searching for intentional key-words such as
“objective”, “purpose”, “intent”, “concern”, “in order to”, and so on. McBreen also
states that in the system scenario the goal itself is phrased with an active verb first: for
example, “Customer: place order”, Clerk: reorder stock” (McBreen, 1998). This
analysis stream identifies the system objectives of a stakeholder or the user
requirement in terms of the system automation activities, and the expectation
outcomes. All these are additional information in capturing the system goals. The
most important output of this process is to develop a goal scenario for every
individual high level goal. The goal scenario is a key technique in DMMAS for initial
requirements.
As the system goals are captured and from the system requirement engineering point
of view, the system goals are validated with the stakeholders to confirm that there are
no ambiguities in understanding the system objectives. Reaching this stage, the actors
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and the goals diagram is established using DMMAS goal diagram illustrated in Figure
4.5.
The system context diagram: In traditional software engineering the system context
comes in the initial system requirement process to clarify the system’s scope. It
determines what is within the system development process and what is excluded. In
addition, the context diagram reveals the external interactions objects with the system.
The system context diagram is an important analysis activity for agent-based software
engineering (to determine the agent operational environment, which is one of the
fundamental interaction senses that the software agent acts with). The context diagram
has another role for agent-based system analysis. It identifies the external sensor type
that could affect the agent behaviours, since agents are autonomous, proactive, and
effectors to the changes in their operational environment. In Figure 4.5, the dotted line
shows the range or the scope of the system under construction with elaboration on
what is inside and what is outside the system.

Figure 4.5: System context diagram including stakeholder and system goals.

4.5.2 System Requirement: Goals Analysis
This section complements the high-level requirement by developing the goal and subgoals hierarchy tree, goals initial rules and goal descriptors. To simplify the steps
explanation “Achieving PhD” example will be deployed throughout this Chapter.

Example: Achieving PhD scenario
Assume that a person is interested in achieving a PhD academic degree in a particular
research field then there is a list of steps that must be achieved until all the
requirements are accomplished and the degree obtained. For this example we assume
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the process starts with searching for the preference course and educational institute.
Then the person submits an application with evidence of the qualifications already
obtained to the admission office. The assessment has process started and result
informed. If the applicant is accepted then the enrolment process runs until the
commencement date and student number is released. The student then contacts the
assigned supervisor and a first meeting is arranged. The student understands the
requirement and begins his/her research until the outcomes are achieved and
approved. The student starts writing a thesis to document the research course work
and results are obtained. Finally this thesis passes through the assessment process and
recommendations provided.
Sub-goals: The goals captured in the earlier section are at a high level and difficult to
achieve. Therefore it is necessary to break down each goal into more specific tasks or
sub-goals. Sub-goals are goals within a goal (nested goals). Every high level goal
encompass one or more sub-goals. Van Lemsweer’s (2001), method provides an
efficient approach to analyse the goal into sub-goals. The method suggests going
through each goal scenario and applying “Why” and “How” refinement techniques. In
this way, at every refinement cycle each system goal will link with a set of sub-goals.
The Why-refinement is concerned with capturing the implicit goals. For example, the
WHY question about the goal “Achieve PhD degree” results in extending the goals
tree, as shown in Figure 4.6. On the other hand, How-refinement is concerned with
capturing the goals assignment (task) that needs to be achieved. Using the same
example, a HOW question about the same goal in Figure 4.7 provides the procedure
to achieve that goal.

Figure 4.6: Why- Refinement extend the main goal assignment.
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Figure 4.7: How-refinement extends the main goal object.
Whenever a goal or sub-goal is identified it must be labelled by a unique label of not
more than four letters that can be readable. This forms the first part of the goal
identification (GId) as it appears in the diagrams depicted in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.
However, the refinement process continues and at each refinement cycle a new link is
created. This process continues until assignable sub-goals are reached or there is no
further expected level. In general and for less complication the advice is try to keep
the number of sub-goals under super ordinate goal to a small number between three to
ten (Stanton et al., 2005).
Goal achievement: After identifying the goals, and sub goals the next step is to
allocate goal achievement cycle. This process prioritises the goal achievement
sequence or order (at which stage the goal can be achieved in relation with other goals
in the system). The achievement sequence is finalised by finding the goals processing
relationships for example (as in Figure 4.6), if assignment sub-goal “Perform
research” cannot be achieved without sub-goal “Enrol in PhD course” then in this
case, perform research goal labelled by priority one in line with the main goal
“Achieve PhD degree” achievement priority number. In case there is no goal
achievement relationship, all the goals will have the same priority.
Notice that the achievement sequence number has a hierarchal structure and is
illustrated by the point between the numbers represented in the hierarchal structure
where the root goal starts with “1” and the next node in the tree will take the sequence
“1.2” where “2” is the achievement sequence in the same node. If there is a third node
level then the number will be “1.2.3”. Figure 4.6 above shows the achievement
sequence number directly above the line dividing the goal notation where the goal
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acronym name appears in the middle of the line. There will be additional explanation
on the use of these attributes in the analysis and design phase. The achievement
relationship can be straightforward and the technique to follow is simply draw a goal
dependences hierarchy.
Goal option and action: At this stage of the system requirements the system goals
and sub-goals are identified and labelled by the achievement sequence numbers. The
next step is to activate and deactivate each goal in the goals’ tree by asking “what is
the alternative procedure in case of goal failures”. This is to establish a goal
alternatives plan. The aim is to build a reliable system that can operate in open
environment where the alternative plan is useful for any recovery process and to
prevent the system from total failures. The alternative plan consists of options and
actions. The option describes the failure condition and the option describes the
alternative process. The goal descriptor depicted in Figure 4.8 provides additional
explanation to the goal recovery process under the attributes option and action.
Goal descriptor: The last step in this phase is to develop the goals descriptors shown
in Figure 4.8. This process is obvious and can be done straight forward in the
following order:
1. Goal identification number (Goal Id): consists of two parts; the goal-label and
the goal-achievement sequence number described in goal achievement, for
example the Goal Id for “Enrol in PhD course” is “ENRL-1.1”.
2. Goal name: as it appears in the goal structure tree, for example “Enrol in PhD
Course”
3. Descriptions: a brief description on the goal, for example “The user
approaches the system to enrol himself in a PhD course equivalent to his
preference”.
4. Verification: what are the tasks required to achieve this goal. In fact it is the
how-refinement’s leaf goals level to satisfy the node goal. For example
verification for the goal “Achieve PhD degree” is Enrol in PhD Course,
Perform Research, and Submit Successful thesis.
5. Data-Used and Data-Produced: will be explained in the analysis phase.
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6. Option and Action: are the goal failure recovery plan describe earlier. For
example, in case of goal “Enrol in PhD Course” option: No admission, action:
send message “course not available”.
7. Priority: is the goal achievement sequence.
In this sequence all the attributes in the goal descriptor template (Figure 4.8) are
supplied and in case there are more options and actions the descriptor can be
extended.

Figure 4.8: Goal descriptor template.
The requirement specification phase focused on the system initial document to
capture the system high-level goals then specified the system context diagram. In this
phase the goals hierarchal tree and the goal attributes are identified then finally the
goal descriptor is established. The system requirements artefacts will be used as input
in the next section to establish the system specification.

4.6

System Specification

The purpose of the system specification phase is to analyse system requirements and
then construct the system functionalities specification. In this phase the system is
studied and the system functionality and system concepts are built (John et al., 2007).
The system specification phase starts by analysing and understanding the goals tree
that was constructed earlier in the requirements phase. Then the system functionalities
and operational strategy are set up.
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According to DMMAS system specification, the system organisational structure
defined by professional-agent and skill-agent is set up as well as the system
functionalities in terms of components relationship, interaction protocols, execution
plan, and the services search model is analysed. The system specification phase also
provides and explains a new technique to identify the system domain ontology then
set up the basic blocks for the ontology domain model. The outcome of this phase
understands the system requirements and the system specification. The specification
is designed in terms of functionalities and system main components: goals and subgoals in term of professional-agents and skill-agents, and decides on the ontology
domain and ontology concepts.

4.6.1 DMMAS Cooperation Architecture
DMMAS methodology develops a system based on cooperative multi-agent systems
architecture illustrated in Figure 4.9. The architecture consists of two main layers the
professional-agents and the skill-agent. The DMMAS cooperation architecture is
proposed and presented in (AlHashel et al., 2009a). To explain DMMAS cooperative
architecture we first introduce the concepts of the professional-agents and the skillagent.
Professional-agent: The professional-agent is responsible to achieve the user goal by
adopting the services required and following a predefined goal execution plan. The
professional-agent is categorised by its profession in a particular goal domain (from
the services domain) for example, travel agency, properties agency, employment
agent. Each professional-agent is supported by a set of individual agents which are
skill-agents possess the expertise to accomplish particular goal. The professionalagent does not have a direct link or connection with the skill-agents. These two layers
are connected dynamically at system runtime through a search model based on
services (defining functionality) ontology domain. The professional-agents acts
according to its profession (goal) requirement supplied by the goal execution plan
then accesses an ontology based search to select the appropriate skills and when those
skills become available it will adopt them starting to perform the goal. In this process
it forms a team of agents to achieve the user goal.
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Skill-agent: The skill-agent represents a unit of expertise in a particular goal domain
and has the ability to achieve part or all of a goal. The skill-agent can be defined by a
task in the goal set. This task could be an application program, a website, or a subsystem that cannot achieve the system goal by itself. The skill-agent is a free entity
and can operate under any professional-agent. The professional-agent adopts the
skill-agent to achieve the assigned goal and when the task is accomplished the links
between them are dropped. In another words, the skill-agent can join and leave the
professional-agent organisation. This means when the skill-agent joins it is part of the
team and when it leaves it exits the team and is ready to serve another professionalagent. This is the core concept strength of DMMAS design as characterised by
dynamic team formation process and dynamic system structure. DMMAS skill-agent
is described in the system by its skill which is defined by its functionality i.e. what it
does or the expertise or services it offers. This functionality is captured in the
ontology model. The skill-agent functionality model works as a flexible link between
the two layers, the professional-agent and the skill-agent level.

Figure 4.9: DMMAS cooperation architecture.
DMMAS cooperation strategy: DMMAS cooperation strategy is built around agent
adoption strategy occurring between the professional-agent and skill-agents to
achieve the goal. This cooperation is achieved through invitation messages sent by the
professional-agent to the skill-agent based on the functionalities required in the goal
descriptor. Figure 4.9 illustrates DMMAS cooperative multi-agent systems
architecture consisting of professional-agent and skill-agent. For example assume that
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there is a main goal represented by the professional-agent “A” that has two sub-goals
denoted by two skill-agents “a1” and “a2” consecutively to satisfy goal “A”. The
second goal scenario is denoted by professional-agent “B” and satisfied by binding a
skill-agent “b1”. The third goal denoted by professional-agent “C” is requires two
skill-agents “b1” and “c1”. Therefore there is team intersection between Pa (B) and Pa
(C) as depicted by the red line crossing the blue line. This intersection explains that
the skill-agent offer itself (role) to partially or totally to serve any professional goal in
the system. This operation provides a flexible system that can form its own
achievement team in any combination that satisfies its goal. In other words the system
form a team of agents to achieve a common goal.
The process continues until all the skill-agents accomplish their tasks and
acknowledge the professional-agent at task finish stage. After finishing the entire
process both the professional-agent and the skill-agent refresh their log and get ready
to engage in another goal. Thus the skill-agents are not allowed to engage with more
than one team at a time. The professional- agent and the skill-agent do not change
their role but the main goals keep changing, so the appropriate professional-agents are
changes and accordingly the skill-agents are changed. Operationally, the system
dynamically reconfigured its structure according to the goal requirements.
In large scale systems the skill-agents can be links with sub-skill-agents. The adopting
rules are applied in the same scenario with the consideration that an agent is not
allowed to engage with more than one team at a time. This architecture has three
potential design advantages:
1. It allows the skill-agent to participate with any professional-agent; the skill-agent
is a free member when it is not engaged with a specific professional-agent and can
be used by (adopted by) any professional-agent to accomplish its goal.
2. It provides flexibility, scalable system environment; adding or removing skillagents from the system will not cause a runtime failure but could block particular
goals.
3. The skill-agents are non-repeatable; the skill-agent that performing a particular
role can be adopted by any high level agent professional-agent. This means the
system has no functional redundancy. For example if there is a skill-agent that
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4.6.2 Identify the System Organisation Structure
In this section both the professional-agent and skill-agent will be identified based on
the goal descriptor and the system context diagram developed in the initial
requirements specification. There is one sub-organisation structure for every
professional-agent attached to a set of skill-agents, then all of these sub-organisations
are connected together under one system hierarchical organisation structure. The
system organisation structure consists of professional-agent, and skill-agents
complemented by basic services components of goal execution plan, goal alternative
plan, and domain ontology model. All these components structured and connected
together in this section are based on “perform PhD” example.
Specify the system professional-agents and skill-agents: The professional-agent
concept has been explained previously. Specifying the professional-agent is a
straightforward process, converting the main goals captured in the goal refinement
process and shown in Figure 4.6 into the oval notation shown in Figure 4.10 then
labelling it by a goal description name. Use the goal descriptor and goal scenario to
verify the system main goals. The next step is to attach the skill-agents that relate to
that professional-agent then form the system basic organisational structure.
Specifying the skill-agents is a straightforward process; convert each sub-goal shown
in Figure 4.6 to a skill-agent represented by hexagon notation in Figure 4.10 and label
each with a meaningful description relevant to its role. This step concludes the system
basic organisation structure. The next step is to extend this structure by goal execution
plan that explains the course of coordination between the skill-agents in order to
achieve the professional-agent assigned goal.
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Figure 4.10: System basic organisation structure example.
Goal Execution Plan (GEP): The goal execution plan provides the course of
execution coordination between a set of skill-agents belonging to a particular goal.
The goal execution plan contains the skill-agents execution sequence for goal
achievement in addition to the information about the goal (see Figure 4.11). In some
cases the goal needs to be achieved by a team of skill-agents therefore the team must
execute or provide its services in specific sequence otherwise the goal will fail. For
example “you cannot submit a thesis before you conduct the research”. The goal
execution plan includes the skills required to achieve each goal in the system.
Building the execution plan can be done in multiple stages and depend on the goal
tree. To set up the goal execution plan considers (a) Database sequence: for every
sub-organization node in the goal tree and in line with the goal scenario classified
each main goal data requirement dependency. For example is there a goal to update
the database before the second goal start using this database? (b) Logical sequence:
for example first start the car engine then drive. (c) Protocol sequence: depending on
given rules or procedures for example traffic control systems. However, the general
rule in setting the goal execution sequence is to investigate using And / Or
conjunction. Whenever there is “and” there must be sequential order, and whenever
there is “or” means in random order.
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Figure 4.11: Professional-agent goal execution plan.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the goal execution plan descriptor that will be used by a
particular professional-agent to achieve the goal assigned to it. The goal
identification, name, and description are supplied by the goal descriptor shown in
Figure 4.8. Each plan is defined by identification and name then assigned by a list of
skill-agents execution sequence. The execution plan can fail at the system runtime. To
handle this exception an alternative plan is proposed. The next step specifies an
alternative plan that can take over the system goal in case of a goal execution plan
failure.
Alternative plan (AP): Alternative plan acts as a recovery plan in case of goal
failure. Alternative plan can be set up by analysing the goal scenario, i.e. at each
performative goal statement ask “what to do if this skill-agent fails?”. The alternative
plan is defined at every professional-agent for every skill-agent in the system.
However, the alternative plan is not a compulsory component but it is advisable the
system operates in open distributed heterogeneous environment and failure is
expected. Figure 4.12 illustrates the alternative plan descriptor defined by plan
identification, name then the professional-agent identification and name. The
condition field describes the skill-agent identification and name along with the action
field to describe the alternative system behaviour.
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Figure 4.12: Alternative Plan Descriptor.
Initial system diagram: The purpose of initial system diagram is to establish a high
level system organisations structure and its main components: the professional-agent,
skill-agents, database, the execution plan, and the alternative plan. Figure 4.13
illustrates an initial system diagram for the “achieving PhD” example. By this step we
realise the required system structure and verifies its main components and
organisation structure.

Figure 4.13: Initial system organisational structure example.
Data-used and data-produced: The data-used is the input data required for a
particular process to establish a transaction and the data-produced is the change or the
new data generated through that process. Capturing the data-used and data-produced
provides a realisation to the type of process or identifies the process functionality. The
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data that is outside the system context diagram (if any) must be also identified and
included in the data model. DMMAS introduce the data-used and data-produced
approach for each skill-agent in the system for two reasons first, to specify the skillagent functionality subsequently using this functionality as domain ontology for this
skill-agent. Second is to develop the entire system database schema.
Figure 4.14 illustrates the data model emphasising the table name, data name, and
data groups. The goal descriptor is the source for the data used and produced where
the table name defines the object of the data. The idea behind the data-used and dataproduced is similar to the pre-condition and post-condition techniques used to specify
the process in use-cases scenarios for object-oriented requirement analysis as
proposed by John (2005). DMMAS instead use techniques to define the skill-agent
functionality based on the changes over the data. The example in Figure 4.14 the dataused name is “Applicant” and the data-produced is “Student”. In this case the skillagent functionality is “Enrolment”. After the functionality is labelled this label is
Ontologies in respect of the data in the model to represent the skill-agent
functionality.

Figure 4.14: data-used and data-produced model example.
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4.6.3 Ontology Design Consideration
Ontology can be structure in a long hierarchal concepts relationship but the aim at this
design stage solely identifies the ontology domain or the scope of the ontology within
the system problem domain. The system problem domain is represented by the union
of ontology schema for each skill-agent’s functionality including domain classes, and
concepts. Improving the ontology schema design process requires considering the
following:
1.

Currently, ontology paradigm has no standard schema, one domain model can
be Ontologies using different ontology schema depending on the
implementation technology. For example class, subclass, relations, functions,
concept, slots, object, instance, role, individuals, elements all have different
meanings in different ontology programming languages. Therefore the
properties of ontology schema for particular domains are relevant to the
language used.

The DMMAS ontology model is designed toward ontology

markup language (XML, XML(S), URI, RDF, RDF(S), and OWL). These
implementation approaches focus on classes, relations, functions, and instance.
On the other hand DMMAS ontology development processes deliver these
properties.
2.

Avoid complication and minimise the number of concepts per class and select
those related to the agent main functionality. For example the “enrol in PhD
course” is enough to define the concepts “member”, “PhD”, and
“qualification” where concepts like Faculty, University could be generalized
over the entire system.

3.

Consider to using the existing legacy ontology thus there are ready made
ontology definitions on the web and in the literature (Helena Sofia et al.,
2001). For example DMAL ontology library, provide commercial Ontologies
(UNSPSC, RosettaNet, and DMOZ). There are also predefined reusable
domain Ontologies for specific application including medical, engineering,
law, accommodation.
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4.

The ontology domain is not necessarily generalized to all the classes in the
professional-agent node, thus some concepts can be generated by composite
classes.

5.

According to Gomez-Perez et al. (2004), UML class diagram might be used to
model domain ontology but UML is inadequate in formal semantics, and for
example transferring the model from UML to DMMAL+OIL ontology
implementation language was not straightforward and required transformation
effort. Sirichroen (2007), proposed extending UML notations to improve
ontology modelling. Other ontology modelling options are defined in Chapter
2 along with their limitations. For these reasons DMMAS proposed new
techniques supported by diagrams and notations and as the DMMAS is
developed these techniques and the notations are explained in the following
sections.

4.6.4 Ontological Analysis
Currently, in the agent-based system development practice the agent name or agent
identification is used as the key for agent services search. The services search
technique is text-based, listed by agent name to represent the agent services
description. For example JADE platform services discovery model asks the user to
insert a name for an agent in JADE database table (registry) and when particular
services are needed a query statement loads that name then searches to retrieve the
services required. This search technique is known as the yellow pages directory
method.
The text-based services search technique limits the services description. It involved
predefined agent names within each search process. Furthermore in the real open
domain applications it is not possible to distinguish the services name throughout a
large scale open heterogeneous system specifically if there are many agents providing
similar services. This weakness is resolved in DMMAS through Ontologies. Each
skill-agent’s functionalities then develop a service discovery model that can parse the
ontology to infer the skill-agent’s functionalities (what it does).
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The aim of using the ontology approach is to create loose coupling links between the
skill-agents and the professional-agent. Subsequently, the system becomes open and
the skill-agents are autonomous and not committed to particular professional-agent or
application domains. The ontology based search also enables the system to be
flexible, scalable, dynamic, and provide the potential to automatically create a team of
skill-agents at system runtime. The team process is essential behaviour in the open
multi-agent systems, to allow agent to exercise its fundamental key concepts “agent
cooperation” (Alhashel, 2008), (Bulka et al., 2007a), (Matthew and Marie, 2008).
According to Pal’chunov (2005), ontology is a useful tool for knowledge engineering,
as it describes an object domain knowledge represented by ontology as intersubjective (it means that different experts in the given object domain should agree
with the statements presented in the object domain ontology) (Pal'chunov, 2005).
Identify an ontology scope: To start developing the ontology schema for the problem
domain it requires identifying ontology scope. This will help to establish a guideline
for the ontology range and avoid exceeding the purpose of the ontology.
Note: to improve the readability the next steps are explained in a common template
of:
Objective: The purpose of the step.
Resources: The artefacts required to achieve the objective.
Potential techniques: How to achieve the objective
Output: Artefacts delivered.
Objective: Identify the purpose and scope of the ontology.
Resources: Required system main document, Why-refinement diagram, Howrefinement diagram, goal scenario document.
Potential techniques: define why the ontology is being built and for what it is going to
be used, for example knowledge sharing, knowledge reusing, or as part of an
existing knowledge base. The answers to these questions provide the
specification for the ontology (Breitman et al., 2007).
Output: ontology scope descriptor shown in Figure 4.15. The first row describes the
ontology purpose, i.e. why this ontology is needed (the objective). The usage
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is to define the application purpose and the beneficiary identity or who will
use it.
Return: Define the project plan and limit the scope of the ontology model.

Figure 4.15: Domain ontology scope descriptor.
Identify an ontology domain: According to Breitman et al. (2007), the second step
in the ontology development method is to determine the domain relevant concepts that
are to be included in the ontology schema then establish the initial domain hierarchal
concepts. At this step it is not necessary to identify all the concepts as other concepts
may emerge at a later development stage.
Objective: Identify the ontology domain and the high-level concepts related to the
skill-agents (the domain conceptual model without the relationships).
Resources: How-refinement diagram, goal scenario, the initial system diagram, and
data-used and data-produced diagram.
Potential techniques: DMMAS proposed new ontology notations as appears in Figure
4.20 and for identifying the ontology concepts apply the competency questions
techniques proposed by Gruninger and Fox (1995) with the consideration to
Noy and McGuinness (2001) guidelines to determine the ontology domain:
(a)There is no one correct way to model a domain, there are always viable
alternatives. The best solution always depends on the application that you have
in mind and the extent anticipated. (b) Ontology development is necessarily an
iterative process. (c) Concepts in the ontology should be close to objects
(physical or logical) and relationships in the domain of interest. These are
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most likely to be nouns (objects) or verbs (relationships) in sentences that
describe the domain
To specify the domain ontology, focus on How-refinement organisation
structure along with the goal scenario related to particular professional-agent
goal. These two inputs provide an overview of the goal purpose and scope of
that goal. The process is bottom-up approach, first identifying the concepts
belonging to each skill-agent then finding which logical domain model can
represent these concepts. Apply Gurninger and Fox (1995) competence
question approach, for example; what are the steps this skill-agent aims to
perform? Name the main entities in the process? Name the data resources
required? Investigate the answers to these questions and list the concepts
under each skill-agent as per the example depicted by Figure 4.16. At this
stage, the ontology domain concepts are allocated under each skill-agent. The
next step is to classify these concepts. Group these concepts under one
common class or type. It can also use iterative grouping until the end with a
final single classification. For example, the concepts belong to the skill-agents
“Enrol in PhD”, “Perform Research”, and “Submit Thesis” under the
professional-agent “Achieve PhD Degree” organisation need to be grouped
under particular classification term, i.e. “Education”. However, if it becomes
difficult to classify the concepts, then use the sub-grouping approach. In this
situation every similar concept is classified by a particular sub-group and
every sub-group classified under another sub-group. This process continues
until all the subgroups are set under one main group.
Output: The ontology domain diagram shown by Figure 4.16 is the skill-agents
concepts for “PhD goal achievement” example. The ontology domain
“Education” is denoted between open square brackets. The ontology concepts
for each skill-agent are depicted by the circles attaching their own skill-agents.
These concepts given in Figure 4.16 are not finalized, there could be
additional concepts required depending on the strength of the schema
expressions to answer the expected ontology query.
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Figure 4.16: Domain ontology high-level model.

Specify the domain ontology scope: The next step in the ontology analysis is to
reveal the range of concepts belonging to each skill-agent in the system domain.
When the concepts are allocated then a provision on the range of the required domain
ontology can be decided and eventually the ontology scope is determined. The
underlying purpose behind this process is to adjust the ontology schema with the
ontology purpose (usage) and set up a boundary around the required ontology domain
and discard what is outside the boundary.
Objective: Extend the domain ontology to identify the concept’s objects and identify
any additional concepts then determine the scope of the required domain
ontology.
Resources: Domain ontology scope descriptor, domain ontology diagram, goal
scenario, and application problem scenario (required system story).
Potential techniques: Gruninger and Fox (1995) ontology development techniques
based on three input devices: Scenarios that arise in the applications (problem
story), Requirement (Query: set of questions that an ontology must be able to
answer), and competency questions. Noy and McGuinness (2001), have
suggested a useful set of questions to help in the development of an ontology
by defining its domain and scope (Noy and McGuinness, 2001): (a) What is
the domain that the ontology will cover? (b) For what we are going to use the
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ontology? (c) For what type of questions should the information in the
ontology provide answers? (d) Who will use and maintain the ontology?
Considering the two suggestions and the initial domain ontology scope
descriptor, hereafter the previous scope descriptor is developed further to
contain these suggested question techniques as described in Figure 4.15. To
explain the usage of the descriptor an example of the skill-agent “Enrol in
PhD” has been applied for illustration.
Domain and Scope Ontology Descriptor
Aime

To Ontologies the skill agent functionality, and
make it knowledge-based searchable

Owners

Non
Sharing
Available for the future developments
Reusing
Usage
Non
Part of
Non
Other
Description Achieving PhD application
Beneficiary
Others
Education
Exist
Full
Domain
N0
Yes
Partial
1

Queries

Domain

6

2

Degree level

7

3

Course name

8

4

University name

5

Duration

Enrol in PhD
ENRL

ProtegOntologyLibrary

Skill title

Owner

Client

Other skill agents

Figure 4.17: Domain and scope ontology descriptor.
After establishing the scope descriptor as in Figure 4.17, use this descriptor to
facilitate the analysis process and then extend the domain ontology model by
the domain objects that belong to each skill-agent. Since there is a shared
understanding between the two paradigms ontology and object-orientation, a
class diagram can be used to represent objects (Breitman et al., 2007). On the
other hand the database table actually is similar to objects that have both
attributes but in terms of representation in their own paradigm they are the
same. As stated earlier in Chapter 2, the entity relationship diagram has been
used to design ontology with some limitations but DMMAS proposes its own
new notation to represent ontology domain objects as shown in Figure 4.17.
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This analysis phase means a conceptual modelling not the physical final
model.
To identify each skill-agent’s objects involves focus on: (a) Concepts in the
ontology should be close to objects (physical or logical) and relationships in
the domain of interest. These are most likely to be nouns (objects) or verbs
(relationships) in sentences that describe the domain. (b) A set of variable
names that describes its states. (c) A set of operations which can act upon the
object to alter its state. (d) Determine where an entity in the application should
be regarded as an object in the system. The object condition is occurred when
an entity contains a set of variables that can be defied under one action. For
example the skill-agent “Enrol in PhD Course”, has entities like; Course,
Faculty, and Units’ which are objects because they contain attributes that can
change states.
Output: Ontology domain objects diagram (Figure 4.18) depicts the ontology domain
elements objects and objects attributes existing within each skill-agent. The
single line across the circle means it is a subclass and the double line across
the circle means an object in a class but converted to sub-class because it has
many attributes and it is available as a class in the existing ontology library.
The attributes under each object illustrate the object properties. This provides
the background to evaluate the object to whether include this object in the
ontology schema or to ignore it.
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Figure 4.18: Ontology domain objects diagram.
Skill-agent transition status: The purpose of the skill-agent transition status is to
define the skill-agent functionality based on pre and post status. Each skill-agent in
the system must have input-status and output-status then the functionality or the
process that transfer the input to output is called transition-status. The DMMAS view
is that the skill-agent functionality is a single abstract process aiming to change the
status of one class to another class. By defining the transition-status we defined the
skill-agent by input-status, transition-status, and output-status. The focus in this step is
to name or specify the transition-status which embedded the skill-agent functionality.
The transition-status helps to define a class for the skill-agent functionality then
categorises the functionalities improve the skill search process.
Objective: Identify the skill-agent transition input and output status in order to focus
the ontology design model and provide first level functionality search.
Resources: Ontology domain objects diagram, skill-agent scenario, and domain and
scope ontology descriptor.
Potential techniques: Study the domain and scope ontology descriptor carefully and
identify the aim of the ontology main objective by asking what this descriptor
informs about the skill-agent specific function. Identify the relation between
the descriptor’s queries field and the ontology domain objective diagram then
produce one (verb, or act) word for describing its functionalities, remembering
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to view from a functionality (task) perspective, for example the skill-agent
“Enrol in PhD” can be described by “Enrolment”. Now, in the same manner
the input and the output transition status can be specified. The main question
for the transition status description is “what object or class does this skillagent aim to change in term of from, and to? The answer to this question will
provide status name as object or class. For example the skill-agent “Enrol in
PhD” can be defined by input-status “Applicant” and output-status “Student”.
Note that if the answer falls in attributes only then identified the class or object
to which those attributes belong to.
Output: Text based skill-agent transition status as shown in Figure 4.19. The elements
of the descriptor are transformed from the resources where are the transition
name, the input, and the output status.

Figure 4.19: Skill-agent transition status.
The DMMAS requirement and specification phases are able to complement each
other to form an entire system analysis phase. The DMMAS analysis phase is able to
function in two approaches; the software system requirement and ontology
requirement. Generally, the analysis phase is the initial step in the software
development life cycle where the requirements are defined independently of any
implementation details. However, at this stage DMMAS covered all the required
system requirements and specifications and were able to deliver the system
conceptual components listed in Table 4.1.
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Step

System Software Analysis

Ontology Domain Analysis

1. System context diagram

Ontology domain Scope descriptor

2. System goals and sub-goals diagram

Conceptual ontology domain model

3. Professional-agents and Skill-agents Ontology domain scope descriptor
system hierarchal Model
4. Skill-agents.
Ontology domain objects diagram
5. Execution Plan

Skill-agent transition status descriptor

6. Alternative Plan
7. Data-used and Data-Produced model
Table 4.1: DMMAS analysis phase outputs.

4.7

System Architecture Design

DMMAS architecture design uses the system specification artefacts. It develops the
required multi-agent systems components architecture. The architecture design
defines the interconnection and resource interfaces between the system components,
and modules in ways suitable for their detailed design and overall system
configuration. “The software architecture of a program or computing system is the
structure or structures of the system, which comprise software components, the
externally visible properties of those components, and the relationships among them”
(Bass et al., 2003).

Background:

The

DMMAS

design

approach

specifies

building

dynamic

organizational multi-agent systems architecture consisting of professional-agents at
the root node and skill-agent at the leaf node. This organisation structure is
dynamically reconfigured at system runtime to meet the goal requirements in terms of
skills. The professional-agent is the goal expert agent which will select the
appropriate skill-agents the agent possess the skills required to achieve that goal. The
selection process performed through search model matches the goal with skill-agent
functionalities. When the matching process is successful, the search will provide the
skill-agents name, and locations in the system. The professional-agent then adopts
these skill-agents forming two levels of organizational structure. The professionalagent set is on the head and the team of the skills agents that had been selected to
achieve the goal is set on the branch node. In such a dynamic organizational structure
achieving the goal in team work style involves coordination rules to govern the team
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performance. The rules are pre-design presented by goal execution plan and can be
accessed by the professional-agent only. This is because the skill-agents are totally
independent and available to engage with any team depending on the goal plan.
Skill-agents: This step concerns identifying the skill-agents intra processing then
developing the appropriate architecture to connect these processes together to form
the required skill-agent design architecture. Begin by decompose each skill-agent into
tasks where each task is characterised by input, output, and processes. All the tasks
are connected with each other through their inputs and outputs forming integrated
chains of tasks. For each skill-agent there must be an initial input name and output
name; these input and output names are the input-status and output-status. The inputstatus and the output-status reflect the changes or the skill-agent functionality or what
it intended to do. The objective in this step is to identify the skill-agent functionality
and label it as an object name for the consumption of ontology.
Objective: To build the skill-agent architecture.
Resources: Skill-agent descriptor, data-used and data-produced diagram for each skillagent diagram, skill-agent scenario, goal scenario.
Potential techniques: Study the data-used and data-produced diagram and identify the
input status and the output status for each skill-agent. The input-status is the
name of the ownership of the data-used and the output-status is the ownership
of the data-produced. For example the skill-agent “Enrol in PhD Course” has
input-status “applicant” and the output-status is “student”. On the other hand
the skill-agent “Research” has input-status “student” and the output-status is
“researcher”. However, after the input-status and the output-status are
specified the skill-agent internal tasks must be identified. Breaking the skillagent functionality into a set of tasks where each task represents an
independent unit of work and has inputs, outputs and process. To capture the
tasks investigate the data-used and data-produced then map both by a set of
tasks with consideration to the skill-agent scenario. Propose activities to
perform the scenario then group each coherent set of activities to form one
task. For example, the data-used and data-produced for the skill-agent “Enrol
in PhD Course”. The activities that change the data (studentId, courseDetails,
and sponsorCode) are can all be mapped with studentDetails in the tasks
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Apply: fill application and send application to the admission office, and
Assessment: application received, and application number associated, course
requirement and applicant qualifications evaluated, then decision made, and
Pay Fees: associate sponsor code, choose the payment method, verify the
account balance, make payment. The functionality of these tasks defined
between the input-status “Applicant” and the output-status “Student” is the
enrolment.
Output: Figure 4.20 presents high-level skill-agent architecture in context of “Enrol in
PhD Course” example. The diagram divides the skill-agent “Enrol in PhD
Course” into three main tasks Apply, Assessment, Pay Fees and On-Hold. The
diagram also shows the input-status Applicant and the output-status Student.
The notations used in this diagram are explained by the key diagram.

Figure 4.20: Skill-agent architecture example.
Professional-agent: The professional-agent is the goal expert equipped by the goal
execution plan and a set of skill-agents required to achieving the goal. DMMAS
cooperation structure is located the professional-agents on the head node where the
skill-agents dynamically set on the branch node. The professional-agent has the
capability to adopt the skill-agents according to the goal requirements and skill
selection. The selection is process performed through search based on skill-agents
functionalities ontology schema. Therefore the professional-agent is the goal
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execution manager with privileges to access the goal execution plan, and ontology
schema.
Objective: Set up the professional-agents architecture.
Resources: System scenario, goal scenario, professional-agents diagram, skill-agents
diagram, goal execution plan.
Potential techniques: Extend the professional-agents node diagram
Output: Professional-agents architecture with the access mechanism to the skill-agent
functionalities ontology model, see Figure 4.21. The professional-agents
architecture consists of the professional-agents abstractions, skill-agent search
model, goal execution plan, and alternative plan component. The key diagram
explains the notations used and provides their meaning in the context of goal
executions. The random and the sequential notation are used for the execution
order, and the rest are used for the execution options.

Figure 4.21: Professional-agents architecture including search component.
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Skill-agent search model: The skill-agent search model is the logical mechanism that
provides the system with the ability to enquire for the skill-agent functionality (what it
does). This search model is the core advantage of the DMMAS methodology over the
entire existing multi-agent systems development methodologies. Ontologies skillagent functionalities enable the system to operate in an open distributed mode thus the
skill-agents are represented logically as a record in the ontology schema without
direct link to the professional-agents. The implementation platform for the skill-agent
functionalities is based on XML technologies Ontologies. The research uses semantic
web technologies, XML-based markup languages, RDF resource description
framework, and Web ontology Language (OWL) ontology classes to define the skillagent functionality in the previous section. Utilising the web ontology technology on
agent-based system has been proposed by (Alhashel et al., 2009b). Furthermore,
“Although OWL was initially designed for use in (the development of) the semantic
web, it has rapidly become a de facto standard for ontology development in general”
(Grau et al., 2008).
DMMAS proposes its own techniques for ontology analysis and design. It develops
the skill-agent functionalities ontology domain into the type of services similar to the
semantic Web approach then uses software engineering to engineer the domain
ontology similar to that presented in Dragan et al. (2007), and Gaševic et al. (2009).
While maintaining the development objective, the Web ontology development
technologies are applied over the skill- agent domain and reformatted into a fully
ontological model. The ontology modelling process followed in DMMAS design
phase considers the implementation requirements. This means through the design
process, emphasis on the outcome artefacts to interface with the ontology Markup
Languages (XML-based) implementation constructs listed in Gomez-Perez et al
(2004).
However, ontology engineering involves additional design approach to the traditional
software design. It also required generally accepted notations for representing
ontology classes (Vladan, 2002). DMMAS proposes a set of ontology graphical
notations to represent the ontology constructs and relationship, as shown in Figure
4.20. Each graphical notation present in Figure 4.20, describes itself and has a
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meaning exactly like its text label, where the meaning of each term is available in
Gomez-Perez et al. (Alessandro et al., 2002, , 2004).

Figure 4.22: DMMAS ontology notations for design phase.
Domain ontology class: While the skill-agent domain ontology has been defined in
the analysis phase, in this phase it must specify the classes that form this domain. The
class diagram describes the ontology structure by aiming to convert the requirement
development process from “what” to “how”.
Objective: Developing the initial domain ontology class to determine the classes
involved and outline the ontology basic relationship. The outcome of this
process is the domain ontology class diagram which will gradually break
down in the next steps until the objective ontology map is reached.
Resources: The data-used and produced diagram, transition-status descriptor, skillagent architecture, domain ontology diagram, skill-agent scenario, goal
scenario.
Potential Techniques: The data-used and data-produced diagram is the static data that
reflect the system functionality from a data perspective. The skill-agent
diagram and the domain ontology diagram are also strong inputs that help to
specify the system classes. The principles of capturing the system classes are
similar to the object-oriented practices with one main difference, that the
ontology classes does not deal with methods or behaviours and they have
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different relationships, that is property based relationships, of which the
multiplicity is not relevant. For capturing the classes for ontology purpose
perform the following steps:
1. The most important is to start with a domain ontology model which
specifies the ontology boundary then uses the skill-agent scenario, in line
with the data-used and produced diagram and try to build a kind of
glossary for each skill-agent, i.e. try to popup nouns and verbs.
2. Extract the entities that seem important and related to the skill-agent
functionalities description, for example there is no need to represent
payment class in the domain ontology “Education”
3. Make a domain diagram containing this entity this would be the domain
class diagram, where all the classes contain only those attributes which
have impact on the transition event for this purpose using the data used
and produced diagram. The methods (behaviours) are not relevant to the
Ontologies modelling so ignore them
4. Add the relationships between the classes in a form of association
properties
5. Finally you have to translate this to an ontology Class Diagram ( some of
the domain classes will probably disappear and some others related to
ontology will appear ) while you iterate the processes, a common practice
6. Now you have to repeat the same steps on the other the skill-agents (one at
a time) then gradually extend the diagram to include all the skill-agents in
the applications, to be sure there is no class redundancy.
Output: The domain ontology class diagram illustrated in Figure 4.21 is an example
for the “Enrol in PhD” skill-agent. A class is represented by a rectangle
divided into two parts, the upper part is the class name and the lower part is
for the correlated attributes that have impact at the transition-status. For
example there is no “payment” class because the assumption is that payment
has no ontological relation to the domain. The dotted lines are for clarification
only and are not part of the design process. The class relationships are
represented by a set of properties as they are defined in Figure 4.23 and each
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relationship has a particular semantic definition by the implementation
platform.

Figure 4.23: Domain ontology class diagram.
Extended execution plan: The goal execution plan descriptor introduced in the
analysis phase does not contain guidance or information for the implementation phase
because at the analysis stage there was not sufficient knowledge about the system
architecture. Therefore it needs further detail to support the skill-agent team formation
process. The extended execution plan is aimed to complement the goal execution plan
by providing the plan details. The execution plan contains the skill required, the goal
execution sequences and the execution rules.
The goal execution plan is sensitive to the system implementation and must also be
precise and clear for the developer to understand it. For this reason, the goal execution
plan is described in a semiformal language. The formal language provides an insight
into analysis, specification, design and development of computer systems (Andrews,
1996).

To manuscript the goal executions plan DMMAS use the semiformal

notations introduced in Gaia methodology because it is easy to implement and
expressive (see Table 4.3) and to comprehend the execution plan constraint DMMAS
propose the additional semiformal notations set presented in Table 4.2 to fill the
residual requirement. The interpretations of these operators are summarised in Tables
4.2 and Table 4.3 respectively.
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Operator

Interpretation
skill Q can be executed by an agent only if it

S→Q

somewhere earlier skill S has been executed
execute skill R n times then you can execute Q

Sn → Q

cannot execute S and Q at the same time but one

¬(S / Q)

and only one

¬( (S / O) / (Q / O))

cannot execute S and Q at the same time and
cannot execute one only instead
The skill S must executed at least once and no

S 1..n

more than n times (loop)
The specified property has to be spread over all

S (Property), S = Skill.1, Skill.2, .. the skills listed, for example;
S (activate), S = (reserveFlight, bookHotel,

Skill.n

hireCar) mean activate each skill in a sequence.

Table 4.2: DMMAS semiformal set.
Operator

Interpretation

x, y

x followed by y

x y

x or y occurs

x*

x occurs o or more times

x+

x occurs 1 or more times

xω

x occurs infinitely often

[ x]

x is optional

x y

x and y interleaved

Table 4.3: Gaia semiformal set (Wooldridge et al., 2000).

Objective: Using semiformal method implementation to illustrate the goal execution
plan.

Resources: Goal execution plan descriptor, Professional-agents and skill-agent
relationships, skill-agent transition status, and domain and scope ontology
descriptor.
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Potential techniques: To make the implementation decoration more understandable,
the skill-agent “Enrol in PhD Course” example will be implemented using
both Table 6 and Table 7 semiformal operators to describe the plan.

Output: The semiformal schema presented in Figure 4.24 demonstrating the
professional-agents “Achieve PhD Qualification” goal as an example. The
schema started by defining the goal and the main execution plan then
presentation of the skill-agents involved in the plan. Because the example
focuses on the skill-agent “Enrol in PhD Course” the schema represent the
execution rules for this skill-agent including, the skill requirement for this
goal, execution sequence, the successful indicator, the execution cycle, the
safety action, and finally implies the successful factors.
G ⇒ Goal ( AchievePhDQualification )
Pe ⇒ Main ( ExecutionPlan )
se ⇒ SkillAgent ( EnrolInPhD )
s p ⇒ SkillAgen ( PerformResarch )
sh ⇒ SkillAgent ( SubmitThesis )
∴ skillRequired ( sr ) ::= achieve (G ), required (∀ ( se , s p , sh ))
success ( Pe ) ::= iff ( execute ( Pe ( sr )) • execute( Pe ) ∧ achieve (G )
executionSequence ::= sequantial ( se → s p → s h )
executionOptions ::= must ( sr ) ∧ sequantial ( se → s p → sh )
e ⇒ executionCycle
let i = 1
executionCycle ::= ei ( se , s p sh ) • ∀ei ( execute ( se , s p , sh ))
safetyAction ::= terminate ( Pe ) → restore (execute ( se , s p , sh )) • ∀ database : x | x ' ⇔ x |
∴ for successful goal achievement the goal plan must verify the plan constrains to specify successful goal achievement:
G s ⇒ g oalAchievedSucessfuly(G)
G s ::= ∀ execute ( plan ( Pe )) • sucess∀ (( execute ( pe ) ∧ ( execute ( sr )) ⇒ Achieve (G )

Figure 4.24: Execution Plan example for Achieve PhD goal focus on “Enrol in PhD
course” skill-agent.
In case writing a formal language schema for goal execution plan is difficult, the
diagram shown in Figure 4.25 can be used as option to explain the goal plan for every
individual goal in the system. The arcs indicate to the execution directions started
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from square number one on top of the skill-agent. The “Must” label on the arc
indicates that this execution is compulsory otherwise the goal fails.

Figure 4.25: Goal execution plan diagram.
Ontologies skill-agent functionality: This step is to develop the ontology schema
that defines the skill-agent functionality. The ontology schema consists of three main
components; Information, Identification, and Functionalities. Each component has its
purpose and structure designed to support the general idea, to make the skill-agent
functionalities identified and understood from outside the model. Figure 4.26 depicts
the skill-agent functionality structure highlighting the main components and their
related objects. The information and the identification components are not for the
Ontologies but to provide information about the skill-agent.
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Figure 4.26: Skill-agent functionalities structure.
The information component: The information component captured the skill-agent
ownerships.

Objective:

To

provide

development

and

implementation

information

for

documentation and security reasons.

Resources: Fill the information component attributes given in Figure 4.27.
Potential techniques: Straightforward fill the boxes with the information about the
skill-agent.
Output: information form appears in Figure 4.27 which illustrates the skill-agent
“PhD Enrolment” example.
The identification component: is the signature used to call the skill-agent. It consists
of two parts, the skill-agent unique name already assigned at the analysis phase and
the second part indicates to the skill-agent, the saved location on the network
directory.

Objective: Tolerate the notion of distribution open environment that agent can act and
reside in and to specify the call signature at the runtime.

Resources: skill-agent transition status and define the skill-agent save directory.
Potential techniques: Straightforward, fill the identification form, see Figure 4.27.
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Output: Identification form appears in Figure 4.27 which illustrates the skill-agent
“PhD Enrolment” example.
Identification
PhD
Enrolment

Name

ENRL

Location

C:\achievePhD\sk\phdEnrolment

Software Owner
Author

University of Canberra
Faculty of ISE

Information

Implementation
Date

Time

02/03/2010

23:12

Figure 4.27: Information and Identification components example for skill-agent
"PhDEnrolment".
The functionalities component: is an XML-based Ontologies component design to
acknowledge the skill-agent functionalities (what it does) from outside access. The
component deals with the input-Status, output-status, data-used, data-produced, and
the course of actions. These objects are selected to be able to fill the criteria of the

skill-agent functionalities proposed by the research. This functionality criteria are
flexible and in certain circumstances can be adjusted or extended to suit specific
requirements. Figure 4.28 modelled the criteria to two perspectives the expressive and
the behavioural. However, both form one ontology body described as following:

Figure 4.28: Skill-agent functionality architecture.
Process: functionality name or label of one word that expresses the functionality;
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Group: Is the classification of the process. Group is the name of the type that
categorises the process. If there is an existing ontology grouping to the process
then it is preferable otherwise use the experience to decide a grouping.
Division: Is the breakdown of the group to subgroups in order to emphasise and point
deeper into the process meaning. If the process is not highlighted then the
designer can specify, Section then if not enough, proceed to Unit and so on
until the functionality is fully expressed. The idea is to build hierarchical
expression to the skill-agent functionality and when this hierarchy is
established it can be considered as standard.
Action: Is the transition instances from input to output status described in a set of
ontology classes.
Attribute: describes the internal structure of the of the action’s classes. Attribute
specifies the action in term of data-name required or produced by the class at
the action course. Attribute is associated with classes.
Value: Is properties of attribute that give useful or desirable degree of clarification to
the attribute. Value represents the magnitude of attribute in terms of data.
Property: Is a relationship between the classes of the process model. Property
describes the logical links between the classes.
Instance: Is a result of the ontology query process for a particular concept. Instance is
the ontology inference outcome in form of meaningful information.

Objective: To Ontologies the skill-agent functionality and make it a knowledge based
model, with the potential to answer the enquiry from the search process about
the skill-agent functionality or capabilities.

Note: Applying ontology is similar to software programming; it is creative work and
has multiple implementations to achieve the same purpose. It also uses
multiple iterations to get the design right. Therefore every developer
Ontologies the same domains differently, depending on their design
experience. For this reason it is unnecessary to explain a complete ontology
schema at this stage however, Chapter 5 provides further development details.

Resources: date-used and data-produced model, Input-status, output-status (skill-agent
transition status diagram), domain scope ontology descriptor, ontology domain
object diagram, and domain ontology class diagram.
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Potential technique: There are three main ontology development approaches: topdown; bottom-up; and combinations (Noy and McGuinness, 2001). There is
no guidance for matching the approach with the problem type. Therefore
whatever is convenient and simplifies the development process can be applied.
However, study all the listed resources and enumerate all the important terms
in the ontology then develop the query statement that the ontology schema
must infer the answer to. For example, the skill-agent “PhD Enrolment”
ontology schema must be able to infer this scenario:
Functionality is: Enrolment in course: PhD at institute of: University of Canberra Faculty
of: Information Science and Engineering course code: 352AA course name: Information
system.

The infer scenario can be retrieved from the query statement:
select

skillAgentId, skillAgentLocation from skillAgentOnto
where process like “enrolment” and subject like “course” and
attribute like ”PhD” and value like “Information System and
Engineering”;

The Answer is: skill-agent Id = ENRL, Location = C:\achievePhD\sk\PhDEnrolment
The purpose for setting up the ontology scenario, the query statement, and the
expected answers is to create guidelines to the ontology development process. With
the ontology decoration in mind, apply the following steps:1. Out of the domain ontology class diagram, group each skill-agent classes then
check the result with the domain scope ontology descriptor.
2. Apply appropriate one word name that is able to describe the domain functionality
for example “Enrolment”. Consider this domain as entire independent domain that
the ontology schema should be able to express and answer the functionality query.
3. List the input-status and the output-status and define each as a class within the
domain and associate their properties. At this stage both the domain and the
concepts have been specified.
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4. Following the same steps described earlier for designing the domain class
diagram, start developing the class hierarchy. Maintain the classes naming
consistency i.e. singular or plural names.
5. Ensuring that the class hierarchy is correct. The class hierarchy represents an “isa” or “kind-of” relation: a class A is a subclass of B if every instance in A is also
an instance in B. For example, a student is subclass of a person. Or student is a
kind of a person.
6. Associate the date-used as instance of input-status and associate the date produced
as instance of output-status.
7. Decide on the subclasses disjoint, for example “applicant” is disjoint from
“student” class, thus each of these classes cannot have any instances in common
while both classes are subclasses from a class “person”.

Output: Figure 4.29 depict for functionality ontology model example of skill-agent
“PhD Enrolment”. The data used and produced become attributes to the
classes attached or can be implemented as slots, depending on the ontology
language. The dotted line classes are for clarification only, and are not within
the scope of the ontology domain.

Figure 4.29. Example for skill-agent functionality ontology.
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To illustrate the implementation of the functionality criteria below is the mapping
between criteria and the skill-agent “PhD Enrolment” functionality ontology example
shown by Figure 4.29:
Domain: Education
Process: Enrolment
Group: Course
Division: PhD
Section: Not applicable
Unit: Not applicable
Action: transition from applicant class to student class reflected by the new
(produced) attributes associated with the student class.
Attribute: Used: applicant.Name, applicant.Contact, and applicant.Financial
Produced: student.Number, student.CourseNumber, student.CorseStartDate, and
student.CourseFinishDate.
Value: the values are associated with the attributes in case the query needs to be
specific. The values are defined by XML sheet or database schema. For Figure
62 ontology design the values are what answer the attribute, for the applicant;
“Ebrahim

Alhashel”

“address”,

and

“BDFsponsor”.

For

the

student

class“u3002064”, “352AA”, “17-02-2010”, and “18-11-2014”
Property: disjoint, inverse, has, and property of. Jules
Instance: Domain is: Education Functionality is: Enrolment in course: PhD at institute
of: University of Canberra Faculty of: Information Science and Engineering course
code: 352AA course name: Information system.

Search model: The search model is the process that can discover the appropriate

skill-agents that can satisfy the goal achievement. The search model can read the user
goal, the goal plan, then develop a query to access the skill-agent ontology schema
then match the required skills with the existing skills. Figure 4.30 illustrates the
search model structure. The develop queries component has access to the goal plan
and based on that, it develops the quires of each skill-agent in the plan then accessed
the main ontology schema to retrieve the required skill-agent. If the skill-agent is
found then it will pass its Name, Id, and location on the network to the rule
component.
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Figure 4.30: Skill-agent Search model structure.

4.8

Detailed Design

Through the architecture design phase, the system components, the agents and main
descriptors have been defined. The detailed design phase takes the development
process further to build the internal structure of the individual agent in terms of
capabilities, activities, plan, events and messages, action and percept. The
communication protocols will be developed based on AUML diagram to represent the
agents' interactions. However, the details design finalise the system structure and
make it ready for the implementation phase. The DMMAS detail design is not for any
particular implementation technology but for an ontology model. The ontology model
is driven toward XML-based and OWL ontology implementation technologies. Thus
the ontology technologies are yet premature and different implementation technology
has a different application approach, for example OWL has data aggregation features
that match the skill-agent design and this is why DMMAS drive the ontology
modelling toward OWL.
The DMMAS detail design notations: The DMMAS detailed design phase proposes
its own modelling techniques and notation that has the potential to bring the entire
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system artefacts in more readable and understandable diagrammatical notations. The
DMMAS detail design does not join the system classes directly but it defines the
conditions that link classes together. For this purpose DMMAS use a combination of
UML diagrams and software flowchart notations making the detail design diagram
between the UML class diagram and software flowchart. The UML activity diagram
and class diagram are used along with the decision and merge notation.

Figure 4.31: Diagram illustrating notation used in the DMMAS detailed design phase.
Figure 4.31 illustrates DMMAS detailed design notations and describes their
semantics and uses.

The message notation, start, and end notations have been

explained and used earlier. The class diagram is AUML notation and the other
notations are commonly used in software engineering. The activity sequence diagram
illustrates a breakdown of a class into methods then to activities or processes and
shows the flow (sequence) of these activities. The developer can use the activity
notations and expand the skill-agent design into further details to expose the lowest
possible process. The merging notations represent the process direction in case of
multiple destinations (splitting the output) or merging different processes in one
destination.
Skill-agent internal structure: Usually the multi-agent systems consists of more
than one skill-agent and each skill-agent has its internal structure of input, output, and
set of tasks (processes), and perhaps internal and external interaction. The overall
delivery of these tasks forms the skill-agent main functionality. The functionality
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determines the role of the agent in respect of its application domain toward achieving
the system objective.
The skill-agent architecture depicted in Figure 4.31 is abstracted and needs to be
extended further to expose its intra element details and make it more understandable
and map able to the implementation process. It is unnecessary at this stage to break
down each skill-agent class. Instead this section demonstrates internal structure of the

skill-agent main component and their artefacts. For further design details see Chapter
5.

Objective: To break down the skill-agent intra structure and expose its task and
processes. Resources: skill-agent architecture diagram, data-used and dataproduced model, UML class diagram and activity diagram, AUML interaction
diagram, and DMMAS detailed design notation.

Potential techniques: For every task in the skill-agent determine the set of the possible
processes that can achieve that task. View the skill-agent as independent
program or logical unit that forms a standalone sub system to define
functionality or purpose to achieve. Analyse the skill-agent architecture
diagram and identify the possible classes that can shape the skill-agent main
objective. Link those classes together and try to establish a processing scenario
with consideration to simplify the classes to not contain more than three
methods at a time. Check the skill-agent classes if they contain subclasses, in
which case split to super and subclass relationship.

Output: Figure 4.32 demonstrates the skill-agent detailed design diagram consisting of
activities, databases, classes, and their intra messages for the Enrolment skill-

agent example defined earlier. The main common component within each
skill-agent body is the accept or reject class “saAccept”. This class must be
located at the beginning with three possible statuses; accept, reject, reserve.
Reserve status indicates that the skill-agent is reserved for a particular

professional-agent and not yet executed. The accept status means that it agrees
to participate, usually takes place when the skill-agent is not committed to any
job. The reject status indicates that the skill-agent is committed to another

professional-agent or removed from the system or other reason that the
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developer may assign. However, the process is started by requesting the skill-

agent to offer its services. If “agree” it commits itself to the requester and
changes its commitment indicator to “reserve”. If the reply is “reject” then the
goal plan is tested to verify the skill-agent commitment indicator, if “Any”
then the goal execution will continue without this skill, but if “Must” then the
entire goal is rejected then goes to exit.
The other components of the skill-agent are similar to any standalone application
design for a particular purpose. It is important to highlight that DMMAS does not
imposes any particular structure for its skill-agent. But it emphasises on the accept-orreject component, the goal plan, and the skill-agent functionality to be defined in the
ontology schema. Figure 4.32 illustrate the accept-or-reject components in the

acceptReject class diagram. The goal plan class depicted by the checkGoalPlan class
and the functionality is defined in the ontology schema.
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Figure 4.32: Skill-agent detailed design diagram.
The Professional-agent detailed design: The professional-agent is the goal expert
and is responsible for the goal achievement within the resources allocated for this
purpose. Each professional-agent encompasses the goal resources consisting of goal
execution plan, goal XML schema, goal controller, skill-agents team, skill SQL,
alternative plan (optional), and request skill-agent component.
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Objective: To detail designed the professional-agents intra structure and their
interactions.

Resources: professional-agents descriptor, professional-agents architecture diagram,
alternative plan descriptor and diagram, execution plan descriptor and
diagram, and goal XML schema.

Potential techniques: Study the professional-agents descriptor and architecture then
develop the goal component in respect of the goal domain and goal XML
schema. Using the goal domain set up the develop skill SQL class. Set the goal
controller class messages and methods. If there is an alternative plan then use
the alternative descriptor to set the alternative plan class. Create and establish
the access to the execution plan based on the goal Id and goal name. Create a

skill-agent list from the execution plan, skill-agent search model, and skillagent request. All the messages and other activities are available in the
diagram including the linking structure.

Output: The professional-agent diagram depicted in Figure 4.33 started from the user
goal selection to a predefined system goal. The goal defined by XML schema
in hierarchal organisation structure. Thus to make the goal parse able
subsequently the system convert this goal to known elements in order to use it
as keyword in the SQL statement then infer the skill-agent functionality
ontology. The main output of the professional-agents is the skill-agent list
which guides the system to achieve the goal. The professional-agents diagram
shows the interaction with the execution plan in order to check each skill-

agent existence if “Must” or not. When the skill-agent list established this
means all agents are committed and reserve under this goal execution. In other
words all these skill-agent are under adoption and ready for execution.
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Figure 4.33: Professional-agents detailed design diagram.
System goals XML based structure: The DMMAS analysis and design consider the
system goals as the key component that triggers the selection of the skill-agents. The
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goals must be understood by the system in the form of parse able, subsequently used it
in the skill-agent ontology search process. For this reason DMMAS propose to define
each goal in the system into XML based organisational structure that can
accommodate the goal in XML elements (refer to Appendix A). The XML and XML
Schema are the most suitable implementation technology for such purposes. Thus
XML has compatibility with the ontology languages OWL and is characterised by
open expressiveness structure tags.

Objective: To convert the system goals to XML based goal schema in order to make it
parse able, knowledgeable subsequently used in the search process.

Resources: Goal descriptor, data-used and data-produced model, domain ontology
high level model.

Potential techniques: The system goals schema develops in a straight forward way.
The schema has predefined elements to be described by the developer. The
proposed schema elements are not mandatory. If the schema elements are
inadequate to define the goal constraints it can be amended to convey the goal
constraints sufficiently.

Output: Figure 4.34 shows the structure of the system goal schema defined in XML
document and XML Schema (for describing the XML document). The schema
defined in a set of rectangular boxes where each box defines one XML
element divided into three areas. The top rectangle represents the element tag
and the two bottom boxes are to specify element value and element data type
in XML Schema format. The goal schema is divided into three main parts. The
schema header holding the goal identification and name are followed by the
second part the domain, goal, and constraint which represent the goal
characteristics and the third part, representing the goal constraints structure.
Since data is the extensively used constraint in many applications, the schema
extends the limit element into date-from and date-to in case the user goal
embrace dates attribute.
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Figure 4.34: XML Schema for system goals.
The goal execution plan: The goal execution plan is the component that will access
the goal plan database through built in SQL statement then retrieve the goal execution
record (refer to Figure 4.31) along with the SQL statement defined in Figure 4.35
(refer to Appendix C for the results and database definition). Each goal must have a
plan associated with it and explain the steps that the system must follow to perform
that goal.

Objective: Goal execution plan detailed design diagram.
Resources: Goal execution descriptor.
Potential techniques: Reading the goal execution descriptor build the execution plan
database. To get the goal, use the “goal-ID” and access the goal database. Use
the goal “ID” to access the goal execution plan database and fetch the
associated plan. When both the execution plan and the goal plan are matched
send a request for the skill-agent follow by checking the obligation. When the
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obligation completed, then set up the execution list in the same execution
order defined in the plan.

Output: The execution plan detail design depicted in Figure 4.33. The tasks can be
broken down further if the tasks are not directly implementable. However the
output of the execution plan component is the execution list indicated by the
square notation in the bottom with three main elements. The agent name, the
execution order, and the obligation all represent one execution transaction in
the overall plan. The number of the transactions must be equal to the number
of the skill-agents participating in the plan or required to perform the goal.

Figure 4.35: Goal execution plan detailed design.
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Goal execution component database: In an open distributed heterogeneous
operation environment where the professional-agents pursue to select the appropriate
set of skill-agents to achieve the system goal, it must be equipped with particular
guidance and information about the components that will manage the skill-agents
team. For example, the alternative plan in case there is a skill failure, the goal XML
document, the execution plan, and the professional-agents are linked together to form
one informational source associated with the goal. Figure 4.36 illustrates the goal
execution components database relationship and the SQL segment retrieves the data
record. This database schema contains the rules and location of each component (for
further details refer to Appendix C).

Figure 4.36: Screenshot for goal execution database of Achieving PhD example.
SELECT SystemTable.SystemId, SystemTable.SystemName,
Goal.GoalId, Goal.GoalName, Goal.XMLDocumentLocation, Goal.XMLDocumentID,
Goal.GoalDescription, ExecutionPlan.PlanId, ExecutionPlan.PlanName,
ExecutionPlan.PlanDescription,
ProfessionalAgent.*,
AlternativePlan.AlternativeID, AlternativePlan.AlternativeName, AlternativePlan.AlternativeDescription
FROM

ExecutionPlan
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN

(SkillAgent
(AlternativePlan
(ProfessionalAgent
(Goal
SystemTable ON Goal.GoalId = SystemTable.GoalId)
ON ProfessionalAgent.ProfessionalId =
SystemTable.ProfessionalId)
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ON AlternativePlan.AlternativeID =
SystemTable.AlternativeId)
ON SkillAgent.SkillId = SystemTable.SkillId)
ON ExecutionPlan.PlanId = SystemTable.PlanId
ORDER BY SystemTable.SystemId;

Figure 4.37: Example for SQL statement to retrieve user goal execution table.
Goal definition in XMLSchema (Example):
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SystemName>HEDMAS</SystemName>
<SystemDomain>Education</SystemDomain>
<Goal>
<GoalDomain>Education</GoalDomain>
<GoalId>ACHV-1</GoalId>
<GoalName>Acheiving PhD Degree</GName>
<GoalLocation>C:\acivingPhD\achv-1</GoalLocation>
<GoalSkillS>
<Skill-1>Enrolment</Skill-1>
<Skill-2>Research</Skill-2>
<Skill-3>Thesis></Skill-3>
</GoalSkillS></GoalSkill>
<GoalConstraints>
<GoalParameters>
<Boundary>Information Science and
Engineering</Boundary>
<Subject>PhD</Subject>
<Kind>Course</Kind>
<Item>352AA</Item>
<Limit>
<DateFrom>17/02/2011</DateFrom>
<DateTo>18/10/2014</DateTo>
</Limit>
</Parameters>
</GConstrain>
</Goal>

Agent UML (AUML) interaction diagram: Through the DMMAS analysis and
design phases the AUML interaction diagram is used to represent the system agents
communication and protocols. The AUML interaction diagram is FIPA standard. On
the other hand for the protocols, ACL and KIF is recommended (Fasli, 2007).
However, since DMMAS modelling is not interaction oriented therefore the protocols,
and the message syntax are not within the research interest, instead the AUML
interaction diagram is presented.

Objective: To accommodate the internal and the external agent interactions.
Resources: The system architecture design, professional-agents architecture, and
skill-agent architecture.
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Potential Techniques: Study the system requirements and determine the detail design
level to explore the system and make it understandable to the implementation
process. From that perspective survey the messages and type of messages that
satisfy system interaction design. It is important to study the syntax of the
AUML notation and for this purpose refer to the AUML website and a
summery for the notations and diagrams in Appendix D.

Output: Figure 4.36 depicts the interaction diagram between three activities within the
skill-agent “Enrolment” example. The diagram indicates to multi decision and
conditional stats. For example if not paid then check if it is on hold or exceeds
the waiting time. The structure of the AUML interaction diagram is approved
to handle the all the agent emergent conditions in one diagram with multiple
nested functional frames (refer to Appendix D).

Figure 4.38: AUML interaction diagram for skill-agent "Enrolment" example.
Design Artefacts: The DMMAS design phase is divided into two phases
complementing each other, the architecture design and the detailed design. In both
phases the modelling processes customise the traditional software system design
artefacts and ontology design artefacts and fit them together in one design model. It is
a new experience to merge these two approaches in one development methodology.
To reduce the design complexities DMMAS introduced a list of new diagrams and
notations as part of its practice where the diagrams can simplify the design process.
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Table 4.4 lists the output (components) of DMMAS design for components validation
against completeness.
Step

Architecture Design

Detailed Design

1 Skill-agent task

Notation

2

Professional-agents architecture

Skill-agent internal structure

3

Skill-agents search model

Professional-agents internal structure

4

Extended execution plan

System goal XML based Structure

5

Goal execution plan

Goal execution plan

6 Ontology of skill-agent functionality
1. Information component
2. Identification component
3. functionality component
7 Search model

Goal execution components

AgentUML interaction diagram

Table 4.4: Detailed design phase components.

4.9

Summary

This chapter explains in detail the DMMAS development process for multi-agent
systems development methodologies based on new cooperative multi-agent systems
architecture incorporating an ontology approach to define agents’ functionalities.
DMMAS introduce the skill-agent and professional-agents as a new concept to form
MaS dynamic organisational structure. The professional-agents representing the
system goals and the skill-agents representing the skills are required to achieve the
goal. The MaS dynamic structure is formed at system runtime in consequence of the
goal requirement and agent adoption strategy between the professional-agents (goal
owner) and skill-agents (expertise).
This chapter introduces and explains DMMAS new diagrams and notations to
familiarise the development process. An example “Achieve PhD Qualification

System” is used to illustrate some of the DMMAS analysis and design steps. The
DMMAS development approach is original and innovative, intending to transfer the
multi-agent systems from the static independent to the dynamic cooperative. This
claim will be proven in the next chapter, which will examine the DMMAS
applicability by developing a real world e-commerce case study Travel Agency
System (TAS).
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Chapter 5 Travel Agency System: A Case Study
5.1

Introduction

This chapter examines the use of DMMAS as a proof of concept in building open
cooperative multi-agent systems that operate in distributed heterogeneous software
environments. A Travel Agency System (TAS) case study is developed by applying
DMMAS modelling techniques. The nature of the TAS case study is in the DMMAS
problem domain and in addition, TAS is characterised by coordination constraints that
require sophisticated software techniques amenable to multi-agent systems problem
solving strategies. In Chapter 4 the DMMAS analysis and design was explained in
detail. This chapter illustrates the deployment of DMMAS analysis and design phases
throughout the TAS development process. The process emphasises the ontology
modelling for system goals definitions and skill-agent functionality.

5.2

Travel Agency System

To investigate and evaluate the potentiality of DMMAS analysis and design processes
the research deploys DMMAS to develop a Travel Agency System (TAS) in a real
world application from a commercial domain. A multi-agent systems problem solving
strategy is an appropriate solution to TAS constraints. TAS consists of distributed
standalone subsystems of car rental, hotel booking and flight reservations that operate
in open distributed environments. These subsystems require coordination and
integration to achieve the system goal cooperatively. In this regard TAS has criteria in
terms of specifications and constraints that fit with open distributed multi-agent
systems concepts. On the other hand, DMMAS methodology has been designed to
function for such types of problem classes.
The

travel

industry

is

increasingly

becoming

internationalized.

Airlines,

accommodation providers and tour operators control the market, but these service
providers face high costs in communication and personnel. Using today’s IT
technology and with the availability of the Internet services, the user himself can
search the internet and access different web services then within a set of constraints
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and preferences, the user is able to coordinate the results of individual web services in
order to arrange his travel. Thus the sites (the systems) are physically independent and
belong to different vendors and each vendor has its own target and system
development standards. In large vast business companies for example airlines, TAS
applications belong to one business institution and could be managed by different
departments from different geographical locations with each system developed
independently. Despite the development circumstances there is a functional
requirement to integrate these individuals systems to provide a total solution to the
user needs and isolate the user from the system coordination. AlHashel and
Mohammadian (2008) illustrate the advantages of the multi-agent system concepts to
create a cooperative system to isolate the user from the system to system coordination.

Figure 5.1: TAS main components.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the main components of TAS where the thick lines define the
three main subsystems as independent components with same interaction level to the
other system components. If the TAS subsystems car rental, hotel booking, and flight
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reservation belong to different vendors and are built by different developers is it
possible to create an emergent integration to answer the user goals combinations and
constraints. For example, the user needs a Flight from Sydney to Bangkok on
23/04/2010 and needs to rent a car within his arrival to Bangkok at 24/04/2010 at
09:30 and a room in Bangkok hotel on the same day for five days, then on 28/04/2010
leaves Bangkok for Sydney, then travelling to Canberra to arrive on 29/04/2010 at
7:20 AM. Currently this type of problem is either solved by the user himself through
accessing different web services and using his time and effort to coordinate between
different system responses. Alternatively the user asks a travel agency to plan this trip
sector for him. The travel agency will carry out the process similarly to the user with
some additional business privileges. Furthermore, in most cases the travel agency will
ask the customer to give some time to plan his preferences.
In such a computational environment, the multi-agent systems based problem solving
concept has great potential for accessing an open distributed system then to search
and integrate these systems using the required set of skill-agents to answer the user
query on a travel package he/she selected. TAS is designed based on multi-agent
systems concepts to obtain the emergent integration according to the user preferences.
This class of problem domain is in the range of DMMAS potential where all the other
existing multi-agent systems development methodologies are out of this problem
class. However, to demonstrate this claim find below the requirements that the TAS
can achieve when developed under the DMMAS design and analysis concepts:
•

automate the travel process to provide various travel facilities that meet the
customer needs as per the facilities combinations and constraints shown in the
Table 5.1.

•

the travel arrangement is fully automated and the travel sector is performed by
the system to the degree the user is isolated from the systems coordination
between flight, hotel, and car facilities;

•

the system is scalable, therefore adding or removing skill-agents can be done
without any system runtime exceptions;
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•

the system is distributed and consists of three independent subsystems, i.e.
Flight reservation, Hotel booking, and car rental. Each system is maintained
from different locations;

•

the system must be designed using open architecture and can interact and
operate in an open environment such as the Internet and web services.
Facilities
Constraints
Place
Date

Flight

Hotel

Car

From
To
From
To
Type
Table 5.1: TAS facilities.

Assumptions: The research considers the TAS case study as a prototype system used
to investigate the potential of DMMAS design approach. The emphasis of this
experiment is not on designing an entire application system (reservation system or car
rental system or hotel booking system) thus analysis and design of such a system is
beyond the research scope. The main purpose is to demonstrate the potential of
DMMAS development processes in analysing and designing open cooperative multiagent systems. Therefore the focus is on building the system architecture and
prototype of the system components and their connectivity forming the system
concepts.
DMMAS and TAS Problem Class: Formalising a general multi-agent systems
development methodology for all types of problem classes is not yet available. There
are some reasons why existing MaS developments are domain oriented. Firstly, there
is no general multi-agent systems architecture that can embrace all the existing
problem domains (Nicholas et al., 1998). Secondly, there are wide ranges of different
areas where the software agent specifications can be applied. Third, an agent-oriented
system is characterised by sophisticated concepts that make it a total software
solution.
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“Agents are being used in an increasingly wide variety of applications —

ranging from comparatively small systems such as personalised email filters
to large, complex, mission critical systems such as air-traffic control. At
first sight, it may appear that such extremely different types of system can
have little in common” (Michael, 1999).
Luck et al. (2004) listed the existing methodologies and identified their
application domain area. This list shows that none of the existing development
methodologies addressed the TAS problem class as open distributed realising the
cooperative approach. This claim is discussed in Chapter 2, and demonstrated in
Chapter 3. It is also discussed in a recent survey conducted by Pokahr and
Lamersdorf (2008) and a summary evaluation and comparisons presented by Eric
et al. (2005).
TAS problem class presents a range of constraints and are application
environment that is efficient to consider as a test-bed to assess DMMAS
development process. Therefore TAS problem class fits DMMAS problem class
characteristics for the following reasons:
1. The TAS case study comprises a coordination process to organise the flight
reservation, the hotel booking, and car hire within a trip sector. DMMAS have
strong coordination design concepts based on the professional-agent and goal
execution plan.
2. TAS problem scenario provides a range of constraints that required advance
planning to schedule the best possible options. The DMMAS characterised by
the goal XML Schema, and goal execution plan that can link the goal
constraints precisely.
3. It needs a sophisticated open architecture search to access and integrate three
different systems (Flight Reservation, Hotel Booking, and Car Rental) that can
be represented by three agents. The DMMAS two layer architecture of
professional-agent and skill-agents integrated by ontology based open search
is efficient for this situation.
4. The user goal is changeable. The agents that can achieve the goal are also
changeable in parallel with the goal requirements. The changeable goal
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requirement can be translated by an agent team formation process. Whenever
the goal changed the required set of skill-agents accordingly is reformed. On
other words the operations entail a dynamic multi-agent system team
formation process. This is in the core concept of DMMAS architecture and is
represented by the ability to dynamically reconfigure at runtime to satisfy the
goal requirements.
5. Deploying DMMAS to develop TAS problem class will result in a number of
different skill-agents teams that can form to satisfy all the system goals. The
possible numbers of skill-agent team formation must be calculated to correctly
estimate the system dynamic goals reconfiguration. For example, Figure 5.2
show TAS consists of three skill-agents (Sa) they are; flight (f), hotel (h), and
car (c) and the set of TAS goals (Sg) ={f},{h},{c},{f,h},{h,c},{f,c},{f,h,c}
The total number of skill-agent teams (At) = (((Sa)**2) – (Sa-1))
TAS Sa = 3
The total number of TAS At = ((3)**2) – (3 – 1) = 7

Figure 5.2: Numbers of skill-agents team in TAS.

5.3

TAS Requirement Analysis

As it mentioned earlier in Chapter 4, the first phase in DMMAS is the analysis phase
which is divided into two sections. The first section is the system requirement and the
second section is the system analysis. The system requirement is divided into two
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steps. The first step is the system requirement at the high-level then this is followed
by the system requirement goal analysis step. In the system requirements: high level
the system actors, system goals, goals scenario, and system context diagram are all
specified for TAS multi-agent system.
TAS System Requirements: Specify TAS actors: TAS consists of three main
subsystems; i.e. the Flight Reservation (FlightRes), Hotel Booking (HotelBok), and
Car Rental (CarRnt). In the initial requirement analysis, DMMAS visualised TAS as a
system consisting of three independent subsystems each representing an independent
unique service with no intersection between the services. Therefore specifying the
system actors at this stage must be based on each system independently (see Figure
5.3). This will help in identifying every actor in the system. In the next step, if there
are any similar actors found, they will be grouped together. Thus the analysis
processes start to treat the system as one integrated multi-agent system.

Figure 5.3: High level TAS over view including system external entities.
TAS context diagram: To clarify the system size or the high level entities involved
in the system and to determine the application coverage area the DMMAS implement
a context diagram which is depicted by the dotted line in Figure 5.3. The diagram
dictates that TAS excludes the insurance company, the internet services, the banks,
and the user payment institution. The operations are part of the user menu that has
corresponding system activities inside the TAS body.
Specify TAS goals: From the TAS documentation scenario the possible three
subsystems as in the context diagram; Flight Reservation (FlightRes), Hotel Booking
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(HotelBok), and Car Rental (CarRnt) are the high level goals. Figure 5.4 reflects TAS
goals including their initial is identification, sequence according to their priority to the
users, and the goal names.

TAS Context

Insurance
Companies

Flight Reservation
Operations
Inquiry
Payment
Changes
Cancelation

Internet Services

Hotel Booking
TAS
Car Rental

Package

Banks

User Banks and
Credit Cards

Figure 5.4: TAS context diagram.

TAS goals scenario: Following the DMMAS techniques, each goal must be defined
according to the goal descriptor. Since TAS has three goals, these must all be defined.
At this high level system analysis stage, the data-used and data-produced are only
listed with the expectation this is only to develop the initial goal structure. The three
TAS goals descriptors shown by Figures 5.5 (a, b, and c) are implemented as per the
explanation in Chapter 4.

Figure 5.5: TAS goals diagrams.
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TAS Goal-Descriptor: Flight Reservation
Goal Id
Goal Name
Description

Selection

FLIGHTRES
FlightReservation

Priority

Individual

I

R

Group

G

S

seat reserve when payment successful

Expected
Data-Used

Passenger: Name, date of birth SeatClass;
Departure: Place, Date, Time, Destination:
Payment: CardNumber, Type, ExpiryDate.

Expected
Data-Produced

Reservation: Code; Arrival: Place, Date, Time, SeatClass;
Return: Place, Date, Time;
Payment: Amount

Option-1

If seat not available

Option-2
Action-2
Option-3
Action-3

I= Individual
G= Group
R= Random
S= Sequential

Reserve a seat on flight according to the customer preferences

Verification

Action-1

Execution
Sequence

No reservation made, send message “ Flight not available transaction faild”
At reservation available, successful payment is prior, If Payment unsuccessful
Reject request, send message: “Transaction failed payment not approved”
If the main goal is package and flight not available
Check goal priority; If goal priority is “Must” then Action-1,
Else send message “hotel not available” and continue processing

Figure 5.6: Goal descriptor for Flight Reservation.
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TAS Goal-Descriptor: Hotel Booking
Goal Id

HOTELBKNG

Goal Name

HotelBooking

Description

Selection

Priority

Individual

I

R

Group

G

S

Inquiry, Room search, Payment, Book a room

Expected
Data-Used

Customer: Name personal details;
Arrival: Date, Time;
Payment: CardNumber, Type, ExpiryDate

Expected
Data-Produced

Hotel: Name, BookingNumber, LocationAdress, NumberOfNights;
CheckIn: Date, Time;
CheckOut: Date, time; Payment: Amount.

Option-1

If the main goal is Hotel booking only and room not available

Option-2
Action-2
Option-3
Action-3

I= Individual
G= Group
R= Random
S= Sequential

To book a room in a hotel according to the customer preferences

Verification

Action-1

Execution
Sequence

Reject request, send message: “Hotel not available transaction unsuccessful”
Unsuccessful payment
Reject request, send message: “Transaction failed payment not approved”
If the main goal is package and hotel not available
Check goal priority; If goal priority is “Must” then execute Action-1,
Else send message “hotel not available” and continue processing

Figure 5.7: Goal descriptor for Hotel Booking.
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TAS Goal-Descriptor: Car Rental
Goal Id

CARRENTAL

Goal Name

CarRental

Description

Selection

Priority

Execution
Sequence

Individual

I

R

Group

G

S

Rent a car according to the customer preference

Verification

Inquiry, Receive payment, Reserve a car, Inspection, Car hired

Expected
Data-Used

Driver: Name, LicenceNumber, PersonalDetails; Car: Model, Type, Year
Payment: cardNumber, Type, ExpiryDate

Expected
Data-Produced

ReservationNumber, Car: Model, Type, Model;
Hired: PlaceAddress, Date, Time, numberOfDays;
Return: PlaceAdress, Date, Time;
Payment: Amount

Option-1

Unsuccessful payment

Action-1
Option-2

I= Individual
G= Group
R= Random
S= Sequential

Reject request, send message: “Transaction failed payment not approved”
If the main goal is car rental only and car not available

Action-2
Option-3

Reject request, send message: “Car not available transaction failed”
If the main goal is package and car not available

Action-3

Check goal priority; If goal priority is “Must” then Action-2,
Else send message “car not available” and continue processing

Figure 5.8: Goal descriptor for Car Rental.

5.4

TAS Specification Analysis Phase

The first step in the system specification analysis is to identify the professionalagents, the skill-agents, then set up the execution plan and the alternative execution
plan. These components are essential to construct the initial system specification.
TAS professional-agents: As it has been stated in Chapter 4 the professional-agent is
the agent representing the user goal in a particular domain of skills. In the TAS case
study there is only one professional-agent, i.e. the travel agency depicted by Figure
5.9 as one consolidated unit. This travel agency is the key goal agent that can embrace
the set of skills to satisfy the user goal within the travel agency domain consisting of
flight, hotel, and car facilities. Regardless the user preferences or if he keeps changing
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his/her goal the travel agency professional-agent will gather the required skills to
satisfy the goal.

Figure 5.9: TAS Professional-agent.
TAS skill-agents: To identify the skill-agents that compose the TAS under layer,
refine the initial system scenario. Form system scenario refinements process flight
reservation, hotel booking, and car rental as depicted in Figure 5.10 have been
identified and allocated to form the required individual skills that satisfy all the user
goals. The identification process is straightforward and the number of skills-agent
team combination (t) that can be formed to satisfy all the goal possibilities can be
calculated by following the example mentioned earlier in the problem class; t =
(((number of the skill-agents in the system)**2) – (number of the skill-agents in the
system) – 1)) = ((3)**2) – (3-1) = 7 teams.

Figure 5.10: TAS skill-agents.
Figure 5.11 illustrates the verifications graph of TAS goals in corresponding to the
system skill-agents. This verification graph is used to confirm the number of available
goals. In fact it used as a checking tool specifically in large scale system.
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Figure 5.11: TAS skill-agent team graph.
TAS professional-agent execution plan: At this stage the relation between the TAS
professional-agent (Travel Agency) and the three skill-agents (Flight, Hotel, and Car)
are established from the execution perspective. The execution plan is the registry that
holds the information about the execution in terms of: importance (must be executed
or optional), sequence (sequential, random), and team (individual, group). The goal
descriptor is the key input source to develop the execution plan.
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Figure 5.12: TAS goal execution plan descriptor.
TAS goals alternative plan: Figure 5.13 depicts the alternative plan used as a backup
in case any of the TAS goals experience a plan implementation failure (it is not
system exceptions). In this case TAS can use the alternative plan as a recovery option.
In TAS the recovery options are estimated to be simple and for this reasons and to
avoid system implementation complexity all the goals cases are listed under same
actions that send a message to the user.
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Figure 5.13: TAS alternative plan descriptor.

TAS organisation structure: The diagram in Figure 5.14 explains the relationship
between TAS goals and their recovery plan for every individual goal in the system.
Since the actions which flow from the alternative plan have similar actions which
send a message “Unable to achieve the goal transaction failed” therefore it is not
necessary to expand the diagram of the alternative plan actions.
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Figure 5.14: TAS organisation structure.
TAS data model (Data-used and Data-produced): The data-used and the dataproduced are very important components to determine the TAS ontology domain
which will be exposed in the next phase. The three TAS skill-agents (flight, hotel, and
car) are defined in the diagrams represented in Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16, and Figure
5.17 consecutively. At this stage the data does not necessarily include every attribute
in the system. Instead the building block is started and the in-status and out-status
must be specified at this level. Thus to use this term in the ontology model for
example, the flight reservation is In-Status = Customer, the Out-Status = Passenger,
the hotel booking, the In-Status = Customer, the Out-Status = Dweller, and the car
rental the In-Status = Customer and the Out-Status = Rental. These terms must be
distinguished from each other particularly the out-status. This specifies each skillagent with a unique functionality (services) subsequently the required skills for the
goal achievement does not overlap and the ontology schema for each skill is defined
and recognised independently.
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Figure 5.15: Flight Reservation skill-agent data model.
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Figure 5.16: Hotel Booking skill-agent data model.
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Figure 5.17: Car Rental skill-agent data model.
Identify TAS ontology domain: DMMAS frameworks guide the development of an
ontology based search model for the skill-agent functionality. The primary steps to
achieve this purpose are to identify the ontology domain. Thus the ontology is open
ended and can be defined beyond the scope of application requirements. Identifying
the TAS ontology domain and defining the ontology hierarchal levels must be decided
at this analysis stage.
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To identify the ontology domain follow the steps mentioned in Chapter 4 under
ontology analysis section (page 121) then verify the data-used and data-produced
model with the TAS initial scenario. Therefore the TAS ontology domain is identified
in “travel” domain. Figure 5.18 defines the first step in defining TAS ontology
domain, i.e. ontology scope descriptor. The ontology scope for TAS defines the aim
of the ontology and usage then benefits or how it will use this ontology. This step
establishes a basic foundation for TAS ontology depth or the length of the concepts
tree and identifies if this ontology is part of another definition, in which case, who
will use this ontology definition. Based on these inputs the TAS ontology scope is
developed as in Figure 5.18.

Ontology Scope: Travel Agency System
Aime

To Ontologies Travel Agency System skill-agent functionalities consist of three
skill-agents: Flight reservation, Hotel booking, and Car rental

Sharing
Reusing
Usage

Non

Part of

Non

Other

Non

Description

Beneficiary

Non

Travel domain consist of: Flight reservation, Hotel booking, and Car
rental skill-agents.

Travel Agency System (TAS)

Figure 5.18: TAS ontology scope.

TAS Domain Ontology High-level Diagram: The TAS domain ontology as
represented by Figure 5.19 provides the first step in building the target ontology that
can answer the query about the skill-agent functionality. The strategy to achieve this
goal is to view each skill-agent as a process that has input and output to reflect the
skill-agent internal processing. Following DMMAS methodology each skill-agent
must have both input-statuses (single criteria that represent the input before
processing and output-status (a single criteria in objective form) that represent the
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output-status after processing. The different space between the input and output is
called transition (changes). However, Figure 5.19 depicts the TAS skill-agents (flight,
hotel, and car) with proposed input and output status. There are two important
conditions in defining the input and the output. First, the input must be different from
the output otherwise the process is neutral. Second, there are no two skill-agents with
similar input and output; otherwise both offer the same functionality.

Figure 5.19: Input-status and Output-status within each TAS skill-agent.
Specify TAS domain ontology scope: The domain and scope ontology descriptor as
illustrated in Figure 5.20 is an important component to initially establish the query or
the ontology inference scenario. Specifying the system queries can help determine the
ontology scope. It acknowledges the ontology criteria involved in the skill search to
form the skill-agent team required to achieve the goal. The descriptor informs the
developer if there is an ontology segment that can be used or shared with other
applications. It also guides the ontology development process to work in parallel with
the requirements.
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Figure 5.20: Domain and scope ontology descriptor for TAS.
TAS ontology domain object diagram: According to DMMAS ontology analysis
instructions, every skill-agent in TAS must be associated with one equivalent
ontology domain object. For example the diagram in Figure 5.21 represents the flight
skill-agent ontology object. The circles represent the concepts and the lines describe
the attributes. It is important to clarify in this diagram the data-used and produced.
Thus the data model focuses on defining the process input and output status from the
data analysis perspective where the domain ontology object diagram views the
system’s skill-agent from a transition perspective in order to define the skill-agent
object model and conceptual model to reflect the process in two views; the object
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model: state the subject (domain) the process deal with. The other view is the
transition model: state the change on the input by performing the process, here called
the transition from the input to the output.
The flight reservation presented by Figure 5.21 focuses on the flight-skill agent
ontology object. The ontology object structure consists of flight at the node and
departure and arrival at the sub-node. The flight node represents the object model of
the skill-agent flight reservation. This can be captured from the answer to the question
“what are the attributes of the object flight”. The answer is “flight that has departure
and arrival attributes”. Actually the basic idea is to structure the ontology model on
the skill-agent ontology object model proposed in chapter 4 and the query target
explained earlier. However, the right hand side of the diagram represents the
transition depicted by the reservation on the top of the node and the customer, and
passenger on the sub-node. The data element under each node represents the ontology
primitives that could help in the implementation phase.

Figure 5.21: Flight Reservation skill-agent domain objects diagram.
The skill-agent “HotelBooking” in Figure 5.22 goes through the same analysis
techniques explained earlier. The object model is represented by “Hotel” then defined
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by accommodation and rooms as attributes to acknowledge the hotel concept in the
“Hotel Booking” skill-agent. The transition model is represented by the “Booking”
concept and defined by “Customer” concept which is with the transition becomes
“Dweller” concept.

Figure 5.22: HotelBooking skill-agent domain object diagram.
The skill-agent “Car Rental” Figure 5.23 follows the same analysis techniques. The
object model is represented by “Car” which is defined by vehicle and transport
concepts to acknowledge the car concept for the “Car Rental” skill-agent ontology
model. The transition model is represented by the “Hire” concept and defined by
“Customer” concept which with transition, becomes “Rental” concept.
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Figure 5.23: Car Rental skill-agents domain object diagram.
TAS skill-agents transition status: The last step in the analysis phase is to
summarise the system ontology model in describable form. The skill-agent transition
status is the main component that specifies each skill-agent in the system transition
status. The skill-agent “Flight Reservation” transition status descriptor depicted by
Figure 5.24 reflects the description of the concepts that construct the “Flight
Reservation” skill-agent. The skill-agent transition status descriptor is in readable
format design to help the developer to detect the ontology concepts and classes
straightforward.
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Figure 5.24: Flight Reservation skill-agent transition status.
Figure 5.25 exposes the skill-agent “Hotel Booking” transition status including the
object and transition concepts that construct this skill-agent ontology model.

Figure 5.25: Hotel Booking skill-agent transition status.

Figure 5.26 exposes the skill-agent “Car Booking” transition status including the
object and transition concepts that construct this skill-agent ontology model. The
concept “Customer” in the transition status under the input column has been repeated
in all the three skill-agents transition status descriptors, according to the DMMAS
rules it is not an error because both have different outputs status.
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Figure 5.26: Car Rental skill-agent transition status.
At this stage the system analysis phase has been completed and furnished with all the
artefacts, descriptors, definitions, and models that explain TAS requirements and
specifications necessary to carry the system to the design phase. The DMMAS design
phase is divided into two main steps; i.e. the architecture and the details where the
former is preparing the artwork for the latter.

5.5

TAS Architecture Design

The DMMAS development phases complement each other, and develop the system as
an iterative process. The architecture design will use the analysis phase artefacts and
develop the system (TAS) architecture including the Ontologies model for the three
skill-agents involved in TAS application. In this step, the professional-agent domain
ontology and search mechanism ontology along with the skill-agent functionality
ontology are set up.
The TAS three skill-agents have been specified and in this stage, these skill-agents
need to develop further to extend their internal structures. As has been stated in
Chapter 4, the skill-agent architecture is a high level abstraction and shows the main
components of the skill-agent.
Flight reservation skill-agent state diagram: The flight reservation skill-agent intra
processing design shown in Figure 5.27 depicts the high level main components that
compose TAS flight reservation skill-agent. The purpose of this diagram is to specify
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the flight reservation skill-agent intra processing in order to expand it in the next
phase to become the skill-agent detailed design diagram. DMMAS view the skillagent as a standalone service provider that has a transitional course of action
consisting of input status, set of processes and output status. The effect of the intra
processing transfers the input status to output status. Therefore the skill-agent
functionality is the set of processes that transfer the input to output and this is used to
define the TAS flight skill-agent functionality which DMMAS ontology schema
intends to define.
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Figure 5.27: Flight Reservation skill-agent state diagram.
The state diagram illustrated in Figure 5.27 has been developed using UML activity
diagram with additional triangles graphical notation to represent the input and the
output status. The input status is defined by “customer”, and then when the flight
reservation activities process the reservation request, the output status becomes
“passenger”. Therefore the TAS flight reservation skill-agent functionality is defined
by the transition ability to change the status from “customer” to “passenger”
following these main processes.
Hotel Booking skill-agent state diagram: Figure 5.28 provides a diagrammatical
state for the TAS hotel booking skill-agent. The diagram exposes the flow of the main
process that changes the input status from “customer” to “dweller”.
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Figure 5.28: Hotel Booking skill-agent state diagram.
The hotel booking skill-agent state diagram shown in Figure 5.28 is triggered by the
request of the input status “customer” then the booking specification will access the
user database to update the search for room process. If the accommodation is found
then the payment process is started followed by create booking process. In case the
payment process fails then the booking transaction will go on hold according to the
business rule. The booking code issue and the input status are changed to “dweller”.
Therefore the hotel booking skill-agent functionality can be defined by the transition
ability from “customer” to “dweller”.
Car Rental skill-agent state diagram: Figure 5.29 depicts the TAS car rental skillagent state diagram. The process is initiated by the input status “customer” then this
input is transferred to output status “rental” after passing through a set of processes.
The scenario of car rental skill-agent is similar in concept to the flight reservation and
hotel booking. The difference is that the car rental skill-agent functionality is defined
by the ability of transfer the input from “customer” to “rental”.
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Figure 5.29: Car Rental skill-agent state diagram.
TAS professional agent processes diagram: Figure 5.30 shows TAS professional
agent processes in the case of flight reservation skill-agent as an example. TAS
professional-agent is responsible to execute all the system goals within its domain by
adopting the skill-agents provided in the goal execution plan. DMMAS set the
professional agent as a node of a particular domain for example in TAS case study
there are three skill-agents so the domain is represented by TAS professional-agent.
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Figure 5.30: TAS professional-agent process diagram for flight reservation example.
The TAS professional-agent processes for the flight reservation goal illustrated in
Figure 5.30 consists of three main components. First is the goal execution plan set
previously (see page 208) and converted to a database table, the second component is
the skill-agent adoption model that builds the execution registry and commits the
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skill-agent to the team. The third component is the alternative plan that works as an
option in case the skill-agent is not reachable. The skill-agent adoption model shows
that there is a send and receive request for a maximum of three times to adopt the
flight skill-agent. In case the skill-agent accepts the deal, the flight skill-agent
commitment status will change to “Yes” and the skill-agent Id, name, and location are
loaded in the execution registry. To simplify the professional-agent diagram the flight
reservation goal is used as the template for the hotel booking and car rental which
follow the same processing. The alternative plan is sending a message in case the
flight reservation skill-agent does not respond after three requests. This assumes TAS
is open distributed multi-agent systems and removing or adding skill-agent is
predicted.
TAS skill-agents functionality structure: At this stage it is important to establish
the grounding to the ontology schema. This can be achieved gradually, starting by
determining the ontology context. The ontology context will help to avoid building
costly ontology, because developing ontology is an open ended process where the
ontology classes’ relationship can run into a long continuous chain that could reach
beyond the development purpose. Subsequently it costs time and effort. To set up the
scene around the required ontology for TAS the functionality structure is defined at
this stage.
The skill-agent functionality architecture is defined in three components, i.e. the
identification, information, and functionalities components. The identification and the
information for TAS skill-agents are depicted in Figure 5.31. These components are
designed to help the ontology developer in case there is a predefined ontology or there
are any reuse ontology segments.
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Figure 5.31: TAS skill-agents functionality identification and information
components.

Functionality component: The functionality component is structured in two main
nodes, descriptive and behaviour. Both these nodes are defined in one XML-based
schema regardless of functional representation. The descriptive node details the
functionality from the role perspective (what) and on the other hand the behaviour
node defines the skill-agent functionality from the processing perspective (how).
Generally, the functionality component consists of a list of optional attributes
enabling the developer to decide on the number of attributes usage to define the
functionality. In addition to the functionality component DMMAS identifies the query
for the ontology model to answer. This helps to put a boundary around the required
ontology model and also reconciles the ontology depth with the requirements.
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According to DMMAS instructions, before setting up the ontology queries, the
functionality criteria proposed in DMMAS architecture design phase in Chapter 4
must be defined a priori. This simplifies the query arguments and statements
definition process.
Flight skill-agent functionality component: Figure 5.32 represents the flight
reservation skill-agent functionality description component. The descriptive branch is
defined by a list of single words that describes the functionality in the hierarchy
structure. The descriptive schema structured in a conical hierarchy that started with a
wider related process name then narrows down the description to the unit level. In this
flight reservation skill-agent the process is based on “Reservation” and the aim or the
lowest unit in the reservation is the seat that the skill-agent aims to reserve. Based on
this concept the descriptive branch is developed. The Behaviour branch represents the
flight reservation activity or the process. The terms that explain the rows are identified
using a question refinement process. For example to find the action, one can ask what
the skill-agent tries to do (aim); the answer is to reserve a seat. The action
“ReserveSeat” represents the flight reservation skill-agent functionality transition
state. Generally, the terms used in both branches are finally merged in one ontology
schema that can reason and infer the flight reservation skill-agent main functionality.
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Figure 5.32: Flight Reservation skill-agent functionality component.

Hotel skill-agent functionality component: Figure 5.33 illustrates the Hotel booking
skill-agent functionality description component. The concept used to describe the
hotel booking skill-agent is the same as the techniques presented in Chapter 4. The
constraint of the behaviour branch contain three attributes; Place, From-date, and
Number-of-nights. These attributes are directly correlated to the hotel booking
process and form key elements or critical elements in the booking process. There are
other important elements, for example, payment data, but the aim is to focus on the
booking functionality, not on the entire booking process.
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Figure 5.33: Hotel Booking skill-agent functionality description component.
Car skill-agent functionality component: The car rental skill-agent set up following
the same previous techniques used in flight reservation, and hotel booking. The select
query statement demonstrates the possible query that the ontology model must
answer. The question mark “?” represents the variables of the constraint values.

Figure 5.34: Car Rental skill-agent functionality component.
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The functionality model is an ontology based schema developed to answer queries
related to the skill-agent purpose or services that it can provide (through its
functionality). The functionality model is part of the search model. It interfaces with
the system skill-agent in the form of one unit of process or service provider which has
input, some processing, and output. The functionality model is built using the class
notation proposed in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the implementation language
abstraction is XML-based ontology, and also considers the ontology modelling to
attain implementable model. To demonstrate the ability of DMMAS development
concepts all TAS skill-agents (flight, hotel, and car) in the ontology structure will be
developed at this stage with consideration to the seven steps mentioned in Chapter 4
page 147 under System Architecture Design.
Flight reservation skill-agent functionality ontology model: Figure 5.35 presents
the flight reservation skill-agent functionality ontology in hierarchal classes and
subclasses relationships. This model structured base on the flight reservation skillagent domain object diagram and skill-agent transition status descriptor are explained
on page 188. The flight reservation skill-agent functionality ontology model shows
the classes and the main instance that transfers the skill-agent input status from
“customer” to “passenger”. The flight reservation ontology model defined in “travel”
domain where the car and the hotel skill-agent also share the same domain, so the
final model represents the entire TAS classes’ relationship as one ontology schema.

Figure 5.35: Flight Reservation skill-agent functionality ontology classes diagram.
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The flight reservation ontology model shown in Figure 5.35 depicts the model that
defines two concepts, i.e. the customer and passenger in respect of flight reservation
in the travel domain. The passenger class is related to the reservation class where the
reservation has a flight that has two instances, departure date and arrival date. The
flight class has two classes’ relations, the place and the plane. This relation defined as
flight has a plane which is type of transport and place class. The place class in this
purpose is presented by two instances “place-from” and “place-to” which reflect the
meaning of place for the flight reservation functionality. The customer concept or
class in relation to the passenger class is type; therefore both classes are correlated.
Hotel reservation skill-agent functionality ontology model: Figure 5.36 depicts the
hotel booking skill-agent functionality ontology classes relationships. The ontology
domain and the concepts are similar to the flight reservations but the classes’ structure
set up to reflect hotel as type of accommodation in the travel domain.

Figure 5.36: Hotel Booking skill-agent functionality ontology classes diagram.
The hotel booking defined by booking class generates two instances, i.e. the check-indate and check-out-date and has attribute name “code”. The accommodation class
defined as super class for hotel which has room as subclass. This hierarchal
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relationship defines room as subclass (belong to) hotel and hotel is type of
accommodation and room has class and rate instances. The classes denoted by the
dotted lines to “house”, and “others” are included to improve the schema reading,
however these classes are excluded from ontology implementation.
Car rental skill-agent functionality model: Figure 5.37 presents the car rental skillagent functionality ontology classes’ relationships. The ontology domain and the
concepts are similar to the flight reservations and hotel booking but the classes’ are
structured to reflect car rental as ontology concepts in travel domain.
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Figure 5.37: Car Rental skill-agent functionality structure.
The instances of “make class” and “lease class” are included in the car rental ontology
because these are important constraints for the “car rental” skill-agent. Another
advantage of these instances is that they provide additional options for the ontology
schema reuse. The hirer class is intended to represent the output status and the
customer class represents the input status. Both of these classes are related by “is”
relation. On the other hand the customer class is defined as super class for person but
the hirer class is defined in relation to the lease class which is part of the main
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ontology classes. The lease class has an attribute “number” which provides
information about lease class.
Goal execution model: The goal execution diagram is are unnecessary component
for the TAS case study architecture design because the system goals are dynamic and
the goal execution plan descriptor contains adequate information about the goals
plans. Generally, at this stage all the TAS architecture components have been
specified along with the system descriptors and the ontology building blocks. The
architecture design artefacts are ready for further development to construct the TAS
details design that will be carried out in the next section.

5.6

TAS Detailed Design

The detailed design phase uses the artefacts provided by the previous phases then
develops the detailed specification for each component in the required system. This
detailed design will describe the system interactions, interfaces, system functions, and
ontology details design model to serve the system implementation phase. The first
step in DMMAS detailed design is to set the skill-agent internal processing details. To
perform this task, the skill-agent architecture presented in the architecture design
phase will be expended further to expose all the components details.
Flight reservation skill-agent internal structure: All skill-agents have the same
structure and concept but realise different functionality. Figure 5.38 depicts the flight
reservation skill-agent classes and databases and the internal system messages.
DMMAS deal with the skill-agent as high abstractions to give more space for
decentralisation design and development. In addition it allows multi different
structure agents to join the systems provided that it has the main components
(request/reject, alternative plan, and execution plan) and Ontologies their functionality
as per DMMAS standards. However, the external entities shown in Figure 5.38
indicate that this component is not designed in this step but it interacts with this skillagent.
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Figure 5.38: Flight reservation skill-agent detailed design.
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Figure 5.39: Hotel booking skill-agent detailed design.
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Figure 5.40: Car rental skill-agent detailed design.
TAS professional-agent detailed design: There is only one professional-agent in the
TAS application. Therefore the architecture of TAS professional-agent does not
include a search model for professional-agent. Figure 5.41 illustrates the TAS
professional-agent detailed design. The skill-agents are shown by the hexagon
notation abstraction and interact with the professional-agent through request and
reject components. This deals with the skill-agent as an autonomous entity and
provides the system with maximum flexibility. Figure 5.41 presents TAS
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professional-agent main components and shows that there is a loop for the request
while building up the required skill-agent team based on the skill-agent identification,
name and location (address) because the system is built on the assumption that it
interacts with skill-agents in the distribution environment.

Figure 5.41: Professional agent detailed design diagram.
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TAS goal execution plan: To improve the development guidelines the execution plan
schema presented in the design architecture phase needs to be supported by a
graphical diagram for clarification on the processing orders. Since the three skillagents will follow the same processing flow the diagram in Figure 5.42 depicts TAS
goals execution plan as a general diagram for all TAS goals. The goal execution plan
diagram (Figure 5.42), extends the “Execute the goal plan” task defined in the
professional-agent diagram (Figure 5.41).

Figure 5.42: TAS Goals execution plan detailed design.
The dash line around the TAS professional-agent indicates that its external entity is
outside this execution plan diagram context. The “create execution registry” task will
build the execution attributes that form the entire plan where the execution records
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hold all the attributes related to the plan and refer to the execution plan descriptor
architecture design phase.
TAS flight goal XML-Schema structure diagram: The main purpose for the goal
XML schema diagram is to agree on the goal elements design to simplify the
implementation process. In Chapter 4 DMMAS proposed an adjustable goal XMLschema that can be modified to mirror the goal and its constraints. The diagram
represented in Figure 5.43 demonstrates the basic XML elements for TAS flight goal.
The elements represent the flight goal main constraints. There are other constraints
can be also introduced for example the departure time or the arrival time, but
according to the design assumption these constraint are optional. It is important to
remember that this schema is to represent the goal and it is different from the previous
schema which represents the skill functionality. Appendix A defines the TAS goals
schema in XML document.

Figure 5.43: XML Schema for flight goal.
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Figure 5.44: XML Schema for Hotel goal.
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Figure 5.45: XML schema for Car goal.

The SQL statements defined below are structured to retrieve the TAS goals execution
information for each skill-agent in the system including: goal identification, goal
name, the system that the goal belongs to, the execution team, the sequence
identification and the goal priority. These data will be used by the professional-agent
to execute the goal selected by the user. Therefore at every goal in the system there is
one SQL statement to retrieves its execution data. For example, the TAS has seven
goals, below are seven SQL statements in equivalent to each goal:

SELECT

SystemGoals.GoalID,
Goal.GoalName,
SystemGoals.TeamId,
Team.*,
SystemGoals.SequenceId,
Sequence.*,
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SystemGoals.PriorityId,
Priority.*
FROM (((SystemGoals
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN

Team
Priority
Sequence
Goal

ON
ON
ON
ON

SystemGoals.TeamId
SystemGoals.PriorityId
SystemGoals.SequenceId
SystemGoals.GoalID

= Team.TeamId)
= Priority.PriorityId)
= Sequence.SequenceId)
= Goal.GoalId

WHERE SystemGoals.GoalID
LIKE "GLFLHT";
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT
SystemGoals.GoalID,
Goal.GoalName,
SystemGoals.TeamId,
Team.*,
SystemGoals.SequenceId,
Sequence.*,
SystemGoals.PriorityId,
Priority.*
FROM (((SystemGoals
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN

Team
Priority
Sequence
Goal

ON
ON
ON
ON

SystemGoals.TeamId
SystemGoals.PriorityId
SystemGoals.SequenceId
SystemGoals.GoalID

= Team.TeamId)
= Priority.PriorityId)
= Sequence.SequenceId)
= Goal.GoalId

WHERE SystemGoals.GoalID
LIKE "GLHOTL";
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT
SystemGoals.GoalID,
Goal.GoalName,
SystemGoals.TeamId,
Team.*,
SystemGoals.SequenceId,
Sequence.*,
SystemGoals.PriorityId,
Priority.*
FROM (((SystemGoals
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN

Team
Priority
Sequence
Goal

ON
ON
ON
ON

SystemGoals.TeamId
SystemGoals.PriorityId
SystemGoals.SequenceId
SystemGoals.GoalID

= Team.TeamId)
= Priority.PriorityId)
= Sequence.SequenceId)
= Goal.GoalId

WHERE SystemGoals.GoalID
LIKE "GLCAR";
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT
SystemGoals.GoalID,
Goal.GoalName,
SystemGoals.TeamId,
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Team.*,
SystemGoals.SequenceId,
Sequence.*,
SystemGoals.PriorityId,
Priority.*
FROM (((SystemGoals
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN

Team
Priority
Sequence
Goal

ON
ON
ON
ON

SystemGoals.TeamId
SystemGoals.PriorityId
SystemGoals.SequenceId
SystemGoals.GoalID

= Team.TeamId)
= Priority.PriorityId)
= Sequence.SequenceId)
= Goal.GoalId

WHERE SystemGoals.GoalID
LIKE "GLFLHT" OR
SystemGoals.GoalID
LIKE "GLHOTL";
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT
SystemGoals.GoalID,
Goal.GoalName,
SystemGoals.TeamId,
Team.*,
SystemGoals.SequenceId,
Sequence.*,
SystemGoals.PriorityId,
Priority.*
FROM (((SystemGoals
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN

Team
Priority
Sequence
Goal

ON
ON
ON
ON

SystemGoals.TeamId
SystemGoals.PriorityId
SystemGoals.SequenceId
SystemGoals.GoalID

= Team.TeamId)
= Priority.PriorityId)
= Sequence.SequenceId)
= Goal.GoalId

WHERE SystemGoals.GoalID
LIKE "GLFLHT" OR
SystemGoals.GoalID
LIKE "GLCAR";
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT
SystemGoals.GoalID,
Goal.GoalName,
SystemGoals.TeamId,
Team.*,
SystemGoals.SequenceId,
Sequence.*,
SystemGoals.PriorityId,
Priority.*
FROM (((SystemGoals
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN

Team
Priority
Sequence
Goal

ON
ON
ON
ON
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SystemGoals.TeamId
SystemGoals.PriorityId
SystemGoals.SequenceId
SystemGoals.GoalID

= Team.TeamId)
= Priority.PriorityId)
= Sequence.SequenceId)
= Goal.GoalId

WHERE SystemGoals.GoalID
LIKE " GLHOTL" OR
SystemGoals.GoalID
LIKE "GLCAR";
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SELECT
SystemGoals.GoalID,
Goal.GoalName,
SystemGoals.TeamId,
Team.*,
SystemGoals.SequenceId,
Sequence.*,
SystemGoals.PriorityId,
Priority.*
FROM (((SystemGoals
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN
INNER JOIN

Team
Priority
Sequence
Goal

WHERE SystemGoals.GoalID
SystemGoals.GoalID
SystemGoals.GoalID

ON
ON
ON
ON

SystemGoals.TeamId
SystemGoals.PriorityId
SystemGoals.SequenceId
SystemGoals.GoalID

LIKE "GLFLHT"
LIKE "GLHOTL"
LIKE "GLCAR";

=
=
=
=

Team.TeamId)
Priority.PriorityId)
Sequence.SequenceId)
Goal.GoalId

OR
OR

Figure 5.46 depicts the database relationship between the skill-agent identifications
data and the skill-agent transition states. This database relationship represents the
functionality of the skill-agent in terms of input and output status, therefore it can be
used as part of the skill-agent identification but from functionality definition.

Figure 5.46: Skill-agent and transition status database relationship.
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Figure 5.47 illustrate the database relationship between TAS skill-agents and the
execution plan for each goal in the system including the alternative plans and the
transition status. The database integrate the TAS entire components and their
professional-agent to provide a main plan for the goal execution based on the selected
skill-agents that identified through the ontology search based.

Figure 5.47: TAS goals, priority, sequence, and team database.
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System interaction diagram: The last step in the detailed design is to set up the
system interaction diagrams. The interaction diagram is to reveal the multi-agent
systems main components interaction messages and related conditions. DMMAS
interaction diagrams follow AUML standard with minor additional modifications. The
AUML have a set of tailor made notations to the software agent concept (appendix D
explains AUML notation and syntax). In contrast to the object-oriented system, the
multi-agent systems and from DMMAS point of view the AUML syntaxes, is not for
the intra component interaction but instead, the UML can be used for this level of
design. However, the interaction diagram presented in Figure 5.46 plots the messages
between the user, the professional-agent TAS, the flight skill-agent flight reservation,
and the execution plan component. For the actors representation DMMAS use the
same proposed notation to maintain the consistency in the modelling. For example,
TAS professional-agent, and the flight reservation skill-agent are both presented using
their notations. Another changes applied by DMMAS interactive diagram is not to use
the rectangular boxes, but instead to use the operation fork lines only.

Figure 5.48: Interaction diagram for flight reservation skill-agent.
Both the Hotel booking skill-agent and the Car rent skill-agent are identical to the
Flight reservation interaction scenario. The only change is the skill-agent and the goal.
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It is also unnecessary to print the combination’s goals because they can be driven
from the individual goals. Figure 5.47 depicts the Hotel booking skill-agent and below
Figure 5.48 plots the Car rental skill-agent.

Figure 5.49: Interaction diagram for hotel reservation skill-agent.

Figure 5.50: Interaction diagram for car rental skill-agent.
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Figure 5.51: Interaction diagram for TAS professional-agent and functionality search.
At this stage of the DMMAS development methodology, all the necessary TAS
analysis and design artefacts have been modelled. Some design artefacts are detailed
up to implementation phase, for example the goal SQL sentences, the goal execution
plan database relationships and the goal execution schema. This because these models
must be verified before further details are included. These system plans are the basic
core models in the system development and system runtime therefore it is essential to
acknowledge the modelling process prior to the implementation phase. For these
reasons, DMMAS enforce an overlapping slot between the detailed design and the
system implementation.
Select code for TAS skill-agents functionality: This step demonstrates some
selected implementation code for TAS skill-agents functionality. The selected XML
codes listed in Figure 5.50 and an example for skill-agents (Flight, Hotel, Car)
functionality definition which is divided into descriptive and behaviour as per the
functionality components set up in the DMMAS design phase. Each functionality
node is defined by the same tags’ description and attributes to form a standard
definition. This XML code will be translated using XML-Schema to set in a document
description, then developed further to meet the skill-agent functionality ontology
definitions. The functionality definition, the search, and the skill selection are the core
components that facilitate DMMAS unique approach overall the existing agent-based
development methodologies.
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Figure 5.52: XML selected code for TAS Skill-agent functionality.
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5.7

Summary

This chapter demonstrates DMMAS deployment on the Travel Agency System (TAS)
case study. This practical example provides proof of concept of DMMAS and its
potential for developing open cooperative multi-agent systems that operate in
distributed heterogeneous computational environments. The TAS case study with
three subsystem architectures is situated in distribution environment and characterised
by rich coordination constraints that interface with DMMAS design and development
multi-agent systems. Throughout, the DMMAS development lifecycle (requirement
analysis, specification analysis, architecture design, and detailed design) was able to
deliver TAS internal structure and its component details forming open cooperative
multi-agent systems.
This chapter also examines the DMMAS unique approach in incorporating an
ontology approach for defining skill-agent functionality, system goals and problem
domain knowledge.

Incorporating ontology engineering into the DMMAS

development process was attempted successfully the new diagrams and graphical
notations introduced for this purpose. This chapter sets out the experimental DMMAS
development approach and processes, then concludes that DMMAS is able to deliver
TAS into the proposed multi-agent systems architecture. The results are presented and
further evaluation and assessment of DMMAS discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter 6 Evaluation and Assessment
6.1 Introduction
This chapter evaluates DMMAS with respect to analysis and design processes from
technical and modelling perspectives. The technical perspective includes process and
technique related criteria. The modelling perspective includes model related and
supportive features criteria. This evaluation perspective is organised, based on agents
development methodologies evaluation framework (AMEF) proposed by Seller and
Giorgini (2005). AMEF evaluation criteria are formed out of identifying and
integrating various analysis features of several methodologies evaluation frameworks.
To reinforce the evaluation framework additional tabulated comparison criteria are
added to expose DMMAS modelling support, modelling strength and weaknesses,
application domains, and usability using diagrams and notations. These tabulated
criteria are proposed by (Alhashel et al., 2007, Luck et al., 2004). The chapter lists
criteria using graphical means to assess the direction of the methodology in relation to
the MaS typology based on whether it is independent or cooperative.
Since these measurements are qualitative, the benchmarking test bed method is an
efficient instrument to apply. In this regard DMMAS is compared with the closest five
existing MaS methodologies (Gaia, Tropos, Prometheus, PASSI, and MaSE). The
second part of this chapter discusses the research limitations and the possible future
enhancements to improve DMMAS performance.

6.2 The Evaluation Framework
The structure shown in Figure 6.1 highlights the major components of the evaluation
framework. Every component targets particular assessment criteria and is
accomplished by a dedicated criterion that relates to the assessment aim. The
evaluation framework has been selected for its comprehensive test and accuracy
measurements along with robustness and clarity. In addition, the AMEF has been
tested and implemented on a large number of development methodologies for
example “Comparison of Ten AOM” Quynh and Low (2005). The feature analysis
framework was formed by identifying and integrating the evaluation criteria from
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various feature analysis frameworks, including those for assessing conventional
systems development methodologies represented in Hederson-Sellers and Giorgini
(2005).

Figure 6.1: Structure of the evaluation framework.
The four major components of AMEF are:Process-Related Criteria: evaluating DMMAS in comparison to the existing multiagent systems development methodologies focusing on the processes involved in each
phase.
Technique-Related Criteria: These criteria for assessing the methodology
techniques to perform development steps and/or to produce models and notational
components.
Model-Related Criteria: test the potentiality and characteristics of the methodology
models and notational components.
Supportive-Feature Criteria: examining a set of attributes of high-level
methodology capabilities.

6.2.1 Process Related Criteria
The process related criteria are complemented by three modelling qualities; the
applicability of the methodology, the steps involved in the development process, and
the methodology approach. To construct a measurement scale, each modelling quality
was translated into a range of criteria within its assessment properties. Table 6.1
presents the process related criteria and the assessment values for modelling quality:Development lifecycle: Classified the development methodology building strategy or
approach, for example waterfall, iterative, spiral.
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Coverage of the lifecycle: Determine the coverage range of the development process
in relation to the software development lifecycle phases.
Development perspective: The development strategy that followed, for example topdown, bottom-up, or hybrid.
Application domain: In AOSE as yet there is no common application domain
methodology. However, this criterion specifies the class of the application domain
that the methodology can build for example, robotics, business, and knowledge.
Size of MAS: Multi-agent systems are subject to a limited number of agents that can
be managed and controlled.
Agent nature: Agent has a multiplicity of natures for example, heterogeneous,
homogeneous, mobility. These criteria define the agent nature that the development
methodologies generate.
Support for validation and verification: Is the methodology phases or sub-phases
containing a validation or verification to maintain the design consistency.
Steps in the development process: the tasks and activities involved in the modelling
process.
Ease of understanding the process steps: The level of understanding of the
methodology steps and graphical support.
Usability: The extent of the consistency in the methodology steps, graphical
diagrams, and key notations, that enable the developer to function smoothly and get
familiar with its development processes.
Refinability: To what level the development process gradually and in clear hierarchal
paths builds and constructs the required application.
Approach towards MaS development: defines the approach that the methodology is
based on. For example (a) Object Oriented, knowledge engineering, or native agentbased. (b) Approach towards using “role” in MaS development, for example does the
methodology deploy the concept of “role” in the MaS analysis and design practice. If
yes, then what is the approach followed to identify the roles? There are three main
approaches for roles representation - goal-oriented, behaviour-oriented, and
organisation-oriented. However, DMMAS deploys a combination of organisational
and goal-oriented roles representations.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of Process-related criteria.
Table 6.1 highlight the DMMAS process-related criteria, and it also compares
DMMAS with five existing multi-agent systems development methodologies. The
comparison results reveal that there are new process-related approaches in the
analysis and design of DMMAS as listed. Mainly, the agent nature criteria where
DMMAS deal with independent autonomous agent and the others are dedicated to
heterogeneity or belief-decide-intention (BDI) agent structure. DMMAS is not
concerned with the agent intra structure, instead it deals with the application domain
to create a cooperative environment regardless of the agent intra structure. Creating
agents cooperative environment is the core of MaS concept where the existing
methodologies instead are concerned with independent agent development.
Modelling agents using the “role” approach whereas in the conventional agent-based
development strategy the role is represented by an agent. This trend is followed by
most of the existing methodologies explicitly or implicitly. For example, Gaia,
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Prometheus (in grouping of functionality), Tropos (merging role and position),
PASSI, and MaSE which built on the assumption that the system goals will be
satisfied if each goal maps to a role, and every role is played by at least one agent
class (Hederson-Sellers and Giorgini, 2005). But DMMAS underlying system design
is not role based instead it dealing with an agent as a unit of abstract. In DMMAS the
system is dynamic organisational structure that defines agent as a coherent service
unit to satisfy a sub-goal or a goal in the system. This approach emphasises agent
independency consequently an agent is not necessarily to be developed locally or
deployed locally, or follow the DMMAS development methodology. The only
condition is that the agent functionality (for services) must be defined and identified
in the functionality ontology component, and must be prepared with the Accept/Reject
component. Generally, this approach works as a standardization to incorporate
heterogeneous agents to operate in distributed environment.

6.2.2 Technique-Related Criteria
Technique-Related criteria are divided to two parts. This first part is organised to
formulate a measurement for the methodology’s usability and availability. The criteria
extended to examine the methodology deployment steps including graphical diagrams
and formed notation. The technique related criteria originated with two refinement
questions: What are the techniques used to perform each step? What are the
techniques used to develop each graphical diagram and notation used? On the other
hand, for the usability assessment the test focuses on the extent of ease of use in the
context of:
•

understanding the techniques (it reflects how the techniques easy to
understand),

•

ability to follow the techniques,

•

whether there are examples to illustrate the techniques and simplify the
modelling process.

Tables 6.2 and 6.3 are complementary and present the evaluation framework for
DMMAS. The criteria in both tables are prepared to stress the methodology usability
and availability in individual forms.
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The ease of understanding and usability of the methodology’s steps are ranked as
High “H”, Medium “M”, or Low “L”. The Inputs/Output columns specify the
methodology supported steps either input or output or both, consecutively donated as
“I, or O, or B”. Finally, the usability of the techniques are summarised in Table 6.3 to
provide equivalency comparisons. In Table 6.2 and Table 6.3, the first column list a
set of criteria that serve as an assessment checklist and the first top row presents the
techniques, steps, and usability attributes measure. These steps are not necessarily
performed by the methodology or it may not perform then directly or in some cases
the step is performed implicitly or is stretched over a number of processes.

Show goals dependencies
among stakeholders and
system in system context
diagram, Why and How
refinement as object and
assignment

H

H

Y

Perform goal scenario
from the system scenario

MAS is Goal oriented not
case oriented. Compiling
each goal and perform
Goal discriptor

H

H

Y

From system goals and
subgoals, derive the
system skill-agent

Develop the skill-agent
descriptor by answering
the descriptor template

H

H

Y

modelling

In early requirements,
identify goals, subgoals,
using refinement
techniques focusing on
how and why.

step

Examples

Techniques for

Techniques for

Inputs

Usability

B

Ease of
understanding

System goals
diagram,
Goal
refinement
diagram

Outputs?

Steps

Models/
Notational
components?

Supported?

DMMAS

Identify system goal

Yes

Specify use cases scenario

No

Instead using
goal and
stakeholder

Identify roles

No

DMMAS is
Skill oriented
not Role
base

Identify system task/
behaviour

Yes

Goal
Execution
Plan

B

Developing a database
for every goal in the
system

Developing goal
execution plan database
schema derived from
Goal descriptor

H

H

Y

Professionalagent and
skill-agent

B

Using professional-agent
architecture diagram and
defining the skill-agents
involved in the domain

Professional-agent domain
diagram along with the
professional-agent
architecture diagram

H

H

Y

B

Defining Skill-agents that Each Professional-agent
diagram represent one
involves in the system
reflect the system domain complete system domain

H

H

Y

B

Ontologies the skill-agent
functionality, and using
Goal SQL statement
structure to search

Skill-agents functionality
descriptor, and
functionality model
Ontology domain model

H

H

Y

B

Capturing the accept and
reject interaction scenario
between professionalagent and skill-agent

AUML (agent UML)
techniques and standard

H

H

Y

B

No predefine agent
communication language

Treated as True or Fails
or Accept or Reject

H

H

Y

Professional-agent has
predefine architecture,
the skill-agent treated as
independent architecture

DMMAS Professionalagent architecture,
Accept and reject model
used as interface the
skill-agent

H

H

Y

Yes

Identify agent classes

Model domain
conceptualization

Yes

Specify acquaintances
between agent classes

Yes

Define interaction protocols

Yes

Define contain of exchanged
messages

No

Skill-agents,
Functionality

Replace by
Ontology
modelling

B

B

AUML

Specify agent architecture

Yes

AUML
Skill-agent
Architecture /
Professionalagent
Architecture

B

Table 6.2: Evaluation of DMMAS Steps and Techniques.
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The DMMAS early requirement process deploys the stakeholder goal and sub-goal
scenario to capture and build the multi-agent systems goals. Thus the DMMAS is goal
oriented, subsequently the UML use-case is reshaped to deliver goal-case. The idea
continues in the role model deployed by all the existing MaS methodologies. The
DMMAS proposed a new concept namely skill (services) represented by the skillagent which replaces the role model. DMMAS introduces the skill-agent to build a
loosely coupling open system that can stand as an independent unit by itself and can
be invited for goal achievement. The role as designed in Tropos, Gaia, and MaSE is
interconnected and must be designed locally. This technique results in designing close
agent systems. It is obvious in this assessment schema that DMMAS contains these
steps but utilises different original techniques.

Table 6.3: Evaluation of DMMAS steps and Techniques.
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In equivalent steps in both tables, DMMAS is not performing all of these steps
because it has its own unique development approach and design techniques. DMMAS
follows a unique approach that models MaS as a cooperative system facilitated by
dynamic team formation process. In such situation the agent class techniques as
appears at the end of Table 6.3 is irrelevant because it focuses on object-oriented
software development techniques rather than traditional AOSE design methodology.
It is important to note that DMMAS pursues a new approach and introduces new
abstractions subsequently requiring special measurement criteria equivalent to these
new abstractions which are not available within the other methodologies. For this
reason the framework original criteria have been extended to stress the DMMAS
technical steps with the intention to avoid the unique individual features and emphasis
on the generalisations as possible.

6.2.3 Model-Related Criteria
The second part of Model-Related Criteria is the steps and usability of techniques that
are depicted in Table 6.3. The table criteria cover all the usability techniques that are
used in each methodology. It is not possible to give the rows of the Model-Related
criteria table direct values because each methodology has its own approach and could
not contain or share every step with the other methodologies. However, the criteria
listed in Table 6.4 contain the most common dominator between the methodologies
modelling. The ordinal scale (high “H”, medium “M”, and low “L”) is used to assign
the values and if the methodology does not support the criteria it takes a not
applicable “N” value or is replaced by “R” in case there is alternative usability
technique.
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Gaia

Tropos

Prometheus

PASSI

MaSE

DMMAS

Existing Methodologies

Identify the system goals

N

H

H

N

H

H

Identify system tasks/behaviour

M

H

H

H

H

H

Specify use case scenarios

N

N

H

H

H

R

Identify roles

H

N

N

H

H

R

Identify agent clasess

H

H

H

M

H

H

Model domain conceptualization

N

N

N

M

N

H

Specify acquaintances between agent
classes

M

M

H

H

H

N

Define interaction protocol

H

N

H

H

H

H

Define content of exchange messages

N

N

L

H

H

N

Specify agent architecture

N

H

H

H

M

Y

Define agent mental attitudes (e.g.
capabilities, services, contracts)

N

H

H

M

N

N

Define agent behavioural interface (e.g.
capabilities, services, contract)

H

N

H

H

N

N

Specify system architecture (overview of all
components and their connections

N

N

H

H

N

Y

Specify organisational structure/control
regime/inter-agent social relationships

H

H

N

N

N

H

Model MAS environment (e.g. resources,
facilities, characteristics)

M

H

M

N

N

H

Specify agent-environment interaction
mechanism

N

N

H

N

N

H

Specify agent inheritance and aggregation

H

N

N

N

N

N

Instantiate agent classes

M

N

L

N

H

N

Specify agent instances deployment

N

N

N

L

H

H

Criteria

N = Not applicable
H = High
M = Medium
L = Low
R = Replaced by

Table 6.4: Comparison regarding steps and usability of techniques.
The results reflect some positive indications for the usability techniques of DMMAS.
The use case scenarios identify roles taking “R” values, thus DMMAS replaces these
techniques by the goal scenario at an early stage. Furthermore, DMMAS replaces the
roles component with the skill-agents component. As has been stated earlier,
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DMMAS is goal oriented in its analysis and design and dynamic organisational in its
structure, so the use case scenario is not an option in this modelling direction. Table
6.3 reflects the high value assigned for the use of organisational structure employed in
DMMAS. Overall, the DMMAS usability techniques within the criteria and value
presented in Table 6.4 provide some advantage in usability and availability.

6.2.4 Supportive-Feature Criteria
The criteria presented in Table 6.5 reflect the multi-agent system analysis and design
features (concepts) that presume any MaS methodology must provide a level of
support to those features and their modelling. Again, because of different and
multiplicity development approaches employed by each development approach it is
not necessary to fulfil all the features. However, the assigned values are illustrated in
Table 6.5 and the criteria are clear and straightforward.
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Table 6.5: Comparison regarding model related criteria.

The assigned value in Table 6.5 show a high score for completeness and
expressiveness criteria for all the methodologies including DMMAS which have
quality documentation support in this thesis. In addition, DMMAS’s phases include a
coherent number of steps complementing each other to gradually developing the
required system. The “replace by” value assigned to “model derivation” criterion
indicate to that it is not applicable to DMMAS but replaced by other criterion in the
list.
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Despite DMMAS’s different development approach there is complete support for
abstraction, autonomy, adaptability, and cooperative behaviour. These concepts form
core of DMMAS. On the other hand concepts like inferential capability, reactivity,
deliberative behaviour, and personality are not within DMMAS modelling techniques.
There are an important clarification to the existing methodologies (Gaia, Tropos,
Prometheus, PASSI and MaSE) assigned values “Yes” for the criteria; autonomy,
cooperative behaviour, and communication ability. These criteria assessed these
methodologies from a perspective of developing independent close MAS. On the
other hand if the criteria are defined to evaluate DMMAS approach then there will be
unbalanced comparisons, because the existing methodologies follow different design
approach than DMMAS. For example, criteria (inferential capability, reactivity,
deliberative behaviour, and personality) are not useful to evaluate DMMAS but they
are useful to the rest.

6.3 Comparison of Concepts
The list of concepts depicted in Table 6.6 comprises the most appropriate concepts
related to the agent-oriented software engineering field. Any MaS development
methodology must cover some of these concepts directly or indirectly. The purpose of
this evaluating is to understand the degree of maturity of the methodology by
counting the number of native agent-oriented concepts covered by each methodology.
The assigned values in the table are descriptive thus the criterion reflects the
component name or the model that is capturing or representing the concept. It is
difficult to evaluate each criterion for each methodology because these methodologies
entailed a different set of measurement criteria that matches with its application
domain and the type of agent architecture it designs. Based on this fact the value “not
specified” indicates to either the concept is not present or is impeded within the
modelling components.
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Existing Methodologies
Criteria

Gaia

Tropos

Prometheus

Actor diagram,
Rational diagram

Goal diagram

PASSI

MaSE

DMMAS

Goal hierarchy
diagram

System goal
diagram

Extended role
diagram

Execution plan
descriptor,

Use case
diagram

User goal model

Agent society
model

Role diagram

Goal discriptor

Agent society
model

Not specified

System
requirement
model

Not specified

Not specified

Agent society
model

Agent class
diagram

BDI archetecture

Agent overview
diagram

Agent
implementation
model

Agent class
diagram

Professional, skill
agents diagram

Interaction model

Sequence
diagram

Interaction
protocols

Agent society
model

Communication
class diagram

AUML

System
architecture

Not specified

Not specified

System overview
diagram

Agent
implementation
model

Not specified

Organisational
structure/interagent social
relationship

Organisational
structure model

Non-functional
requirements
framework

Not specified

Not specified

Agent class
descriptor

System goal

Not specified

System task/
behaviour

Role model

Use case
scenario

Not specified

Not specified

Use case
descriptor

Role model

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Domain
conceptualisation

Not specified

Not specified

Not specified

Agent goal/task

Not specified

Actor diagram

Not specified

Agent-role
assignment

Agent model

Not specified

Agent
architecture

Not specified

Interaction
protocol

Actor diagram
Rational
diagram

Functionality
descriptor

System
requirement
model
System
requirement
model

Skill-agent
functionality,
descriptor,
diagram
Goal Skill-agent
diagram

Skill-agent
diagram

Organisational
architecture
model

Ontology based

Agent-Autonomy

Skill-agent
ontology domain
model

Ontology model

Complete
development
lifecycle

Table 6.6: Comparison regarding concepts.
The DMMAS column reveals the name of the component or the model that capture
the standard criteria listed in the first column. In comparison, the DMMAS includes
new concepts; professional-agent, skill-agent, ontology (functionality), and goal
execution plan. DMMAS also encompass goal model, and UML interaction protocols.
There is a clear focus on building MaS in emerging organisational structure
dynamically (at runtime) which provides a main advantage to DMMAS. Another
advantage for DMMAS is that the concept; agent-autonomy is highly supported by
the ontology functionality model which is a unique approach. The dotted line mapped
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these two concepts directly to DMMAS because the other methodologies do not
employ these concepts. In general, this evaluation schema indicates to the advantage
in DMMAS development approach in introducing new concepts for MaS analysis and
design.
Performance Measure: The performance measure is to reflect the quality of the
methodology from the support and software tool support. The performance criteria
measure the extent of supports provided by the methodology in term of helping and
guiding the developer to achieve the design process. In fact, this criterion is a type of
development quality measurement. Table 6.7 facilitates the purpose of performance
evaluation by the nine most important criteria covering the MaS performance. The
assigned values follow the binary scale “Yes” or “No”. The word “partially” is also
used to weigh the values in between.
Existing Methodologies
Criteria

Gaia

Software development tools
support

Tropos

DMMAS

Prometheus

PASSI

MaSE

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Dynamic structure

No

No

No

Yes

Partially

Yes

Agility and robustness

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Support for conventional
objects

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Support for mobile agent

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Support for ontology
development

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Support for agent autonomy

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Support emergent system

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Open system

Table 6.7: Comparison regarding supportive related criteria.
The DMMAS column shows that the software development tool is not supported. The
research scheduled this facility into the future work. At this stage the software
development tools for DMMAS are beyond the focus of this research. The support for
conventional object criteria is not supported by DMMAS because it is a native agentoriented concept. For further explanation, the next section discusses the importance of
an agent-based system being facilitated by tailor made tools and techniques that can
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map its abstraction. Finally, the agent mobility is not supported by DMMAS. In fact
agent mobility is type of an agent system approach where DMMAS is the focus of the
dynamic integration in organisational structure. The others performance criteria show
the potentiality of DMMAS supports in terms of ontology, autonomy and emergent
system.

6.4 DMMAS Strengths and Limitations
DMMAS provides guidelines starting from the system early requirements through
detailed designs for building cooperative multi-agent systems that function in open,
distributed, heterogeneous environment applications. The key element of DMMAS is
the ability to dynamically (at runtime) crate a team of agents to achieve the user goal.
The modelling principles of DMMAS formed around organisational system structure
consist of professional-agents situated on the node adopting the required skill-agents
that are situated on the leaf. This approach is unique in the field of the MaS software
engineering and accountable to this research.
DMMAS employed an ontology approach to model the skill-agents functionality then
inferred this ontology model to find the appropriate skills for achieving the goal. This
technique is innovative in the MaS design in addition; it provides substantial system
flexibility to the agent to act autonomously.
PASSI, MaSE, Tropos, and modified version of Prometheus have used ontology for
agent communication models to share the domain knowledge as part of KIF, or
KQML ontology base communication language. At the same time none describe how
to develop the ontology domain in these methodologies. The DMMAS use the
ontology to define the skill-agent and the goal functionality with full support on how
to model this ontology starting from the early requirements to the detailed design, in
parallel with the system development lifecycle facilitated by a new techniques and
notation.
Based on the research experiment explained in Chapter 3 and Alhashel (2007),
methodologies like Gaia, MaSE, and PASSI are difficult to map their detailed design
into implementation. The final artefacts float between the design and implementation.
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In addition only Tropos covers the software engineering development lifecycle as it
appears in Figure 6.2 as in Bresciani et al. (2004).

Figure 6.2: Comparison between DMMAS and rival development methodologies on
software life cycle completeness.

In the case of DMMAS and as described in Chapter 5 the detailed design maps
smoothly into the implementation process. The most important software engineering
phases are the analysis and design. DMMAS covers the development phases and
provides a full documentation to guide the software developer to build the system.
The last strength of DMMAS is that it does not guide the system to follow any agent
architecture in the lower levels of the DMMAS architecture (skill-agents levels).
There are no restrictions on which type of agents can be included in the system since
it is defined in the ontology model. DMMAS is supported by an innovative dynamic
organisation architecture which helps the developer decided where and when to
deploy DMMAS.
Finally, DMMAS is configured based on multi-agent systems open cooperative
concepts and facilitated with AUML interaction diagrams and the FIPA standard.
DMMAS approach entirely focuses on the MaS abstraction and constraints. This
originality improves the MaS analysis and design practice and delivers standard
abstraction.
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Table 6.8: Measurement scale for assessing multi-agent systems type.

Table 6.8 sets out the translation criteria for multi-agent system typology and
classification. The criteria are scaled according to the importance of modelling within
each methodology in relation to the multi-agent system classification.
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Figure 6.3: Graph classification of development methodologies.
The criteria are identified as qualities and components of multi-agent systems which
use existing methodologies design inside one system boundary or close MAS. Figure
6.3 illustrates these criteria in a graph and indicates DMMAS design approach toward
cooperative MaS. The graph provides a clear comparison between the existing MaS
methodology approaches and the DMMAS development approach. The deliberative
type appears on the top of the scale beyond the research scope and it relates to the
agents cooperation based on deliberative behaviour and shared or mutual
understanding between the software agents.

Weaknesses: While DMMAS provides significant advantages for building
cooperative multi-agent systems, it is not without weaknesses. The goal execution
plan in DMMAS is complicated to develop for each goal. In addition the execution
plan is predefined component developed using the goal plan descriptor and the goal
execution diagram. This means for any additional goal the execution plan must be
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modified and reloaded. However, it could be very practical if the goal execution plan
is standardised and automated.

The DMMAS accept/reject component that establishes communication between the
professional-agent and the skill-agent can be enhanced if the professional-agent
broadcasts its required skills (as invitation) to all/any skill-agents. The agent
communication languages, for example KIF, KQML, or ACL, could be deployed to
facilitate the invitation modelling. This design trend will provide additional flexibility
to the system.
In an open, distributed, scalable system, the skill-agents could be replicated in terms
of similar skills operated in the same system environment. In such cases conflict
resolution utility is essential to coordinate between similar multi skill-agents.
However, the current design of DMMAS presumed there is unique skill-agent in
equivalent to a unique functionality domain in the ontology library.
With a large scale methodology like DMMAS with many development steps mistakes
are likely to happen. Software development tools that govern the development process
and detect errors and maintain consistency, will increase efficiency to the
development practice. For example, Prometheus development tool (PDT) provides
efficient facilities and options including skeleton code generation in JACK agent
development language.
Finally, DMMAS introduced a set of new diagrams and notations that are not based
on any existing modelling approach. This can be regarded as being either a strength or
weakness depends on the practitioner background and experience. However, the
diagrams and the notations used in DMMAS are able to translate the multi-agent
systems unique abstractions and blueprint the components.

6.5 Summary
This chapter evaluated and assessed DMMAS analysis and design processes on four
levels; technically, modelling, usability and potentiality for building open cooperative
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multi-agent systems. The evaluation criteria were based on agents’ development
methodologies evaluation framework (AMEF) and extended by additional tabulated
criteria that proposed to stress DMMAS new features. The assessment process
deploys benchmark measurement scales for DMMAS performance in comparison to
five existing MaS methodologies respectively, Gaia, Tropos, Prometheus, PASSI, and
MaSE. Despite the differences between each individual method, the criteria of the
evaluation framework facilitated have been selected to measure the common activities
as possible. In addition, each method was evaluated individually then determined its
strength and weaknesses.
The evaluation process reveals that DMMAS successfully presents a new and unique
approach to design open cooperative multi-agent systems with the potentiality to span
the design practice to utilise an ontology approach as part of the development
processes. It also reflects that DMMAS new design techniques lead to transfer MaS
from the independent to cooperative application domain. Moreover, the results
provide scale of measure for the performance and approaches within each
methodology and in overall comparisons. While some methodologies focus on
modelling agent internal structures others focus on designing agent interaction
protocols. In contrast the agent cooperation design activities are minimally covered.
The evaluation process on DMMAS also determined some weaknesses, and
subsequently suggested some improvements to enhance the development practice.
These improvements proposed in the research future work are explained in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future Work
Several agent-based development methodologies have been proposed. However, all
converge towards designing an independent closed multi-agent system emphasising
the agent internal structure or the agent coordination and interactions protocols. The
primary aim of this research was to transfer MaS from an independent state to a
cooperative state (as summarised in Figure 7.1). For this purpose, the research
proposed a new development methodology for multi-agent systems with potential to
build cooperative MaS that can function in open, distributed, heterogeneous
application environments.

Figure 7.1: Multi-agent systems typology.
The thesis presented a development methodology for developing multi-agent systems
(DMMAS). DMMAS provides a set of steps and guidelines for the software
practitioner to design and develop a cooperative multi-agent systems based on
software development lifecycle principles. DMMAS analysis and design life cycle,
starting from early requirements analysis, are followed by system specification
analysis, architecture design, and the detailed design phase. For every development
step, there is sufficient explanation on what and how to progress in the building
process, supported by unique set of diagrams and graphical notations. Since the multiagent systems possess high level expressive abstractions, the research introduced a set
of textual descriptors to express those abstractions.
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The research proposed a new architecture for multi-agent systems constructed based
on emergent organisational structure and an agent adoption strategy. The architecture
consists of three levels - first level represents the goal and the coordination (goal
execution plan), the second level represents the professional-agent the goal domain
and team master and the third level is the skill-agent or the services required to
achieve the goal. Every system goal or goals depends on their domain, there is a
professional-agent responsible for the goal achievement. Each professional-agent is
one unit coherent application domain acting as master manager with the ability to
adopt any group of skill-agents required to achieve the goal.
Each single skill-agent represents one logical unit coherent service acting as a
standalone autonomous subsystem or module that can exist at any place in the
network.

Each skill-agent’s functionality is represented by a standard ontology

schema designed to acknowledge the skill-agent functionality. The ontology schema
defines the skills, or the services, that the skill-agent can offer for the goal
achievement. The schema is also complemented by the skill-agents identification and
location (address) on the network.
Unlike all the existing methodologies, DMMAS introduced an innovative approach to
represent agent autonomous behaviour through the ontology mechanism. Using this
technique the skill-agent can serve any goal depending on the professional-agent
request. This technique improves the search mechanism and makes it functionality
based instead of agent-name keyword based as that used by JADE, PASSI, JACK,
Prometheus and Tropos. DMMAS do not focus on the skill-agent intra structure or
agent communication protocols that require high bandwidth and form a bottleneck;
instead it provides an Accept/Reject component for every skill-agent. For example,
according to the JointPlan cooperative theory, if a set of agents aligned their plan in
the correct execution order toward the user goal achievement, in fact they are in
cooperation mode. Chapter 5 introduces the TAS case study and Chapter 6
demonstrates a comprehensive evaluation of DMMAS. Both chapters provide good
evidence of the DMMAS use in transferring the multi-agent systems to the
cooperative stage base on the goal execution plan and agent adoption strategy. The
agent adoption strategy delivers the team formation process dynamically. This is an
advantage feature for using DMMAS.
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7.1

Main Contributions

This research reviewed the software system engineering practice and investigated the
existing agent-based development methodologies to experience their techniques and
approaches for modelling multi-agent systems features. The research introduced a
new direction for the use of ontology in software design and development processes.
In the field of agent-based software engineering, the research updates the discipline
development tools with a new development methodology, namely DMMAS that has
the potential to analysis and design cooperative multi-agent systems. The primary aim
for this research is to fill the gap in the multi-agent systems to transfer the
development process from the designing independent multi-agent systems to
designing cooperative multi-agent systems. The research outcomes result in a set of
steps and processes to guide the practitioner to deploy a multi-agent systems that is
best applicable when the problem domain has an open system characteristic and
consists of heterogeneous software agents located in distributed locations and needs to
work together in a cooperative mode to achieve a particular system goal. Building
such system specifications using agent-based software concepts and incorporating the
ontology approach is an innovative addition to software engineering approach.
This research presents three main contributions;
1. This thesis enhances the multi-agent systems practice by providing a new
development methodology with potentiality to transfer the multi-agent systems
developments from designing an independent multi-agent system to
cooperative multi-agent systems based on the goal plan, and agent adoptive
strategy.
2. The research presents a new multi-agent systems architecture that informs the
software body, how to design open distributed heterogeneous multi-agent
systems.
3. The research informs the software development practice about how to
incorporate ontology engineering into software engineering. The research
presents a new method and diagrams notation to identify the model ontology
concepts, objects, properties and classes relationships for functionality
domains.
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4. The research introduces a new agent structure that can behave in an
autonomous mode. In this regard the research eliminates the predefined agent
name (keyword) search in favour of functionality ontology search. This search
approach is a new trend in the field that could enable the software practitioner
to link and integrate a vast multi-disciplinary system, for example military,
health care, and transportation.

7.2

Research Questions

This research is classified as qualitative research in information science design and
has been conducted under combination of Hevner et al’s (2004) framework for design
science in information systems and Simon’s (1996) iterative approach Generate/Test
cycle. The research method was implemented successfully and was able to achieve
the research aim and answered the research questions and states the hypothesis:
•

What is a mechanism that has the ability to create agent team formation

processes?
The proposed multi-agent system organisational architecture with the three portions
layer, then incorporating the ontology modelling to create ontology-based search
supported by a goal execution plan provide an ideal mechanism that identifies the
required agents and forms the agents team.
•

What is the software architecture of cooperative agent-based system?

The research published a research paper in this research question direction; “An
Architecture for Agent-based Cooperative Systems” can be found in (AlHashel et al.,
2009a). It is also covered in Chapter 4.
•

What is the suitable software engineering model that seamlessly engineers

cooperative agent-based systems?
The DMMAS with the unique ontological modelling, including the adoption strategy
between the professional-agent when it overrides the skills-agents that is required to
achieve the goal. Then using the goal plan to perform the goal, this intra processing
with the support of the analysis and design phases depicted in Chapter4, and Chapter
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5, is proof that DMMAS is an adequate methodology for engineering cooperative
multi-agent systems.
The hypothesis is verified as follows:
•

The existing agent-oriented development methodologies are not able to

engineer multi-agent systems cooperation behaviour dynamically at runtime.
The evaluation and assessment processes for the existing development methodologies
presented in Chapter 3 confirm this hypothesis. In addition, the research exposes the
strengths and weaknesses of three well-known development methodologies and
proves that the agent cooperation is not a runtime or emergent process. However, this
research published a paper titled “Comparison of Three Agent-Oriented Software
Development

Methodologies:

ROADMAP,

Prometheus,

and

MaSE”;

for

confirmation refer to (Alhashel et al., 2007).
•

DMMAS techniques for executing a goal is done in the following steps: first,

access the goal execution plan, secondly, find the proper skill-agent required for the
goal achievement, thirdly, the process is looped and at every iteration, the skill-agent
identification, name, and location are registered to build the execution registry, that is
this process is like gluing each skill-agent plan recipe with the other. This process
exactly defined the Share Plan cooperative theory.
•

The existing development methodologies need fundamental changes and

enhancements to design cooperative multi-agent systems, therefore a new tailor made
development methodology is the solution.
This hypothesis is stated to confirm that if the research can modify an existing
methodology then it is possible to avoid reinventing the wheel. Based on this
assumption the research modified Prometheus to incorporate agents cooperation; the
result is published in “Enhancing Prometheus to Incorporate Agent Cooperation
Process” (Alhashel et al., 2008).
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7.3

Limitations

The research is driven by an appropriate research methodology with a potential to
achieve the research goals and objectives and is able to address the research questions
and test the hypothesis. Despite some success, throughout the research some
limitations have been encountered, mainly:
1. The research timeframe: the nature of an agent-oriented paradigm is
heterogeneous, composed of multi computational disciplines like AI, knowledge
engineering, object-oriented, and DBMS. This unique combination required wide
knowledge involving a variety of technologies and science including ontology
paradigm. Moreover, research in designing such system is time consuming to
overcome all the modelling and development aspects. For example Prometheus
development methodology consumed seven years of group work to be established.
However, the research could not proceed further to include a comprehensive
implementation phase, because of timeframe limitation.
2. The manpower limitation: another restriction is that the research was restricted to
the work of one researcher. On the other hand the agent-oriented paradigm
includes a wide range of research areas and with one research student it could not
cover every related aspect of the agent-oriented system. For example the research
has not explained the implementation of the agent communication languages and
the communication domain ontology or conflict resolution for agent coordination.
Because these are research topics by themselves and need a larger research team if
such implementation depth is required. However, the DMMAS covers the most
important phases in any software engineering development process, the analysis
and the design phases.
3. Development technologies constraint: the agent-oriented paradigm is immature
and as yet there are no standard software development tools and infrastructure
technologies to translate the designed intra- and inter-agent infrastructures into
formal, computational specification languages or runtime environment. The
software support can ease the implementation process and impose the
development process to model the system components and abstractions to directly
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align with the implementation libraries and classes. As a result of this limitation,
the experiment depicted by Chapter 5 deployed DMMAS to engineer TAS then
for the implementation phase, the research used database management system,
object-oriented technology and web technology. This technology combination
limited the research implementation from monitoring the agent behaviour to
associate a smooth debugging and system exceptions handling, furthermore, it
affected TAS system integration and system performance.

7.4

Future Work

Taking into consideration the research limitations in timeframe, manpower, and
development technology, it was not possible to cover all the relevant software
engineering requirements. However, the research has been driven by a well-defined
plan and was successful in delivering the expected outcomes and able to answer the
research questions. Further research work is needed to enhance and improve the
DMMAS deployment and in addition, improve the multi-agent systems design and
development practice.
To enhance this research and outcomes further extension is needed as below:
•

Software tool support is very important to any development methodology
(Lin, 2005). The DMMAS development process is characterised by
implementation of the ontology which has several different descriptors in the
design process. In addition, the nature of the multi-agent system entails a
mixture of procedures including a database to define the execution plan. In
this situation it is not practical to rebuild the entire process at every new
system development, furthermore consistencies between different phases are
essential to avoid fundamental run over mistakes. Therefore a software
development tool to support DMMAS is highly recommended.

•

The ontology is a premature discipline in the field of software engineering and
subject to more research interest specifically in the web semantic area. This
research uses the ontology to define the skill-agent functionality and the goal
structure. Therefore, further study and investigation is required to enhance
these models in two directions. First, further research is needed to define an
ontology template that can be used as a general standard for all types of
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functionalities and goals. Secondly, create a built-in class model for the
ontology structure to be integrated with future development in order to
establish a reuse ontology global model for DMMAS developers. This process
will help in extending the multi-agent systems abilities to function in large
scale wide generic systems for example, the Internet.
•

The goal execution plan needs further investigation to automate the
relationship between the system goals and the plan that executes the goal.
Currently DMMAS uses a predefined plan incorporated in the system database
which uses a SQL query statement to fetch the plan corresponding to the goal.
However, instead of using predefine SQL select statement to search for the
execution plan, it would be more efficient to generate this execution plan
based on a particular algorithm then generate a coordination model for use by
the system goal execution model.

The multi-agent systems is a complicated software paradigm and entails further
research effort mainly to fill the gaps in the development tools that can ease
deployment practice. This research introduces a new direction in defining the agent
functionality (what it does) using an ontology approach. This research provide rich
starting point for creating a software system that is built by different people from
different places at different times but still can integrate to solve the goal. To make this
software environment possible, standardisations gain the most essential requirements.
With the enhancement recommended above the research recommend that DMMAS
analysis and design techniques lead to becoming a standard development
methodology for multi-agent systems.
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Appendices
Appendix A: XML and XML-Schema selected code for goal definition, skill-agent
definition and skill-agent functionality structure.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<GoalPhd xmlns="c:\phdXMLProject\goalphd"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="c:\phdXMLProject\goalphd GoalPhd.xsd">
<Domain>Education</Domain>
<GoalId>GOL-ACHV-1</GoalId>
<Name>AchievingPhDDegree</Name>
<Constraints>
<Boundery>Enrolment</Boundery>
<Subject> Information Science and Engineering</Subject>
<Kind>PhD</Kind>
<Item>A2235</Item>
<Limit>
<DateFrom>2011-02-17</DateFrom>
<DateTo>2014-10-31</DateTo>
</Limit>
</Constraints>
</GoalPhd>

Figure A-1: XML document for “GoalPhD” of AchievingPhD example.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SkillPhd xmlns="c:\phdXMLProject\skillphd"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xsi:schemaLocation="c:\phdXMLProject\skillphd SkillPhd.xsd">
<Domain>Education</Domain>
<SkillId></SkillId>
<Name>Enrolment</Name>
<Status>
<InputOutput inputName="Applicant">Applicant</InputOutput>
</Status>
<Status name="getStudent">
<InputOutput name="Student">Output-Status</InputOutput>
</Status>
<OperationType name="enrolPhdCourse">
<Function name ="getEnrolPhD">
<Input Status="getApplcation"/>
<Output Status="getStudent"/>
</Function>
</OperationType>
</SkillPhd>

Figure A-2: XML document for skill-agent functionality, Achieving PhD example.

1

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SkillFunctionality xmlns="C:\TASXMLProject\Ebrahim"
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="C:\TASXMLProject\Ebrahim SkillFunctionality.xsd">
<Operation name="Input">
<Status>Applicant</Status>
<Data>Used</Data>
</Operation>
<Operation name="Output">
<Status>Student</Status>
<Data>Produced</Data>
</Operation>
</SkillFunctionality>

Figure A-3: XML document for TAS skill-agent transition status.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- edited with XMLSpy v2009 sp1 (http://www.altova.com) by Ebrahim Alhashel (University of Canberra) -->

<xs:schema xmlns:xs=http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
xmlns:ns1="c:\TASXMLProject\goalTAS"
targetNamespace="c:\TASXMLProject\goalTAS"
elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:element name="GoalDefinition">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation> Standard goal definition for “TAS” </xs:documentation>
</xs:annotation>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Domain"/>
<xs:element name="GoalId"/>
<xs:element name="Name"/>
<xs:element name="Constraint">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Boundery"/>
<xs:element name="Subject"/>
<xs:element name="Kind"/>
<xs:element name="Item"/>
<xs:element name="Limit">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="DateFrom" type="xs:date"/>
<xs:element name="DateTo" type="xs:date"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>

</xs:element>
</xs:schema>
Figure A-4: XML-Schema code for TAS goals following DMMAS goal structure.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- edited with XMLSpy v2009 sp1 (http://www.altova.com) by Ebrahim Alhashel (University of Canberra) -->

<xs:schema xmlns="c:\TASXMLProject\skillTAS"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
targetNamespace="c:\TASXMLProject\skillTAS"
elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:element name="SkillTAS">
<xs:annotation>
<xs:documentation> skill-agent functionality structure for “TAS” </xs:documentation>
</xs:annotation>
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Domain"/>
<xs:element name="SkillId"/>
<xs:element name="Name"/>
<xs:element name="Status" maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="InputOutput">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:attribute name="inputName"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="OperationType">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Function">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Input"/>
<xs:element name="Output"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="Status"/>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

Figure A-5: XML-Schema code for TAS skill-agent functionality.
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Appendix B: Ontology selected code for TAS skill-agents functionalities. Figure B-1
listed RDF/OWL ontology definition selected code for the TAS skill-agents
“FlightAgent”, “HotelAgent”, and “CarAgent”. Figure B-2 listed RDF/OWL ontology
definition implementation code for the TAS skill-agent functionality “CarRental”. The
others ontology coding is not included in this appendix due to the large volume of
pages.
?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- Edited with Altova SemanticWorks V2010 De1 -->
<!-- Case Study: Travel Agency System (TAS) RDF/OWL Ontology -->
<!--Developed by: Ebrahim AlHashel (Faculty of ISE - University of Canberra) -->
<rdf:RDF xmlns:carAgent=http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/CarAgent#
xmlns:flightAgent=http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/FlightAgent#
xmlns:hotelAgent=http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/HotelAgent#
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:rdf=http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
xmlns:rdfs=http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
xmlns:travel=http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchemma#">
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TAS"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:disjointWith>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TAS"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:disjointWith>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TAS"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:disjointWith>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TAS">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
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</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#agentName">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#hasAgent">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#Agent"/>
</rdfs:range>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#Agent">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#hasCode">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#Agent"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#reserveCode">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#Agent"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</rdfs:range>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Datatype"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TravelPreference">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
<owl:disjointWith>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
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</owl:disjointWith>
<owl:disjointWith>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</owl:disjointWith>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/FlightAgent#flightPreference">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TravelPreference"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#fromPlace">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TravelPreference"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#toPlace">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TravelPreference"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/FlightAgent#seatClass">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/FlightAgent#departDate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/FlightAgent#ArriveDate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/FlightAgent#price">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
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<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#FlightReservation"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/HotelAgent#hotelPreference">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TravelPreference"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/HotelAgent#roomClass">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/HotelAgent#inDate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/HotelAgent#outDate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/HotelAgent#hotelRate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#HotelBooking"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/CarAgent#carPreference">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#TravelPreference"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/CarAgent#carType">
<rdf:type>
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<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/CarAgent#rentDate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/CarAgent#endDate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/CarAgent#carRate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.altova.com/ontologies/TravelAgencySystem#CarRental"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Figure B-1: RDF/OWL ontology code for the TAS skill-agents FlightAgent,
HotelAgent, and CarAgent .
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!-- Edited with Altova SemanticWorks V2010 De1 -->
<!-- Case Study: Travel Agency System (TAS) RDF/OWL Ontology -->
<!--Car Rent Skill-agent functionality definition -->
<!--Developed by: Ebrahim AlHashel (Faculty of ISE - University of Canberra) -->
<rdf:RDF

xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:rent="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#">

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Rent">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Car">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:subClassOf>
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<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Rent"/>
</rdfs:subClassOf>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Type">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Brand">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Model">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Made">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Price">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#PickUp">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Return">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasType">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Car"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="file:///C:/MyXML/renthasModel">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Car"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdfs:range>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Price"/>
</rdfs:range>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasBrand">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#Car"/>
</rdfs:domain>
</rdf:Description>
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<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasMade">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasPrice">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasPricePerDay">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#PricePerMonth">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasPickUp">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
<rdfs:domain>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#PickUp"/>
</rdfs:domain>
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasReturn">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasReturnAddress">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#Property"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasPickUpAddress">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#Property"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasReturnDate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#Property"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.carrent.com/ontologies/Rent#hasPickUpDate">
<rdf:type>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#Property"/>
</rdf:type>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

Figure B-2: RDF/OWL ontology code for the TAS skill-agent functionality
“CarRental”.
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Figure B-3: Search result for TAS goal “Package” skill-agents team.
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Figure B-4: Ontology concepts structure for TAS skill-agent “FlightReservation”.
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Appendix C: Goal execution plan database and SQL for “AchivingPhD” example.
Figure C-1 depicted the database design example for the goal execution plan. It
illustrates the main table and attributes and their relationship. Each table is defined by
its set of attributes integrated together in the system table which integrates the entire
goal plan in one database schema. Figure C-2 illustrates the SQL statement set up to
retrieve a record from the goal execution plan database. Figure C-3 illustrates a view
screen for the goal plan database record for “AchievingPhD” example explained in
Chapter 4.

Figure C-1: Goal plan database.
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SELECT

SystemTable.SystemId, SystemTable.SystemName,
Goal.GoalId, Goal.GoalName, Goal.XMLDocumentLocation, Goal.XMLDocumentID,
Goal.GoalDescription, ExecutionPlan.PlanId, ExecutionPlan.PlanName
ExecutionPlan.PlanDescription,ProfessionalAgent.*,
AlternativePlan.AlternativeID, AlternativePlan.AlternativeName,
AlternativePlan.AlternativeDescription

FROM

ExecutionPlan

INNER JOIN (SkillAgent
INNER JOIN (AlternativePlan
INNER JOIN (ProfessionalAgent
INNER JOIN (Goal
INNER JOIN SystemTable
ON Goal.GoalId = SystemTable.GoalId)
ON ProfessionalAgent.ProfessionalId = SystemTable.ProfessionalId)
ON AlternativePlan.AlternativeID = SystemTable.AlternativeId)
ON SkillAgent.SkillId = SystemTable.SkillId)
ON ExecutionPlan.PlanId = SystemTable.PlanId
ORDER BY SystemTable.SystemId;

Figure C-2: Goal plan SQL statement.

Figure C-3: Goal plan view example.
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Appendix D: The AUML Interaction Diagram and Notation
This appendix demonstrates and explains the semantic of the agent unified modelling
language (AUML) interaction diagram for multi-agent system communication and
interaction protocols. The AUML interaction diagram is an extension of UML
interaction diagram which by itself is a result of combination of both the activity
diagram

and

the

sequence

diagram.

Further

details

are

available

on

http://www.auml.org.
Similar to UML, the AUML interaction diagram has lifelines and with time increasing
as one move downwards. In addition, to represent the nature of an agent autonomous
behaviour that has multiple thread of control the UML state diagram are also
incorporated to denote the agent interaction specification (Odell et al., 2001). The other
under lying idea behind the AUML interaction diagram is to represent a complete slot
of an agent interaction in one diagram. For this reason the AUML interaction diagram
has multiple regions in the form of nested boxes where each region (box) has its
interaction functionality described in a label on the left top corner of each box. There
are seven types of AUML interactions regions; sequence, optional, alternative, parallel,
critical, loop, and reference.
Figure D-1 depicts an example for a basic interaction diagram where “sd” stands for
sequence diagram follow by sequence diagram name. The rest is similar to the UML
conventional model. The example shows the user agent sending a query message to the
system and the system agent sending a response message to the user agent. The
verticals lines or dashed lines represent the agent lifeline with the respect to the agent
life cycle. If the agent is emergent and has a life limit, its lifeline is denoted by a dashed
line. In contrast, if the agent is alive throughout the system operation then it can be
denoted by a solid line.
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Figure D-1: AUML basic interaction diagram
Figure D-2 illustrates the agent interaction notation used in AUML and Figure D-3
depicts the deployment example. The agent interaction and the lifeline may split into
two or more lifelines to show AND and OR parallelism and decisions, corresponding to
branches in the message flow. Lifeline may merge at a particular instance of the
interaction lifeline course. For example to handle “proposal” and “not understood”
respectively the logical connectors (AND, XOR, and OR) are needed to handle such as
these cases. The XOR can be abbreviated by interrupting the threads of interaction as
shown in the example above. The thread of interaction is the processing of the income
messages and it can be split up into different threads of interaction.

Figure D-2: Logical connector types

Figure D-3: Full and abbreviated notation of XOR connection.
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The aim of the AUML interaction diagram is to represent a complete slot of the agent
interactions in one diagram. For this reason the nested region applied. Figure D-4
depicts one complete AUML interaction diagram example described as following:
The Loop dictates that the region is repeated for some defined number of times
depending on the range assigned, for example, Loop (1,3) means at least loop once for
a maximum of three times.
The Alternative specifies that one of the interactions regions occurs. One of the
regions may have “else” as guard.
The Option can only be executed if the guard is true; therefore it may or may not
occur.
The Parallel specifies that both regions are executed at the same time slot.
The Critical region specifies that the messages encamps must occur sequentially and
cannot intercepted by any other messages. It defines the condition of the critical action
of the messages. For example, on the diagram shown above, the system shutdown
message is the crucial action to take place by the system agent and the backup agent.
The Reference indicates to another interaction procedure defined outside the current
context where it is defined.

Figure D-4: AUML example showing notational elements.
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